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‘From Buckland St Mary there went into HM’s forces about seventy men from a population of about 450.  
Of these sixteen joined voluntarily all the remainder, except those underage at the time attested under Lord 
Derby’s scheme …1

 
… On the outbreak of war several ladies of the village took a course of sick nursing and ambulance work 
and being thus qualified they did most useful work at the V.A.D.2 hospital at Ilminster. The women of the 
parish were organised by Mesdames Lance and Pott and met weekly for the purpose of making pillowcases 
and moss bags for splints, several hundred of which, were sent to a collection station.’ (The Western Gazette)

1 See page 7.
2 Voluntary Aid Detachment.
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Futility

Move him into the sun—
Gently its touch awoke him once,
At home, whispering of fields half-sown.
Always it woke him, even in France,
Until this morning and this snow.
If anything might rouse him now
The kind old sun will know.

Think how it wakes the seeds—
Woke once the clays of a cold star.
Are limbs, so dear-achieved, are sides
Full-nerved, still warm, too hard to stir?
Was it for this the clay grew tall?
—O what made fatuous sunbeams toil
To break earth’s sleep at all?

Wilfred Owen
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Introduction
Standing at Buckland St Mary’s War Memorial on Remembrance Day, listening to the names of the dead read 
out, over the years I’ve wondered who those nameless names were, thinking that every year they were coming 
to mean less and less to a shrinking number of people. Even the survivors were receding into the past—now, in 
2021, there is no one left who fought in WWI. So why not research their lives today? The background materials 
are there, now, ironically, more readily available than ever. It seems to me so important to give them whatever 
immortality lies in our power—unbearable to think of them dying so young and sinking totally into oblivion.

So, we began by researching the lives and times of the 13 men connected with Buckland St Mary who died, 
adding the two men from WWII. That marked 2014, 100 years since the start of WWI. Then, with the important 
help of the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF), we decided to add to that by researching the lives of the 53 men 
connected with Buckland St Mary who survived; that began in 2018 as we looked back 100 years to the end of 
the War. We have now added the names of the 14 men from Buckland St Mary School’s Roll of Honour and 
from the Absent Voters Lists 1918 & 1919 who are not on the Church Memorial Board, and the name of another 
who died, Simon Collins. It seemed appropriate also to remember the 27 men killed in the Liberator air crash 
in 1945 (see Appendix).

It is so hard now to think ourselves into the mindset of the times. ‘Your country needs you’ seems to have 
struck an immediate chord. Buckland St Mary was a village of farmers and farm workers, and small traders—
the butcher, the baker, the village shop; there was the rectory, the school and a very few larger houses, but the 
‘officer class’ was mostly absent.

Now, God be thanked Who has matched us with His hour,
And caught our youth, and wakened us from sleeping …’1 

Were Rupert Brooke’s words something that resonated with the men of 
Buckland St Mary? My impression is not, but nonetheless men did step 
forward and volunteer, spurred on by the national mood of excitement 
and patriotism. By December 1914 there were six Buckland St Mary men 
serving2 ; by the end of the war there were 70 men from a population 
of about 450. Of these, ‘16 joined voluntarily, all the remainder, except 
those underage at the time, attested under Lord Derby’s3 scheme’ (i.e. 
conscription)4—so just under a quarter volunteered. Many though were 
in fact providing a vital service by continuing to farm; their fathers 
or their employers pleaded for them before the local Rural Tribunals, 
rarely to good effect. Those presiding over the Boards were more of the 
White Feather school of thought: ‘… he ought to have gone into the 
Army before’ said Judge the Hon. W. B. Lindley at James Hardwill’s 
hearing. (see p.25) He did, and was killed.

Buckland St Mary was fully supportive, in homely ways, of its men and of the war effort, as described in the 
The Western Gazette survey:

‘Several hundred pairs of socks as well as mufflers and mittens were sent by the women of the village 
and the schoolgirls to men on active service. A large quantity of wool used being kindly given by Mrs 
A. P. Pott of Buckland House. The school children also subscribed to a fund for which comforts were 
purchased and sent to men of the Somersetshire Light Infantry who were prisoners of war; and they also 
collected about 7,000 eggs in connection with the National Scheme …

‘… The amount of land put under the plough was increased by 100 acres. Labour was scarce at one time, 
but the provision of substitutes for the men taken for the army enabled the farmer to “carry on” without 
much inconvenience.

1 Peace—Rupert Brooke.
2 Parish Return C/EW/3. Somerset Archives.
3 Edward Stanley, 17th Earl of Derby (1865–1948).
4 According to a survey carried out by The Western Gazette, C/EW/7/28. Somerset Archives.
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‘A Co-operative society for increasing the production of potatoes was formed among the villagers who 
took out 10/- shares, acquired a three acre field and planted it up with the tubers. The work was done 
most harmoniously and the men were rewarded with a bumper crop.’

Most touching and impressive was the speed with which the Parish put together a Service of Thanksgiving on 
the very evening of November 11th, 1918:

‘As soon as the welcome official news was received the church bells were chimed. In the evening the ringers 
met and rang some joyful peals till 8pm, when a thanksgiving service was held in the parish church, a 
very large congregation assembling. The Rector officiated, and at the commencement the Hymn ‘Oh God 
our help in ages past’ was sung, followed by suitable Psalms, and ‘The thanksgiving after victory from an 
enemy’, and prayers. The Te Deum and the hymn ‘Now thank we all our God’, were other features of the 
service, which ended with the National Anthem, heartily joined in by the congregation. Mr Owens, the 
organist, played the French National Anthem as a voluntary. A large number of the parishioners think it 
would be a most fitting memorial to those who have laid down their lives, as well as a thank offering to 
those who have fought and returned, to place a clock in the church tower. When the church tower was 
built by our Rector’s late grandfather, the Revd. J. E. Lance, he had a suitable recess built, with space for 
a dial. The scheme could therefore be realized without the need of displacing a single stone of the tower.’

(Taunton Courier, 16 November 1918)

One of the bitter sorrows as the war ended was the decision that the dead would not be repatriated; this was 
what lay behind the national flowering of War Memorials, so with equal speed (submitted on 5 April 1920) the 
parish put together an application for a Faculty to erect a War Memorial at an estimated cost of £375—they 
had already raised £3695:

1. It is proposed to erect a Memorial Cross of Doulting Stone6 in accordance with the Drawing attached 
using the ancient shaft of the Socket Stone

2. To place a Memorial Tablet of oak in the Church bearing the names of those from the Parish who 
fell in the War

3. To place a clock in the Church Tower

4. To place a plain tablet of oak in the Tower Vestry bearing the names of those from the Parish who 
served in the War.

Thirteen men killed from 70 who served: that’s approaching 20%, or nearly 3% of the village’s population—and 
then there were those who were left suffering from the effects of wounds and illness. The level of disruption 
to people’s lives must have seemed huge—the worry for those left at home, the pity for those bereaved (twice 
bereaved for two families), having to learn to manage without the village’s young men. The Revd A. P. Lance, 
in a 1916 letter to Sam Pym, then recovering in hospital after a foot amputation, writes in tones of gentle 
complaint and bewilderment:

‘… We have very few men left about here now and I’m finding it very difficult to get anyone to haul the 
coal for the coal club. Edward Denning and Cecil Keitch have both been wounded and Tom Every is in 
Hospital in Mesopotamia. We are thinking of you and shall be very glad to see you back home … and 
remember that we are very grateful for all you have done and suffered for us …’

It was a world turned upside down for those serving, transported not only to the mud and blood of the Western 
Front, but to places barely dreamed of: Mesopotamia, Egypt, the Dardanelles, India, even the North-West 
Frontier. It seems a common factor that the survivors were reluctant to speak of their experiences, but I hope 
that the biographies that follow will do something to make those vanished lives a little more present to us today.

Rosanna Barton

5 D/D/cf/1920/26.
6 Doulting is a type of limestone quarried on the Mendip Hills, Somerset.
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Buckland St Mary

Most who read this book will be familiar with Buckland St Mary. For those who are not, these background 
notes may be helpful.

‘Buckland St Mary is a village and parish in Somerset, England, situated 6 miles to the west of Ilminster 
and 8 miles south of Taunton in the South Somerset district, close to the A303. The village has a population 
of 521.1 2 

History

The name of the village is thought to mean ‘land granted by 
charter’ with the addition of the church’s dedication. Buckland 
was part of the hundred of Abdick and Bulstone. It is included 
in the Domesday Book (1086).

Buckland St Mary was viewed in the past as a wild and remote 
place, but today there can be few who do not respond to its 
beauty—in 1991 it became part of the Blackdown Hills Area 
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). In the 19th century 
around 80% of the population worked in agriculture; today 50% 
still work in farming and related occupations.

It is one of the largest parishes in Somerset but with a scattered 
population; its centre is Buckland St Mary village and Little Hill, 
with hamlets at Birchwood, Blackwater, Blindmoor, Dommett, 
Hare and Newtown. 

This is a very rural area and the majority of farming is dairy, 
there being about 2000 head of cattle in total. Until very recently, 
there was a working farm in the middle of the village opposite 
the Church. The centre of the village also had a Post Office / 
General Store and the Lamb & Flag pub which are sadly now 
closed.

Interestingly, the population has remained overall 
relatively stable, and now appears to be rising. In 
his 1791 The History & Antiquities of the County of 
Somerset, Collinson notes the population as 540; in 
the 2011 Census it was 521. Its high point was 758 in 
the 1851 Census; in 1981 it had dipped to 424. What 
differs is the number of homes: 100 in 1791, 151 in 
1871, 193 in 2001 and 227 in 2011. 

NB: Until sometime after 1963 the southern-most 
parts of Newtown were in the parish of Combe St 
Nicholas: they were later transferred to Buckland St 
Mary.

Jon Mayled

1 “Statistics for Wards, LSOAs and Parishes—SUMMARY Profiles” (Excel). Somerset Intelligence. Retrieved 4 
January 2014.
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buckland_St_Mary.

The National Archives' reference E 31/2/1/3609

© Crown CopyrightThe listing for Buckland St Mary in the 
Domesday Book

Rebuilding the Lamb & Flag inn
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© Buckland St Mary Parish Council 2016

Ordnance Survey, Blackdown Hills (E), Sheet ST21, 100057572, 1:25,000 Provisional (2016) 
Southampton: Ordnance Survey.
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Those Lost in WWI  
1914-1918
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Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Buckland St Mary, War Memorial Board

Previous page:
The Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Buckland St Mary, Somerset c.1912
A group of Buckland St Mary schoolchildren during the time of Mr H. Carratt, Headmaster (1906-1915). He is 
standing on the right of the picture.
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Lance Corporal

FRED BILLING
2565 8th Battalion Royal Fusiliers (City of London Regiment)

(13 August 1882-2 March 1916)

Died aged 33

Commemorated on the Loos Memorial

Panel 25—27

Fred Billing was typical of the men of Buckland who served and died in WWI: he came from a traditional 
agricultural background, and from a family who had lived in the village for centuries. Yet he was unusual in 
having left Buckland by the age of 18, and was living with his wife and family in Surrey by the time he enlisted 
in 1914.

His father, John Hake Billing, was born in 1857; Billings and Hakes are there in the Buckland St Mary Registers 
from the 16th century. John married Jane Wilmot in the summer of 1881; Fred was born on the 13 August 1882 
and christened on 1 October. There was one other child, Rosa Jane, born in 1887. John lived and worked as an 
agricultural labourer at Wetherhayes and Tanlake. Fred was at Brown Down School1, Otterford for 18 months, 
between May 1893 and December 1894, but there is no record of him at Buckland.

By 1901, Fred, aged 18, was working as a grocer’s assistant in Bristol Road, Bridgwater, but he must have 
travelled south; in 1903 he was working as a Grocer’s Porter in Swanage, and on 18 October he married Amy 
Aylwin, also working in Swanage as a parlourmaid. She was born in Sussex, but her family had later moved to 
Burgh Heath, near Banstead in Surrey. By 1911 Fred and Amy had moved there too, with their four children: 
Grace six, Rosa four, Fred two and Frank one month. A 
last baby, Ethel, was born in the autumn of 1913. They 
lived at 5 Wheelers Cottages on The Green in the centre 
of the village (now demolished—the Billings would 
have trouble recognising this now—to an eye used to 
the West Country—very suburban place). Fred was 
working as a builder’s labourer in 1911.

War was declared on 4 August 1914; Fred volunteered 
(no compulsion at this stage of the war) on 7 September 
1914 at Epsom. One can only imagine what his wife Amy, 
with her five small children, must have thought of this. 
Pride? Terror? The Surrey Attestation Register (the list 
of those who presented themselves to sign up, or attest) 
gives us an idea of his appearance. He was 32 years of 
age, height 5'5", weight 145lbs, chest 37" (expansion 3"), 
fair complexion, blue eyes and light hair. 

He served in the 8th Battalion of the Royal Fusiliers 
(City of London Regiment). This was a Service Battalion, 
formed on 21 August 1914, and part of Kitchener’s2 New 
Army—K1—formed specifically to fight WWI. It was 
part of the 36th Brigade, 12th (Eastern Division). After 
training at Colchester and Aldershot, it left for France 
in late May 1915. Fred Billing’s Service Records have not 
survived, so much of what happened has to be surmised 
(all Battalion War Diaries, kept daily, normally name 
only officers, not other ranks). It seems probable that he 
too left for France in May 1915. 
1 Brown Down School, Otterford, now a private residence.
2 Field Marshal Horatio Herbert Kitchener, 1st Earl Kitchener (24 June 1850-5 June 1916).

Fred Billing, probably soon after enlistment
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The Battalion were initially engaged in typical trench warfare. Their Division was then involved in the Battle 
of Loos, fought over the dead flat coal mining area north of Lens from 25 September 1915, till it petered out 
during October and was bogged down for the winter season. It was not a battle the British had chosen; they 
were not ready for a major offensive in terms of manpower or munitions but were being committed by their 
Allies to a battle in an area unsuited to attack, without clear objectives.

The first day brought relative success, but, as so often, the success was whittled away and broke down in 
stalemate. It was also the first time the British Army had used poison gas, euphemised before the attack, the 
writer Robert Graves tells us, as ‘The Accessory’.3 Losses were very heavy. At some point in this period Fred 
Billing attracted enough notice to be promoted to Lance Corporal.

Early Spring saw the action in which he was killed, 2 March 1916. The extract below is taken from The Royal 
Fusiliers in the Great War4 by H. C. O’Neill (with thanks to Lewis Wood).

Notes: Little Willie was the trench leading north from the redoubt, and the north face of the redoubt itself. Big 
Willie was the trench along the eastern limb of the redoubt. The Chord seems to have been the trench joining 
the two.

The Hohenzollern Redoubt was a German position in the First World War, near the French village of Auchy-
lez-La-Bassée (now Auchy-les Mines).

HOHENZOLLERN REDOUBT, MARCH, 1916

The Chord. —By this time, however, local actions had begun, and in two of them the Royal Fusiliers were 
engaged. The first was the action on March 2nd, 1916, at the Hohenzollern Redoubt, and was carried out 
by the 8th and 9th Battalions. The objective was The Chord, joining Big Willie and Little Willie. At 5.45 
p.m. the 8th Battalion, on the left (or north), exploded three mines and the 9th four. The largest of the 
latter (“A”) was intended to wreck the bulk of The Chord, but it only affected about one-third of its length. 

The trench mortars and artillery were to have begun simultaneously, but the former began half an hour 
and the latter a quarter of an hour earlier. Immediately after the explosion of the mines 50 men of A 
Company of the 8th Battalion, under Captain A. E. K. Mason and Second Lieutenant Wardrop, and 50 
men of B Company of the 9th, under Captain the Hon. R. E. Philipps, rushed across and seized the part 
of The Chord allotted to them. Twenty of Philipps’ party were buried through the explosion of the mine 
blowing in part of the assembly trench, and Philipps was slightly wounded in the face. But the men went 
forward rapidly and either cut through the wire or went over it where it was covered by the earth cast up 
by the explosion.

Of the party of the 8th Battalion, only Wardrop and one man reached The Chord, the rest being either 
killed or wounded.

This, we believe, must have included Fred Billing, blown up in the explosions.

He has no known grave; he is commemorated on the 
Loos Memorial, Loos-en-Gehelle, along with 20,620 
other names killed between the 25 September 1915 and 
the end of the war. Many of these bodies lay unburied 
till that time, and were unidentifiable, because their sole 
identity disc had been taken to count casualties; later, 
two discs were issued.

On his Medal Roll Card, his date of death is given, not 
as 2 March but 7 July. The Battalion’s Colonel, Lt. Col. 
Annesley, was also killed on that day, and is buried at 
Warloy-Baillon Communal Cemetery Extension, miles 
away on the Somme; Fred’s name is not mentioned 
there. It seems that this latter date must be a mistake, 
and that his presence on the Loos Memorial (see the 

3 Goodbye to All That, 1929.
4 1922.
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Commonwealth War Graves Commission website5) is correct. As the card also gives his date of entry to France 
as 6 March 1915 (contradicted by the known facts of his Battalion’s movements), further doubt is cast on its 
accuracy.

The March date is also confirmed as ‘officially accepted’ by the UK Army Register of Soldiers Effects, detailing 
money owing to each soldier’s dependants—£3-13-10 in Fred’s case.

Fred’s name is not only on the Loos Memorial and the Memorial in Buckland St Mary, but on at least three 
others: the Memorial in Banstead Church; that in St Mary’s, Burgh Heath and that in the Burgh Heath Memorial 
Hall.

One wonders not only at the grief within the families of these men, but at how a widow such as Amy Billing, 
with five young children, can have coped. She at least had her family close at hand. She remarried in 1920.

5 https://www.cwgc.org/.

War Memorial at Burgh Heath Memorial Hall, Surrey. Fred Billing’s name is 
the second on the left.
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Private

FREDERICK BUTTLE
6098 1st Battalion Somerset Light Infantry

(15 September 1882-13 November 1914)

Died aged 31

Commemorated on the Ploegsteert Memorial

Panel 3

The Buttles were originally a Churchstanton family, from at least the early 18th century—there is a Buttles 
Farm and Lane in Churchstanton. In 1851 Fred’s grandfather, William, was serving as a Gunner in The Royal 
Marines Artillery. By 1861 he was back in the West Country, living at Howstead, Otterford working as an 
agricultural labourer, and married to Mary Ann, with one-year-old son Samuel.

From that point, neither William nor Samuel moved very 
far from home. By 1881 Samuel had married Edith Collins 
of Buckland St Mary, and was living with his parents and 
baby Annie at Waterhayes Cottage, Otterford. They had 
nine children, the youngest, Katie, dying of diphtheria 
(caught at Brown Down School, it was suspected) in 1907.

Samuel worked as a Carter and general farm labourer. 
However, in 1914 the family moved right out of their 
area to Thornfalcon. Why? Probably in pursuit of work; 
Fred never lived there, but his younger brother William 
worked in Thornfalcon.

Edith Buttle was obviously the power behind this family. 
When Fred was killed in 1914, it was she whom the local reporter interviewed, and again when William died 
in 1917, and it was she who signed for their returned possessions. In a photograph of her in middle age she 

looks formidable; ‘well known local midwife’ the caption tells us; ‘no 
arguments allowed’, her expression suggests. An unofficial midwife, 
we deduce, but skilled in all nursing tasks; her great-granddaughter, 
Jean Carey, says that she was urged to train properly, but did not 
(Samuel was against it).

Fred, the oldest son, was born on 15 September 1882, and christened 
at Buckland St Mary on 3 December. He started school at Brown 
Down  in March 1890, leaving in March 1894. In summarising his life 
up to 1914, a graphic account is given in Edith Buttle’s December 1914 
interview for the Taunton Courier, which gives a sense of what both 
she and Fred must have been like—and a flavour of the Edwardian 
style of the news reporter:

“The deceased and his parents, and the family generally, are well 
known ‘on the hill’. The late Lance Corporal Buttle was but thirty 
years of age; albeit he was a typically stalwart West Countryman, 
and turned the scale at over 14 stone … He came home [in August 
1914] on a visit to his parents for 10 days from his employment 
as an attendant at Fishponds Asylum, Bristol. The day after he 
returned from his holidays he was called up as a Reservist. He 
was 15 years and 2 months old when he joined the 3rd Battalion 
Militia in 1899. [He] saw active service in South Africa for which 
campaign he received 2 medals. He also served in Malta for some 
years. In 1912 he was employed at Wiveliscombe, where he stayed 

Waterhayes Farm, Otterford, Somerset

THE LATE LANCE-CORPL BUTTLE
(Block by Western Gazette, &c., Co., Ltd.)
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for about 2 years, and made many friends. In one letter that he 
sent home from France he stated that his Regiment was having a 
very warm time indeed. Much sympathy is felt with the parents 
in their loss, and with the deceased’s fiancée in the great shock 
she has sustained.”

Private or Lance-Corporal? There is a photo of him in the Somerset 
County Gazette, probably in his earlier South African uniform, with 
his stripe displayed. Maybe this rank was lost when he went onto the 
Reserve list; from 1914 he was recorded as ‘Private’—except in his 
mother’s account. Another, more mature shot of him is reproduced 
here from the Taunton Courier. We also have a charming pre-War 
picture of him in civilian clothes. These photographs, and those 
that survive of his brother William, make their loss seem, even 100 
years later, horribly real.

The 1st Battalion, Somerset Light Infantry, were in France by 23 
August, part of one of the earlier waves of the British Expeditionary 
Force (BEF). Fred’s Medal Roll Card lists him as in France by 30 
August; the Somerset Light Infantry (SLI) records give him as 
embarking on the 29th. The Battalion War Diary records that on 
that day ‘Lieutenant Montgomery and a further party of N.C.O.s1 
and men rejoined the Battalion’: this must have been Fred’s draft. 
Or, possibly, it is the draft who joined on 5th September: ‘First 
reinforcements arrived, 90 men under 2nd Lieutenant Read’.

War was declared on 4 August. The Germans had marched into 
France via Belgium, sweeping round to come south and head for 
Paris. The Belgian Army were no match for them, and the French too had difficulty resisting. Ironically, they 
were fighting over the same Napoleonic battlegrounds of 100 years earlier. After holding the Germans at Mons, 
the BEF (whose numbers were tiny) found themselves retreating southwards in a series of desperate forced 
marches, turning to fight when they could, to keep up with the French and protect their flank. It must have 
been a major shock to the SLI to be thrown into this and forced straight into retreat.

This was the situation Fred found himself in on 30 August: 
still retreating by forced marches in desperately hot weather, 
staff and supply work very off the cuff. For example, on 5th 
September the War Diary records: ‘On the way a 2 hour 
breakfast halt was taken at La Ferriere and an excellent 
breakfast was provided for the officers by Baron Rothschild2. 
Supplies issued tonight. Bread, chocolates, cigarettes and 
matches were purchased locally for the men.’

By 5 September Arthur Cook of the 1st Battalion records: 
‘THE RETREAT IS ENDED, but not our marching, for now 
we must turn round and chase Jerry for a change.’ They re-
crossed the Marne, but by the 11th ‘the Germans seem to 
have got clean away and our visions of getting round them 
have vanished’. By this time the debilitatingly hot weather had 
gone, and wet weather had set in. The Somersets had a series 
of forced marches, on short supplies and in wretched weather, 
back to the Aisne. Trenches were dug in the Bucy-le-Long 
area: a foretaste of things to come for the next four years.

1 Non-Commissioned Officers.
2 Probably Lionel Walter Rothschild, 2nd Baron Rothschild or Édouard Alphonse James de Rothschild who 
was not a Baron however.

1st Bn SLI at Ploegsteert
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By a series of train journeys and marches and skirmishes the Battalion moved into Flanders, ending at 
Ploegsteert, which is essentially where they remained for the rest of the year. For them, the war was static at this 
point: attacks and shelling backwards and forwards, with the loss of many troops, but no real movement. The 
weather was terrible, and they were in marshy country. On 11 November, two days before Fred’s death, Arthur 
Cook writes: ‘Trenches are wet and full of water, nowhere to sit down, or lie down, only to stand up with water 
over your boots in inky blackness. Occasionally a shell smothers you with mud and earth. What an existence 
for human beings.’ Contemporary photographs show them in virtually civilian dress, with not a helmet in sight.

Fred’s death is recorded as 13 November, but the War Diary records no-one as killed that day. We wonder 
if in fact he may have been killed three days earlier, on the 10th: ‘B Company lost heavily in right trench 
today, losing four killed and six wounded including Serjeant Willcox who was Mentioned in Dispatches. It 
was not however thought advisable to relieve them tonight as a German attack was expected.’ It may not have 
been possible to retrieve these bodies, for Serjeant Willcox too has no known grave, but is recorded on the 
Ploegsteert Memorial.

Fred’s death is recorded in the Army Register of Soldiers Effects, where it is noted that he left a Will in favour of 
his father; we have not been able to find this. The amount was £8-4-3, plus War Gratuity of £5.

As a postscript to Fred’s death, here is the 1st Battalion Diarist’s record of 25 December 1914: 

‘There was much singing in the trenches last night by both sides. Germans opposite us brought up their 
Regimental Band and played theirs and our National Anthems followed by ‘Home Sweet Home’. A truce 
was mutually arranged by the men in the trenches. During the morning officers met German officers half 
way between the trenches and it was arranged we should bring in our dead who were lying between the 
trenches [but not Fred Buttle or Serjeant Willcox] … A very peaceful day.’

Ploegsteert Memorial to the Missing, Hainaut, Belgium
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Gunner

WILLIAM BUTTLE
65065, “B” Battery, 173rd Brigade, Royal Field Artillery

(2 December 1891-3 December 1917)

Died aged 26

Buried at Grévillers British Cemetery, Pas-de-Calais, France

Grave VIII.D.5

William Buttle was nearly 10 years younger than his brother Frederick. He 
was born on 2 December 1891 at Howstead and christened at Otterford 
on 6 March 1892. He started school at Brown Down in September 1895, 
leaving in December 1904. For further background to the family, see 
Fred Buttle’s entry. In 1911 William was living at Road Farm, Buckland 
St Mary, working as a farm labourer for a well-known local personality, 
farmer and dealer William Devonport Berry senior. (see p.49) 

When his parents moved to Thornfalcon in 1914, he moved with them, 
working for Mrs Greenway, of Lower Farm. He was still with them at 
Church Lane Cottage when he enlisted. As the Taunton Courier reported 
after his death: “… he had won regard as a faithful workman, and generally 
by all who knew him, for his upright personal qualities”.

William Buttle’s Service Records have survived, so we know more than 
usual about his Army career. The only problem is that these records have 
been damaged by fire and water (in the Blitz in 1942) and are not easy to 
read (see p.149). We also have two photographs, one taken, we believe, 
when he enlisted, which shows him looking a little raw and nervous. The 
second, which we believe could have been taken when he came home on 
leave late in 1916, shows (we think) a more assured and mature young 
man. 

His Attestation Form shows us that he enlisted in Taunton on 16 January 1915. This was two months after 
Fred had been killed. Was he spurred into volunteering because of this—there was no compulsion (other than 
a well-publicised moral one) at this stage. What did his parents think? He gave his occupation as Cowman. 
On the 18 January he was transferred to No 3 Depot, RFA at Hilsea, Portsmouth, being posted to the 13th 
Reserve Battery of the RFA as a Driver. More often at this stage of the War men joined their local regiments. 
His grandfather, who died before he was born, had served as a Gunner with the Royal Marines Artillery. Driver 
of course meant not that he was driving a vehicle, but in charge of or riding the horses that pulled the guns.

He was 5'5", weighed 134 lbs, had a chest measurement of 38", with an expansion of 3", his physical development 
noted as good. He had a scar on his right cheek and upper lip. In April he was vaccinated, and in May inoculated 
twice against enteric fever. 

On 2 February he was posted as Driver to the 24th DAC.

‘The 24th Divisional Ammunition Column, Royal Field Artillery served with the 24th Division [which] 
was established in September 1914 as part of Kitchener's Third New Army and began to assemble in 
the area of Shoreham. The division suffered from a lack of equipment and a lack of trained officers and 
NCOs to command the volunteers. In late June 1915 they moved to Aldershot for final training and 
they proceeded to France at the end of August. The Division concentrated in the area between Etaples 
and St Pol on 4 September and a few days later marched across France into the reserve for the British 
assault at Loos, going into action on the 26th of September and suffering heavy losses. In 1916 they 
suffered in the German gas attack at Wulverghem and then moved to The Somme seeing action in The 
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Battle of Delville Wood and The Battle of Guillemont.’—The War Time 
Memories Project 1. 

William left for France with the 24th on 4 September 1915. ‘The whole 
Division's first experience was truly appalling. Having been in France 
for only a few days, lengthy forced marches brought it into the reserve 
for the British assault at Loos. GHQ planning left it too far behind to be 
a useful reinforcement on the first day, but it was sent into action on 26 
September totally inexperienced and already exhausted, whereupon it 
suffered over 4178 casualties for very little gain.’—from The Long, Long 
Trail2.

The Divisional Ammunition Columns had the responsibility of supplying 
munitions to their section of the Division, and also of providing waggons 
to move military equipment about. So, William, a country boy, was well 
suited to this job. Reading the 24th DAC’s War Diary from 1916 it would 
seem they were at as much risk from stampeding horses and mules as 
from hostile gunfire: death and injury to both men and animals are 
reported.

On a more mundane note, on 3 October 1915 he was in trouble: ‘Improper 
Conduct on Parade’, sentenced to two days Confined to Barracks (CB). 
Then again on 30 October: ‘Leaving rifle on wagon’; that earned him 
seven days CB from the same officer, Captain Cameron Smith.

In a series of RFA reorganisations he was posted to the 36th DAC on 12 August, 1916, to the 154th Brigade 
on the 14th and finally to 173rd Brigade, part of the 36th Division, on the 12 September 1916. On the 24 
November he was mustered Gunner, though by 19 September 1917 he was mustered as Driver again. On 12 
December 1916 he was ‘Granted leave to UK with Ration Allowance’, returning on the 22nd. He was awarded 
a pay increase of 3d a day on 16 January 1917, just two years from his original enlistment.

In September 1916, the 173rd War Diary notes, amid a plethora of RFA reorganisations, the arrival of William’s 
Battery from the 154th Brigade: ‘B/154 Battery RFA—a complete six gun battery posted with the whole of its 
personnel, horses and equipment to B/173 thus completing the Brigade up to the new establishment moves. All 
Battery wagon lines moved to new locations.’ These batteries consisted of 18-Pounder field guns. Once William 
was away from the DAC and with a Brigade as Gunner or Driver he was in more danger.

In the Autumn of 1917, a new offensive was planned near Cambrai, using tanks (still a very new weapon) and new 
use of technology for directing the guns. Secrecy was essential, so preparations had to be made unobtrusively. 
New gun platforms and weatherproof ammunition dumps were constructed; 700 rounds for each 18-Pounder 
were brought up and Batteries moved up. Zero hour was 6.20am on 20 November. The attack was extremely 
successful—church bells were rung in England when the news came through—but then the Germans re-
grouped and counter-attacked, the tanks failed, and Allied direction from above ran out of inspiration, despite 
the bravest of fighting. On 30 November, between 7am and 7pm the Brigade fired approximately 12,000 rounds; 
B Battery (William’s) fired 3,800 rounds and kept six guns in action throughout.

He was wounded on 2 December 1917 with gunshot wounds to his legs and right arm. Taken first to an 
Advanced Dressing Station, he was then taken to the 5th Field Ambulance (a medical unit, not a means of 
transport) and finally to the 3rd Casualty Clearing Station near Grévillers. The Casualty Clearing Stations 
were quite large, tented units, set some way back from the Front Line. He died of his wounds there on the 
3 December. The records of the 3rd CCS survive, but are not much more informative than the abbreviated 
information in William’s Service Record.

The surviving documents then show officialdom going through all the necessary formalities to record William’s 
death, where he was buried, return his possessions to the family, and get the correct acknowledgements from 
them that they have received everything: his personal possessions (July 1919), his 1914-1915 Star (July 1920), 

1 https://www.wartimememories.co.uk/.
2 https://www.longlongtrail.co.uk/.
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his British War Medal (November 1920), his Victory Medal (September 1921). How these delays—especially 
the 18 months before his personal possessions were returned—must have increased the pain. All the receipts 
are signed by his mother (his father was in fact illiterate). And what they never did get back was his original 
Will; written on the page provided at the back of his Active Service Paybook, this was filed away by the Army, 
with many other personal documents, which have only just come to light recently, in 2013. He left everything 
to his mother.

This is confirmed by the Army Register of Soldiers Effects. His back pay of £34-2-7 was authorised as going to his 
mother on 13 March 1918; his War Gratuity of £13-10-0 went to her on 3 December 1919.

On William’s CWGC3 listing he is recorded as Gunner, and as being with “R” Battery, 173rd Brigade. In fact, 
although he had earlier that year been a Gunner, by his death he had reverted to Driver. We believe “R” is 
a misreading of the letter on his Casualty form; there were four batteries in his Brigade, A,B,C & D—no R; 
William had been posted to B/173rd, and that is what we think was intended.

His death was reported in the Taunton Courier.

THORNFALCON.

Gunner William Buttle Killed—the sad news has reached his parents, Mr and Mrs Samuel Buttle, 
of Thornfalcon, and formerly of Buckland St Mary, of the death in action of their son, Gunner William 
Buttle, of the R.F.A. Mr. and Mrs. Buttle had already lost one son in the war, and sincere sympathy 
will be felt for them in this second mournful sacrifice on behalf of the country. Gunner Buttle, who 
had done nearly three years’ man service, sustained his mortal wounds on Sunday, December 2nd, his 
twenty-fourth birthday, probably in the heavy fighting in which the Germans sought to deprive us of 
the advantage of our victory before Cambrai. His injuries to the arms and legs were very grave, and he 
only lingered till next day. Among the missives received from him were several of quite recent date, the 
latest being a trench postcard written on the day when he was wounded. Previous to joining the Army, 
early in 1915, he was employed by Mrs. Greenway, of Lower Farm, Thornfalcon, and he had won regard 
as a faithful workman, and generally by all who knew him, for his upright personal qualities. In sending 
deepest sympathy to his parents his officer writes: “If not now, then at least presently, it will help you to 
remember that he died fighting bravely, and has gone home to Him Who said, ‘Greater love hath no man 

than this, that he lay down his life for his friends.” (Taunton 
Courier, 17 December 1917)

William is also commemorated on the Thornfalcon Memorial.

3 Commonwealth War Graves Commission.

War Memorial Board, Church of the Holy Cross, 
Thornfalcon, Somerset

William Buttle’s grave at Grévillers 
British Cemetery, Pas-de-Calais, France
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Private

WILLIAM HENRY GRABHAM
25807 1st/5th Somerset Light Infantry

(4 January 1888-3 December 1917)

Died aged 31

Buried at Alexandria (Hadra) War Memorial Cemetery

Grave D. 249

Of all the 13 Buckland St Mary men killed in WWI, William Grabham was the only one not to have died on the 
Western Front; he was wounded and later died in the 1917 fighting for Jerusalem. His name appears on the Roll 
of Honour that heads The History and Book of Remembrance of the 1st/5th Battalion (Prince Albert’s) Somerset 
Light Infantry1, by Major E. S. Goodland, MC, and Captain H. L. Milsom.

William Grabham was a boy of the Blackdown Hills, but born out of the area 
in South Devon, on 4 January 1888. William’s father Abraham was born in 
Otterford in 1855, the son of John, an agricultural labourer. In 1871 Abraham 
was working on a dairy farm in Whitestaunton, but by 1880 he had joined 
the Royal Marines Light Infantry, stationed in Plymouth, and was living in 
East Stonehouse. William and his two older and one younger brother were 
born there. His oldest brother Edward was in fact a half-brother, Abraham’s 
first wife having died soon after his birth in 1884. William’s mother Mary was 
also from Devon. By 1894 the family were back in Buckland St Mary, living at 
Meanwood. William and his older half-brother Edward started at Buckland 
School in June 1894; William left in February 1900. In their particulars on the 
School Roll their father is described as ‘Pensioner’, from the Marines.

In 1901 William, aged 14, was working as a gardener’s apprentice; Edward, 
17, was a Blacksmith’s apprentice. By 1911 William, still living at home, at 
Flood Cottage, Little Hill, was a postman. There is no clue what happened to 
the family in the intervening 10 years, except that the 1911 Census records for 
each family, the number of children born, and the number who have died; 
the Grabhams had eight children, of whom four had died as young children. 

William’s brother Arthur was buried in the churchyard at Buckland St Mary in 1904.

Late in 1911 William married Alice Summers of Combe St Nicholas; one of 10 surviving children, she and two of 
her sisters were working as Toothbrush Drawers (setting the bristles—perhaps badger hair?—in toothbrushes, 
probably working at home); their older sister was an Assistant Schoolmistress, their father a harness maker. All 
had been born in Combe St Nicholas. 

In October 1912 William and Alice, living at The Lodge, Buckland St Mary, had a son, Robert John; William 
was still working as a postman. In December 1914 a daughter, Evelyn May, was born. By now they were living 
in Combe, and William was working as a Road Labourer.

Without William’s Service Record or any other information, it is impossible to tell when he joined up. The 
National Registration Act 1915 drew up a census of men aged 15-60; by the 15 December 1915 those aged 
18-40 had to join up or attest, with the obligation to come forward later. A startlingly large number—two in 
five—were unsuitable on grounds of health. Finally, conscription for single men was introduced in January 
1916, and for married men in May. William’s Medal Roll Card indicates that he did not go abroad before 1916.

He joined the 1st/5th Battalion of the Somerset Light Infantry. At the beginning of the war the 1st/5th were 
sent to India to take the place of regular battalions there. Drafts from the Battalion were sent to the disastrous 
campaign in Mesopotamia but seem not to have included William Grabham. We do not even know for 
sure whether he went to India himself. In the Spring of 1917, the Battalion left India to join the Egyptian 
Expeditionary Force, arriving at Suez on 6 May. They joined the 233rd Brigade of the 75th division. 

1 1930.
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Egypt had been under British control since 1882. When war was declared on Turkey, an ally of Germany, in 
1914, Egypt became a crucial staging post from which British and Allied troops were sent to the Dardanelles, 
Salonika, Mesopotamia, and back to the Western 
Front. When Turkey threatened the Suez Canal it was 
felt necessary to gain control of the Palestine coastal 
strip to protect it securely. (However, of course, the 
main prize, which lay at the heart of Middle East 
policy, then as now, was oil.) A railway and water 
pipelines were laid, and unsuccessful attempts were 
made early in 1917 to take Gaza. 

The unsuccessful General Murray was replaced in 
June by General Allenby. Charged by Lloyd George2, 
the Prime Minister, with winning Jerusalem ‘as a 
Christmas present for the British nation’, he demanded, 
and got, a large increase in men and munitions. He 
then proceeded to do as requested—but at a high cost 
to those serving him.

The Third Battle for Gaza, with some clever tactical work, won both it and Beersheba by early November. 
Pressure was kept up on the Turks, and they were pursued, with much loss to them of equipment and prisoners, 
to the foot of the Judean Hills. Less directly involved in the Battle for Gaza, the 1st/5th now became heavily 
involved in the subsequent fighting. On the 13th their Brigade (the 233rd) captured Tel El Turmus and El 
Kustineh, then attacked bravely and successfully El Memiyeh and the ridge beyond; besides six killed, 41 other 
ranks were wounded. 

Allenby was anxious, from a propaganda viewpoint, not to be involved in a potentially damaging battle for 
Jerusalem, so aimed to cut off the enemy by capturing the villages to its north; hence the engagements that 
followed through November, advancing through the steep and difficult Judean Hills. Weather and territory 
were against the British, still, despite the wet and bitterly cold weather, in their light desert kit. On the 20th the 
1st/5th captured Enab; two other ranks were killed and nine wounded.

On the 21st the 233rd Brigade set off over steep, difficult territory for Biddu. They were overlooked by the Turks 
on the Nebi Samwil ridge, part of the main defence for Jerusalem. This being taken on the 21st, the 1st/5th 
were ordered to capture El Jib and Bir Nebala. Laden with heavy equipment and struggling over the rocky 
precipitous ground, just getting along was bad enough, without having to contend with enemy artillery and 
machine gun fire. As on the Western Front, men were no match for the power of modern guns used in defence. 
Worse still, the Officer Commanding (from the 1st/4th Wilts) had mistaken the direction and was heading for 
the wrong village. It was impossible to correct the mistake at this stage:

‘So, for the remainder of that long and trying day the tired troops lay out in the open, or behind such 
cover as they could find, waiting for nightfall.

The stretcher-bearers had worked heroically to try and get the wounded in under cover, but over the 
steep and uneven country, in full view of the enemy, they had an almost hopeless task … [By nightfall] 
the wounded … had been lying out all day without any shelter [their] wounds … aggravated by the delay 
in being treated.

… After a bitterly cold night (it was the end of November, some 3,000 feet above sea level and the men 
wearing khaki-drill shorts and tunics, with no blankets or greatcoats) the troops woke on the 23rd to the 
knowledge that El Jib was still to be taken.’ (The Somerset Light Infantry 1914-19193—Everard Wyrall)

Another attempt was made to take El Jib, but it was an impossible task. Not until a much later stage in the 
fighting was it taken by the 74th division. By the end of the 23rd the 1st/5th Battalion had suffered 221 casualties 
in two days’ fighting: three officers killed and six wounded, 51 other ranks killed or missing and 161 wounded. 
They were then withdrawn from the frontline and took no further part in the direct fighting for Jerusalem. 

2 David Lloyd George, 1st Earl Lloyd-George of Dwyfor (17 January 1863—26 March 1945).
3 1927.

‘The Somersets Taking Up New Position At Apsley 
House.’
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William was wounded at some point in this fighting, but impossible to say when: it could have been at any 
time in November, up to the 23rd. He did not die until 3 December, 10 days or so after that last date. He 
would probably have been evacuated by train to 
Alexandria. Very likely it would have been late 
in the month before news of his death reached 
his wife. She chose an epitaph for his grave:

 ‘God takes our loved ones from our homes but 
never from our hearts’.

The Army Register of Soldiers Effects records that 
she was paid William’s back pay of £4-18-7 on 5 
June 1918; his War Gratuity of £6-10-0 was paid 
on 11 November 1919.

Alice did not re-marry; she died of TB in 1952 
aged 66. She was then living at Underway, and 
her son Robert, who was with her when she 
died, at Combe Head. On her death certificate 
William’s occupation is given as ‘Quarryman’. 

William is also commemorated on the Combe 
St Nicholas War Memorial. In Combe Church is a framed photo, some 24" x 24", of the men of the village 
who died. William’s photo (1st left, 2nd row) is rather faded, but he has a slightly wistful, troubled look. It is 
remarkable that this photographic record should exist at all; it must have been compiled from photographs 
given by the families at the time.

Photographs of WWI casualties—St Nicholas Church, Combe St 
Nicholas, Somerset

Alexandria (Hadra) War Memorial Cemetery, Egypt
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Able Seaman

JAMES HARDWILL
R/3577 Drake Battalion, R.N. Division, Royal Naval Voluntary Reserve

(2 April 1892-4 September 1918)

Died aged 26

Buried at Moeuvres Communal Cemetery Extension

Grave III.B.17

James Hardwill was born on 2 April 1892 at Merridge, near 
Spaxton, the third and youngest son of Henry James Hardwill 
(1850-1927) and Jane Hook. He was universally known 
as Jim. His father James had moved around a great deal: 
Farm Bailiff for his father at Cothelstone, Farm Manager at 
Thurloxton, tenant at Spaxton, Steart and Donyatt, finally 
coming to Buckland Farm, Buckland St Mary in 1901. He 
bought Meanwood Farm, Buckland in 1916. Jim’s mother 
died in December 1904 and was buried on the 27th of that 
month at Buckland St Mary church. James senior was a short, 
portly and extremely broad man with a large but very tidy 
three-inch-long beard. When he died he was only five feet 
and eight inches tall and yet he weighed eighteen stone! 

An Army reservist since 11 December 1915, Jim was called up for service late in 1916. In January 1917, as 
reported in the Taunton Courier, his father appealed to the Chard Rural Tribunal for an adjournment of their 
decision on call up until Lady Day (25 March) when he intended to take a smaller farm. This was refused, 
although it was agreed to delay Jim’s call-up until that date. In fact, it was delayed further, an appeal being 
heard on 2 June; the appeal was allowed, but the exemption terminated. By this time Jim was working for 
Thomas Podbury of Buckland as a Farm Carter. The Appeal Chairman (Judge the Hon. W. B. Lindley) was 
unsympathetic to this, remarking that: ‘He ought to have gone into the Army before … His former exemption 
was terminated when Mr Podbury took him into his employ.’ Thus are men’s destinies decided.

Just before this, on 14 May, a Resolution was passed by the Somerset War Agricultural Executive Committee: 
‘In view of the necessity of bringing more land into cultivation and increasing the production of the land 
at present in cultivation, no more men should be taken from agriculture, without the consent of the War 

Agricultural Executive Committee.’1 This was to be sent to the Prime Minister 
and the War Office among others; not a position that Judge Lindley would have 
supported, it seems.

On 20 June 1917 he was taken onto the strength of 2nd Reserve Battalion, Royal 
Naval Division (RND), Blandford. Because he was in the Navy, Jim’s Service 
Records (unlike many army records) have survived, so we have a full record 
of his service career. The RND was formed in August 1914 when there was a 
shortfall in land forces. They served at Gallipoli, but mainly on the Western 
Front. The RND retained naval traditions, even while on land. They flew the 
White Ensign, used bells to signal time, used naval language (including ‘going 
ashore’ and ‘coming on board’), and continued to use naval ranks rather than 
army equivalents. Attempts to convert the RND to conform to army practices 
were tried but were generally unsuccessful.

Jim’s Service Record shows that on 13 October 1917 he was transferred to 
the BEF2 in France from the 2nd Reserve Battalion and on 16 October was 

1 C/SH/WA/2.
2 British Expeditionary Force.

Buckland Farm, Buckland St Mary

RNVR cap badge
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promoted from Ordinary to Able-Bodied Seaman. Drake Battalion was part of the British XIX Corps which 
formed in France in February 1917 and fought at the Battle of Passchendaele in Autumn 1917. In Spring 1918 it 
was driven back 20 miles in five days and found itself in disarray. By November 1918 the Corps, as an element 
of Second Army, was one of the most northerly British military formations in France.

On 23 November 1917 Jim joined Drake Battalion, some five plus weeks after the order sending him to it.

On 1 January 1918 he was admitted to Number 9 General Hospital at Rouen with ‘mild bronchitis’. This Base 
Hospital was part of the casualty evacuation chain, further back from the front line than the Casualty Clearing 
Stations. In the theatre of war in France and Flanders, the British hospitals were generally located near the 
coast. They needed to be close to a railway line, in order for casualties to arrive (although some also came by 
canal barge); they also needed to be near a port where men could be evacuated for longer-term treatment in 
Britain. In January 1918 Number 9 General Hospital was being run by the Americans. The bronchitis was 
obviously not that ‘mild’ and on 14 January he was transferred back to a War Hospital in Reading and the 
Senior Medical Officer was informed.

On 4 February 1918 he was discharged from hospital and granted furlough from 2 to 11 March, at the end of 
which he reported back to 2nd Reserve Battalion, now in Aldershot, presumably after some additional training. 
He made his Soldier’s Will on 30 March; he left everything (£113-11-8) to his father. He was then returned to 

France, re-joining Drake Battalion on 19 April 1918, 
having missed the first onslaught of the German Spring 
offensive.

On 11 May 1918 he was back in hospital again, this time 
into No 2 Canadian General Hospital at Le Tréport. 
His record shows he was suffering from Pyrexia, the 
medical term usually applied to ‘Trench Fever’. During 
WWI, Le Tréport was an important hospital centre. 
No 2 Canadian General Hospital, one of six, was 
established there in March 1915. In all they contained 
nearly 10,000 beds. Discharged on 15 July 1918, Jim 
was back with Drake Battalion on 23 August.

One cannot help but wonder whether all these health 
problems were a reflection of his inner turmoil at being 
in France and in the Services at all. By 1917 England 

was struggling to keep itself fed in the face of highly successful U-Boat attacks on its shipping. War Agricultural 
Boards had been formed to make sure agricultural production was maximized. From a 21st century perspective 
one must wonder how sensible it was to remove farmers from the land where they could have done a useful job, 
and turn them into no more than cannon fodder—see the views of the Somerset War Agricultural Executive 
Committee quoted earlier.3

In early August 1918 the Naval Division moved into the Montigny area, south of the Albert-Amiens road. 
A new offensive from the north, Bapaume, was planned, and for this the Naval Division was transferred to 
the IVth Corps which held the Front north of Beaumont Hamel, through Bucquoy. Marching only at night, 
the Division moved North (15-19 August) in preparation for the attack on the 21st. The first set of objectives 
were Bucquoy, Ablainzeville and Ablainzeville Spur. The IVth Corps and the Naval Division were assigned to 
the secondary set of objectives, the Irles-Bihucourt line and further north the Achiet-le-Grand-Arras railway. 
General Lawrie also set an intermediate objective known as the Brown line slightly to the east of Logeast Wood, 
which was to be attacked by eight companies, including two from the Drake Battalion. 

On the 20th all units managed to reach the Brown line having encountered virtually no opposition; the Germans 
had speedily retreated to a new line of defence further to the east. In attempting to press on, the Drakes found 
themselves halted on the outskirts of Achiet-le-Grand by well entrenched enemy forces, equipped with anti-
tank guns and strengthened by fresh reserves. The British Infantry, without artillery support, made a gallant 
attack on the German lines, but were beaten back with heavy losses from most of the positions. The advanced 
posts, however, held firm. 
3 See p.25.

No 2 Canadian General Hospital at Le Tréport
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On the 22nd, the British line held against three counter-attacks. The following day, when Jim rejoined the 
Drakes, saw another German retreat, to a line running through Grévillers, Loupart Wood and Warlencourt. 
In light of this, an attack was planned for the evening of the 24th which would see the Naval Division work in 
concert with the New Zealand Division. Drake Battalion was to clear a communication trench, which ran along 
the right of the Divisional boundary to the German trenches, halfway between Loupart Wood and the Albert-
Bapaume Road. Despite early success, heavy resistance was met on the south-west corner of Loupart Wood and 
both the Hawke and Hood Battalion Commanders became casualties. By midday the enemy resistance broke 
and the attack was now taken to the villages of La Barque, Thilloy and Ligny Thilloy. Here the Germans’ strength 
in depth proved too much for the attacking forces and they were unable to reach the final objective, Riencourt. 
Despite this, the rest of the operations had proved to be a great success, the enemies’ communications had been 
cut and Bapaume was effectively isolated.

August 30th saw the Naval Division in action again, this time at the Second Battle of Arras with Sir Charles 
Fergusson’s XVIIth Corps. The immediate object was to seize the northern end of the Hindenburg system and 
the Drocourt-Quéant system behind it, ideally forcing the enemy to retire east of the Somme and relinquish 
their hold on Lys falling back to the lines of the Canal du Nord and Canal St Quéant. The intermediate objectives 
were met with rapid success and the next step was to advance on Inchy. Before these instructions had, however, 
reached the Battalions, Commander Beak had made on his own initiative a deeply penetrating advance across 
the railway to Pronville (south-east of Quéant), capturing on the way a substantial part of the Hindenburg 
support line. 

There then followed another attack in the area of Logeast Wood on 4 September when Jim was killed, just two 
months before the end of the War. He is buried in Moeuvres Communal Cemetery near Cambrai, his body 
having been exhumed from its battlefield burial site south-west of Cambrai in April 1920.

James Hardwill’s Memorial Plaque

James Hardwill’s grave at Moeuvres Communal 
Cemetery, Mœuvres, France
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Private

WILLIAM HECTOR
26820, 1st Battalion Somerset Light Infantry

(21 June 1893-12 April 1917)

Died aged 23

Buried at Athies Communal Cemetery Extension

Grave E. 24

The Hector family came originally not from Buckland St Mary but from the Curry Mallet/North Curry area, 
though William’s grandfather Robert, a farm labourer, was born in West Hatch. William’s parents, William 
senior and Emma (née Priddle) were living at Meare Green, between North Curry and Stoke St Gregory, 
when they were first married in 1890. William junior, born on the 21st June 1893, and the next two in the 
family, were all born at Curry Mallet. William and his older sister Emma began school at Buckland on 20 
February 1899, having previously been at Donyatt School. William senior was a Blacksmith, and, probably also 
in 1899, the family had moved up onto the Blackdowns, and were living at Agar Cottage, Newtown. He may 

have come to work for the large Stone family 
Smithy over the road from his new home. 
Oral recollection remembers him as ‘a very 
small man’. Young William left school on 24 
June 1907, his 14th birthday.

By 1911, William, aged 17, had left home and 
was working as a Farm Carter for Saul and 
Rosey Hurford at Chaffhay Farm, Yarcombe. 
By the time he enlisted he was working for 
Edmund Aplin at Fyfett Farm, Otterford. 
The Taunton Courier, in reporting his death, 
tells us ‘He was well known in the parish, 
and had been a bell ringer for some time.’ 

William’s Service Records no longer exist, so 
much of what follows is based on a reading 
of his Battalion’s War Diaries. However, 
there still exists a 1st Battalion Casualty List, 

which gives at the least details of postings, injuries or deaths. William enlisted at Taunton in 1916, and was 
posted to the 1st Battalion of the Somerset Light Infantry. He embarked from England on 16 December 1916, 
arriving on the 18th, and reached the Battalion on New Year’s Day 1917, just in time to become part of the force 
being prepared for the Arras Campaign that Spring.

The 1st Battalion was with the 11th Brigade of the 4th Division, part of the 17th Corps. When William arrived, 
they were at Camp 12 in the Somme area, south of Albert, training hard. On the 15th the move up towards 
the front line began, a long and trying march with heavy snowfall. Alternate stints of front line and reserve 
duty followed in appalling conditions of mud and filth. On 28 February the 4th Division were ordered to 
move to the Third Army area; by 21 March the Battalion reached Diéval, north-west of Arras, where training 
for the Arras offensive, due to start on 9 April, continued in earnest. The final move forward to the trenches 
came on Jellalabad Day, 7 April: a good omen for the Battalion it was felt. They attended a concert that night 
at Hermaville, and the Commanding Officer, Lt. Col. V. H. B. Majendie, made his customary Jellalabad Day1 
speech. Next day they moved to Marœuil, awaiting orders to move forward to the assembly positions.

The Arras campaign was viewed as another ‘Big Push’, like the Somme offensive of 1916. It is acknowledged that 
lessons had been learnt from that offensive, but whether it seemed any different to the men on the ground is a 

1 7th April—marking the successful defence of Jellalabad [Jalalabad, Afghanistan] in 1842 by 13th Foot 
(which in 1881 became Prince Albert’s Somerset Light Infantry).

Buckland St Mary School
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moot point. The Germans had retreated behind the newly consolidated 
Hindenburg Line that Spring, and the front-line British battalions had 
been trained over trench systems modelled on that. The initial part of 
the Arras Campaign was the first Battle of the Scarpe, from 9-14 April. 
The 17th Corps objective was to take the 3rd German trench system 
from the Scarpe, east of Athies. This captured, they were to attack part 
of Vimy Ridge, the German trenches west of Fampoux, and Fampoux 
itself. 

The 1st Battalion was part of the second wave of the attack. Their 
War Diary notes at 5am ‘Tremendous bombardment now on.’ Heavy 
rainfall—breakfast in the assembly area—the Battalion formed up in 
the railway cutting, and then marched to their final assembly positions. 
Over the top at 3.10pm, through machine gun and rifle fire and then 
through the German wire (regrettably not cut up by the Artillery), 
shooting down resisting Germans and sending prisoners to the rear. 
Their new line was consolidated, and they were heavily shelled. That 
night it snowed heavily and was bitterly cold.

On the 10 April they concentrated in the Hyderabad Redoubt. Patrols 
were to advance at 6.30pm to secure the line, with Artillery support, 
but to desist if opposition were strong. In the event there was no 
artillery support, and the leading platoons were all but obliterated. The attack was halted.

On the 11 April the 4th Division had new attacking orders: to advance and secure the Plouvain-Greenland Hill 
line. The 1st Battalion was on the extreme left, their task to secure a section of road from Inn to cross-roads 
and form a defensive flank. Their jumping off position was the Hyderabad Redoubt—there was no other—but 
it was inadequate, and the situation was compounded by two battalions from the 10th Infantry Brigade losing 
their way and pouring into the Redoubt. Consequently the leading platoons did not get away till Zero + 5 
minutes, by which time they were heading into a murderous machine gun and rifle fire. They tried advancing 

along a communication trench, but this was 
blown in by shell fire and swept by machine 
guns; nonetheless they held out there for the rest 
of the day. The War Diary says that ‘During the 
night a line of posts was established East and 
North of the Redoubt … Touch was established 
on right and left … The men dug splendidly 
and by daylight a fairly strong line of posts was 
established.’

‘The attack of the 4th Division, as a whole, 
practically gained no ground and must be 
written down as a failure … On 12 April 
the 9th Division failed in a similar attack 
and throughout the day the Redoubt was 
subjected to heavy artillery fire, inflicting on 
the Somersets a number of casualties.’ (The 
Somerset Light Infantry 1914-1919—Everard 
Wyrall).

One of those casualties was William Hector, though there is conflicting evidence on what precisely happened. 
John White, a researcher working in 2002 for Don and Mervyn Hector, William’s nephews, believes he was the 
victim of a sniper’s bullet, but the two excerpts from the Taunton Courier printed here suggest he was killed by 
shellfire; a concussion shell was designed to explode on impact, scattering shrapnel. At this point in time, given 
the vagaries of people’s memories, and the difficulty of accurate press reporting, one cannot be sure of the truth. 
Suffice to say that by the end of 11 April, William, aged 23, was dead.
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BUCKLAND. ST. MARY.

More War Casualties – William Hector, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Hector, of Newtown, was killed 
by a shell in France on April 12th, and Frank Smith died on May 5th in France from gunshot wounds. 
(Taunton Courier, 16 May 2017)

BUCKLAND. ST. MARY.

The Late Private Hector. – Further particulars are to hand concerning the death in action of Private 
W. Hector, of Newtown. A chum, now in England recovering from wounds, states that whilst carrying up 
ammunition near Arras he was killed by a concussion shell. (Taunton Courier, 25 July 1917)

On the 14 April, the War Diary records that: ‘The weather which had been vile for all the above operations 
improved a little. The Redoubt was again shelled fairly heavily. The Battn was relieved by the 1st Hampshire 
Regt and went back in Brigade Reserve … arriving soon after midnight, everyone wet through.’ Seven Officers 
and 23 other ranks were killed, while five and 104 respectively were wounded. The Diary continues: ‘All ranks 
behaved splendidly through a very trying operation; everyone suffered very much from the bad weather and 
loss of sleep, hot food, etc. … at one period some of the Officers collapsed through sheer exhaustion, only 3 
being fit to carry on … Battn captures include about 300 prisoners, 5 machine guns, 1 cooker and innumerable 
other stores.’

As well as being on the Buckland St Mary Memorial, William is also on the one in Combe St Nicholas, both the 
Memorial inside the Church, and, more remarkably, among the photos (2nd row, 3rd from left) of those who 
died which hangs just inside the Church door: the families, at the end of the War, must have been asked for 
photographs to be framed and kept as a lasting memorial.

William Hector’s gravestone in Athies 
Communal Cemetery Extension,  

Pas-de-Calais, France
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Driver

FRANK KNIGHT
T4/042600, “A” (Supply) Company, Army Service Corps

(8 January 1895-31 January 1915)

Died aged 20

Buried at Aldershot Military Cemetery

AF. 1799

There have been Knights in Buckland St Mary and neighbouring parishes such as Otterford and Curland for at 
least two centuries. Frank’s parents, James, 21, and Ellen Collier, 24, were married in the village on 9 February 
1888. Frank Knight was born on 8 January 1895, probably at Buggs Moor, Buckland St Mary, and was baptized 
at Buckland on 23 May.

By 1901 the family were living in a cottage at Underhill Farm, Staple Fitzpaine. His father James was a Carter, 
probably at Underhill. Frank started school at Staple Fitzpaine, beginning at Buckland St Mary School on 27 
October 1902; the family were then back at Buggs Moor. He left on 22 December 1908, just before his fourteenth 
birthday. In 1911 both father and son were working as farm labourers and living at Buggs Moor. Frank was the 
only son, with two sisters, Dorcas and Lucy. His mother Ellen was born on the Channel Island of Alderney.

We know more than usual about Frank’s army career as his Service Records have survived (60% of these records 
were destroyed in the Blitz in 1942, and the remainder are charred and water-stained—known as the ‘Burnt 
Documents’), and they tell a sad story.

When Frank enlisted at Exeter on 10 January 1915 he was working as a butcher in Colyton, living in the High 
Street. At this time enlistment was voluntary, but his Attestation form records that he was served a Notice by 
Sergeant Tompsett of Colyton. He was 5'3"—not so unusually short at that time.

He volunteered for the Army Service Corps (not yet ‘Royal’) as a butcher but is noted on the Attestation Form 
as ‘Driver’. 

The Somerset County Gazette of 6 February 1915 takes up the tale:

‘Much sympathy is felt for Mr and Mrs James Knight, of this parish, in the death of their son Frank, who 
volunteered as a butcher for the forces a month ago, and who was at that time in the best of health. He 
contracted a cold, pneumonia supervened, and he passed away on Sunday after a very short illness at 
Cambridge Hospital [Aldershot], aged 20. Deceased was of a very obliging and quiet disposition, and 
was much respected.’

His Service Record implies that his family knew nothing of his illness 
before he died. His death certificate says he died of pneumonia and 
heart failure. He was buried in the Military Cemetery at Aldershot.

The Army, as was their custom, 
were at least merciful enough to 
award him a Victory Medal and 
Memorial Scroll despite the sad 
brevity of his service.

Army Service Corps cap badge
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Private

ROBERT STANLEY NORTH
22424, 6th (Service) Battalion Somerset Light Infantry

(2 September 1881-22 August 1916)

Died aged 25

Commemorated on the Thiepval Memorial to the Victims of the Somme

Panel 2A

Robert Stanley North was born on 2 September 1891, the oldest surviving son of Levi Robert and Anna (or 
Hannah) Rebecca North. The North family had been small farmers and farm workers at the eastern edge of 
Buckland St Mary in Dommett for many years. Anna was a widow with a young son when she married Robert, 
nine years her senior, in 1887. The North family still live today in the same area, at Lane Farm. 

Stanley went to school in Buckland St Mary from 1898, leaving in September 1905, when he was 14. By 1911 he 
was working as a farm labourer, and living at Howleigh, Pitminster, boarding at the home of George Bussell, an 
elderly farm labourer. When he enlisted in Taunton his address was still given as Pitminster.

No Service Records survive for Stanley, so one has to surmise his 
army career, based mainly on the War Diaries for his battalion, the 6th 
Battalion, Somerset Light Infantry. The North family still has a handful 
of mementoes of him, one of which is a small unidentified press cutting 
listing the latest names of those who had been killed; following Stanley’s 
name is that of Harry Yard, whose regimental number is one short of 
Stanley’s, suggesting that they enlisted together. Harry was a cousin and 
was killed two days after Stanley. No Service Records survive for Harry 
either.

As young unmarried men they would have been obliged to enlist during 
1916, when full conscription was introduced, but we do not know whether 
they may have enlisted earlier, in 1915. Judging by what some of their 
contemporaries did, we suspect that an enlistment together may mean 
1915; Harry Painter and Walter Pring, for example, enlisted together in 
May 1915. If so, they did not get abroad till 1916, neither qualifying for 
the 1914-1915 Star for those who had served abroad before the end of the 
year.

The 6th Battalion was one of the First New Army of 6 Divisions, or K1 
(raised at the urging of Lord Kitchener). They left Aldershot on 21 May 
1915, as part of the 43rd Infantry Brigade of the 14th Light Division, and 

by 31 May were digging trenches west of Ypres. When they came out of the line on June 19, the War Diary 
records that ‘The Battalions who were our instructors were full of praise of the bearing and behaviour of the 
Kitcheners who they saw for the first time.’ The Battalion was in and out of the line during June and July, often 
under heavy fire, with a particularly bad spell at Hooge at the end of July counter-attacking and attacking; a 
6th Battalion Corporal, F. W. Loxton, wrote at the time: ‘The whole hollow … was covered with dead bodies of 
K.R.R.s and R.B.s, killed in the original retreat and subsequent counter-attacks on retreat, and the stench was 
awful and the outlook appalling.’

During September and October the 6th were involved in subsidiary actions of the Battle of Loos, but at 
considerable cost: three officers killed, four wounded; 26 other ranks killed and 107 wounded. The War Diary 
pays tribute to the stretcher bearers: ‘The outstanding part was the conduct of the stretcher-bearers, who worked 
magnificently, especially on the morning of the 25th [of September].’ At the end of October the Battalion went 
into Reserve in the Poperinghe area, in ‘heavy and continuous rain’, with no preparations made for proper 
paths in the camp; ‘The whole arrangement a triumph of misconception and lack of forethought’ the War Diary 
bitterly records—and much more to the same effect. 
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The Battalion was again in and out of the trenches over the winter, in the now usual wet and miserable conditions. 
In February they moved further south, to the Arras area, a relatively quiet sector. Over the next few months 
trench activity increased. They were not involved in the early days of the 1 July Somme attack; their War Diary 
observes on 30 June: ‘Bombardment still continues with intensity down south.’, but in their area things were 
extraordinarily quiet. 

Before the end of July, the 6th Battalion were heading south, by route march and train. On August 12 they took 
over front line trenches in Delville Wood—‘Devil’s Wood’—by this time shelled from leafy summer beauty into 
a place of horror: ‘a truly terrible place over which to fight. … this new line was surely the most noisome spot it 
was possible to be in. The stench from the decaying dead was awful, gas fumes hung about the shell holes and 
clung to the undergrowth, weird and ghostly in the semi-darkness were the gaunt long arms of the torn and 
blasted trees.’ (The Somerset Light Infantry 1914-1919 —Everard Wyrall)

By August 15 they were relieved, but still provided a working party of 250 to dig all night. Orders were for a new 
attack by the 43rd Brigade on the 18th. The attacking Battalions were in their assembly positions by 3am amid 
heavy preliminary shelling from the British, some of which fell short. Zero hour was 2.45pm. After intense 
fighting the attack was largely successful, but the inevitable counter attacks followed through the rest of the day 
into the night while the Somersets, and fellow Battalions, under heavy shelling, worked to consolidate their 
position. They were finally relieved by 4.15am by the 9th Rifle Brigade; ‘The men, on arrival in rest billets, were 
absolutely beat’ the War Diary tells us. They paid a heavy price: five officers killed, seven wounded, 48 other 
ranks killed and 220 wounded and missing.

They were in rest billets until 23 August; when the 43rd Brigade paraded on that day the 6th were complimented 
particularly by the Brigadier for their fine behaviour in Delville Wood. 

Stanley is recorded as killed on 22 August; in fact by that time, they were out of the line, with no casualties. We 
believe that on some occasions these dates are merely a best guess, especially when the body is never found; 
Stanley is recorded only on the Thiepval Memorial, along with the other 72,000 dead of the Somme who have 
no known grave. 

John North, one of Stanley’s nephews, passed on a story from Bert Shire (Pte, 22450, 6th Bn), (see p.94), 
serving with Stanley. Bert was standing beside him when he was shot; he was ‘shot clean’—he did not suffer.

This anguished cry is written on the back of a Memorial card, most probably by his mother: 

‘O! ye who mourn in endless pain, be comforted. Death cannot kill. He died for England.  
Lives his name emblazoned on the scroll of fame!’

Thiepval Memorial, France
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Private

JOHN HENRY PAINTER
19059 8th Battalion Somerset Light Infantry

(1 February 1896-29 June 1916)

Died aged 20

Buried at Norfolk Cemetery, Bécordel-Brécourt

Grave 1.A.79

Harry Painter was born in Broadway on 1 February 1896. His father John, his mother Celia and his paternal 
grandparents Levi and Jane all came from the villages to the east of the Blackdown Hills: Ashill, Broadway, Ilton 
and Donyatt. In fact, Painters had been living there since at least the 16th century. It was work that brought 
Harry to Buckland St Mary, a village in which Painters had farmed in the past.

In 1901 his father John, slightly out of this area, was working as a farm labourer in Durleigh, Bridgwater, living 
at Culverwells Cottages. By then there were four children, two girls and two boys, Harry being the eldest. By 
1911 16-year-old Harry was working, and living, at Pound Farm, Buckland St Mary, for John Wyatt.

The Taunton Courier of 9th August 1916 tells us that ‘[Walter Pring] and [Harry] Painter joined on May 29th 
1915, both going from the same farm in this parish, and great friends, and much respected in the district. 
Painter was not a native of this parish, but had resided here for several years. He was killed in action on June 
26th [in fact the 29th], his friend witnessing his death.’

We do not know which farm they were working on when they left. Was it perhaps still Pound Farm? Or could 
it have been Madgeon Farm, where Walter Pring was living and working (for Sidney Dummett) in 1911? They 
both joined the 8th Battalion of the Somerset Light Infantry. There are no Service Records for Harry Painter, 
nor for Walter Pring, so we have to surmise what happened next based on the Battalion War Diaries. Harry’s 
Medal Roll Index Card (kept to indicate what Service Medals men were eligible for) tells us he arrived in France 
on 4 October 1915, with the same draft as Walter.

After the Battle of Loos in the Autumn of 1915, there were no major 
operations for the 8th Battalion who, after refitting, moved to Armentières. 
They mounted a cutting out expedition from an area known as the 
‘Mushroom’ on 16 December which was conspicuously well planned and 
successful. It seems, perhaps, unlikely that two recently arrived recruits 
would have been involved in this. They were in and out of the front-line 
trenches during the first three months of 1916, and then on 1 April moved 
south from the Ypres Salient to the Somme, where troops were massing for 
the Somme attack of 1 July—another ‘big push’.

There were immensely elaborate preparations going on for that attack. As 
well as day to day trench warfare the troops were expected to carry out 
these preparations, an exhausting business: digging new communication, 
assembly, assault and wire trenches, new dugouts, gun emplacements, and 
bringing up thousands of tons of ammunition and stores. And most of this 
work had to take place, unseen, at night. The writer C. Day Lewis describes 
the strange contrast: 

‘By day the roads were deserted; but as soon as dusk fell they were thick with transport, guns, ammunition 
trains and troops, all moving up … to take their positions in or behind the lines … Endlessly, night after 
night, it went on … Yet when dawn came, all signs of it were gone.’1 

The Somme had been a quiet part of the line. The British had the major disadvantage of occupying the lower 
river land, while the Germans held the heights—the drawbacks are obvious and became more so as the attacks 
proceeded and the ground was churned up to a quagmire.

1 Quoted by Chapman, ed., Vain Glory, p.357.
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On the night of the 27th, the 8th moved up to the assembly trenches; their War Diary records on the 28th: ‘In 
the evening we took over from the 4th Middlesex, the attack having been put off 48 hours. We lost 1 corporal 
and 6 men in the relief. The bombing of the enemy’s position commenced 26/6 and kept up till 1/7.’ 

This must have been when Harry was killed—the night of the 28/29th—an early casualty of the Somme attack. 
Walter Pring, who, the Taunton Courier reports, saw his death, was mortally wounded himself on 3 July in 
the first days of the main offensive. The 8th’s Diary records for that first day of the attack, 1 July, ‘the leading 
platoons lost quite 50% going across No Man’s Land’.

Harry is buried in a small cemetery in an isolated and beautiful valley. His War Gratuity and back pay went to 
his sister, Ethel Morgan.
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Private

WILLIAM POOK
43047, 6th Battalion, Dorsetshire Regiment

(19 April 1889-4 November 1918)

Died aged 29

Buried at Caudry British Cemetery

Grave IV.H.2

William Pook was a Devon man by birth and ancestry. Pook is an unusual name, possibly brought over by 
Dutch wool traders to the Tiverton area. It can mean an elf or goblin, but in Devon and Somerset is also used 
to describe a haycock. He was born on 19 April 1889 in the country north-east of Morebath, where his father, 
another William, from West Anstey, worked as a shepherd and farm worker.

These countrymen of the turn of the 19th century had a tough life. By 1901 William, aged 11, was living with a 
farmer at Keens, Morebath, still at school but also working as a Farm Servant.

By 1911, now 22 (these Census ages are rather flexible) he 
was married to Florence (born in Bampton, but living with 
her family in Morebath), and living at New Cottage, Cove, 
working as a Farm Waggoner. His father had also moved 
to Cove and was working at Court Farm. Cove is a small 
village in the Exe valley, between Tiverton and Bampton. The 
location is most beautiful, but it must have made for very 
hard farm work in an unmechanised age. The family was not 
an especially large one; William was the oldest of four, one of 
whom had died. His younger brother George appears to have 
been in the Royal Field Artillery in India.

The puzzle is why William should have moved to Buckland St Mary. His first son—William again—was born 
at Cove in 1912; William was then working as a farm labourer. His second, George, was born at Blackwater, 
Buckland St Mary, in 1914. It is about 29 miles from Cove to Buckland St Mary; not far now, but a long way 
circa 1913. Was he employed at a Hiring Fair? Did he have a contact in Buckland? We do not know. Of course, 
viewed in the light of a brother who enlisted and went off to India, maybe this seems not such a huge leap. 

Having been working as a Road Contractor in 1914 when his son Francis was born, by 1917 he was working 
for Tom Lee House at Colley Farm, Buckland St Mary. In July the Taunton Courier reports an appeal before the 
Chard Tribunal by Mr House for exemption from military service of two of his agricultural workers, William 
Pook and H. Middleton. The appeal was adjourned, and no further reports of what happened next can be 
found. The records of most of the Tribunals were destroyed after the war. However, in the Minutes of the 
Somerset War Agricultural Executive Committee of February 19181, both Pook and Middleton are listed as 
Exempt under Voucher A, FP 8—this dealt with men in vital occupations such as farming. Also, a little later 
on in the same Minutes it is reported that these categories have been rescinded as the need for more fighting 
men grows.

Farming at that time may have been tough, and the move from Cove to Buckland St Mary a disruption of the 
life he knew, but his call up and removal to the Western Front went beyond anything he might have expected 
from his pre-war life.

William was probably in the Army by late Spring/early Summer 1918; he enlisted at Ilminster. Given time for 
training, he would have been in France by late Summer/early Autumn. In the Spring before William’s arrival, 
freed principally by the withdrawal of Russia from the war after the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, Germany 
was able to send many more troops to the Western Front. Their attack was expected, but was nonetheless 
devastating, pushing the Allied forces far back over ground so bitterly fought for during the previous years. The 

1 C/SH/WA3, p.298.

Keens, Morebath, Devon
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Germans in the end overreached themselves, brought down by exhaustion, over-extended supply lines and, 
very importantly, the arrival of the Americans in force.

At this time too the 1918 influenza epidemic was raging, but the 50th (The Dorset’s Division) were not so badly 
affected as some. Gradually, the situation reversed, and the Allies were pursuing the Germans north and east. 
With their successful advance, warfare became more open and free moving as they worked back across old 
territory, but not without heavy losses.

‘For the first time since August 22nd the whole Division was out of the line. It had been in action for 22 
days and had fought forward 19 miles. This was the end of the first phase of the battle of Bapaume, in 
which 34,250 prisoners were taken and 270 guns.’ (History of the Dorsetshire Regiment 1914-1919—Capt 
G. O’Hanlon MC) 

There were other hard-fought actions, culminating in the battle of Neuvilly, a fight across the River Selle. They 
were then out of the line till 3 November. On 4 November, while the final peace negotiations were going on 
between Marshal Foch and German representatives, an attack was launched by all three Brigades through 
the Mormal Forest. Their own 18-pounders fired short and caused 16 casualties; the day ended with overall 
casualties of five men killed and 42 wounded in reaching the forest, and in the fighting in the forest, seven killed 
and 33 wounded. 

This was the last of the fighting for the 50th Brigade. It went on a day too long for William Pook, who was, we 
think, wounded that 4 November, and died later in the day—one week before the end of the war, and on the 
same day as the poet Wilfred Owen. He should have been taken to 3 Casualty Clearing Station, but there is no 
record of his name there.

The report of his death reads as if Mrs Pook received the news of her husband’s death at the very moment news 
of the Armistice reached England, just as Wilfred Owen’s family did. 

“Mrs Pook, of Blackwater, has received the news that her husband … was 
killed in France. He had only been across a very short time. Private Pook was 
a most steady and industrious man, and much sympathy is felt for his widow 
and children in their bereavement.” The Taunton Courier, 20 November

The next report in the Taunton Courier is of a service of thanksgiving that same 
day, 11 November, in Buckland St Mary.

A sad postscript: his son William had started at Buckland St Mary School in 
June 1917 when he was five. He left on 2 December 1918, soon after the news 
of his father’s death. Florence Pook was still living in Blackwater then; one can 
imagine her scooping up the two boys and heading back to some comfort from 
her family in Devon. She re-married in 1924 but died at the age of 54 in 1936. 
Both boys seem to have survived WWII, but young William died aged 41 in 
1953.

As well as being recorded on the Buckland St Mary 
War Memorial, William is also on the Memorial 
at Cove. The motto at the base of the cross and 
memorial reads ‘In hoc signo vinces’—‘In this sign 
[i.e. the Cross] thou shalt conquer’. The church in 
which it was housed having been de-consecrated, it 
now sits rather oddly in a corner of the Village Hall 
car park, a stiff climb up the hill, but well-tended and 
surrounded by the most stunning distant views over 
the Exe valley. 

War Memorial formerly in the churchyard 
of the Church of St John the Baptist, Cove—
now in the Village Hall car park

William Pook’s headstone 
Caudry British Cemetery, 

France
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Private

WALTER CHARLES PRING
19064, 8th Battalion, Somerset Light Infantry

(27 August 1894-31 July 1916)

Died aged 21

Buried at Bebington Cemetery, Cheshire

L. C. of E. 77

The Pring family were, almost without exception, agricultural workers and, by the time of Walter’s father’s 
generation, solidly fixed in the Blackdown Hills. His grandfather Charles was born in Broadway, and his 
grandmother Hannah at Haselbury Plucknett, near Crewkerne. However, his father George and mother Annie 
(née Every, daughter of Robert Every, a lime burner) were born in Buckland St Mary. They had seven children, 
three boys and four girls, all of whom survived childhood; it was WWI that took two of the boys, Walter and 
William. Walter was the oldest son, his sister Emma the oldest of the family. Walter, and William, went to 
Brown Down School; Walter, born on 27 August 1894, entered school on the 17 March 1902, and left on 27 
August 1907, his thirteenth birthday. Both boys were baptized at Otterford, Walter on 4 November 1894.

The family had moved about within the area of Buckland 
St Mary and Otterford, no doubt following work. In 1891, 
George, before his marriage, was working as a Farm Carter 
for William Manley, the miller, at Otterford Mill. George 
and Annie married at Buckland on 27 April 1893; by 1901 
George was working as a Carter at Howstead; they had five 
children. In 1911 they were living at Hornsey Cottages; four 
of the children were still at home, but the two older girls were 
working away, and Walter, now 16, was living just down the 
road at Madgeon Farm, working as Farm Servant to Sidney 
Dummett.

Walter’s Service Records have not survived, but we do have some pointers to what happened to him from press 
reports, the 8th Battalion War Diaries and contemporary accounts. The Taunton Courier reports that Walter 
and his friend Harry Painter enlisted together (in Taunton) on 29 May 1915, ‘both going from the same farm 
in this parish, and great friends, and much respected in the parish’. We do not know which farm. For what it 
is worth, Harry was working at Pound Farm in 1911, and Walter, as we know, at Madgeon. On Walter’s Medal 
Roll Card (kept as a record of what Service Medals were due to each man) is recorded the day he (and Harry 
Painter) landed in France—4 October 1915. His death certificate tells us he was with “D” Company of the 
Battalion.

After the Battle of Loos in the Autumn of 1915, there were no major operations for the 8th Battalion who, after 
refitting, moved to Armentières. They were part of the 63rd Brigade, 21st Division. They mounted a cutting 
out expedition from an area known as the ‘Mushroom’ on December 16 which was conspicuously well planned 
and successful. It consisted of volunteers. It seems, perhaps, unlikely that two recently arrived recruits would 
have been involved in this. At the end of December Walter’s “D” Company were taking over front-line trenches 
when their Commanding Officer, Lt Col Howard, was killed by a sniper. They were in and out of the front-line 
trenches during the first three months of 1916, and then on 1 April moved south from the Ypres Salient to the 
Somme, where troops were massing for the Somme attack of 1 July—another ‘big push’.

There were immensely elaborate preparations going on for that attack. As well as day-to-day trench warfare the 
troops were expected to carry out these preparations, an exhausting business: digging new communication, 
assembly, assault and wire trenches, new dugouts, gun emplacements, and bringing up thousands of tons of 
ammunition and stores. And most of this work had to take place, unseen, at night. The writer C. Day Lewis 
describes the strange contrast: ‘By day the roads were deserted; but as soon as dusk fell they were thick with 
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transport, guns, ammunition trains and troops, all moving up … to take their positions in or behind the lines 
… Endlessly, night after night, it went on … Yet when dawn came, all signs of it were gone.’ 1

The Somme had been a quiet part of the line. The British had the major disadvantage of occupying the lower 
river land, while the Germans held the heights—the drawbacks are obvious and became more so as the attacks 
proceeded and the ground was churned up to a quagmire. The preliminary bombardment began on 26 June 
and continued without respite until 1 July. The 8th Battalion moved up to the assembly trenches on the night 
of the 27th. It was during this operation that Walter’s friend Harry Painter must have been killed, ‘his friend 
[Walter] witnessing his death’; not a good omen.

The 8th Battalion War Diary continues the tale: ‘At 6.30am trench ladders and bridges were put in place and 
an intense Artillery barrage was opened. 7.30 was ZERO Time for Assault. 7.25 Front waves of B and C Coys 
crawled out.’

What the Diary does not make plain is the disaster of those five minutes before zero hour when the 8th left their 
trenches and crawled forward in readiness: many lost, the Commanding Officer dead, and all officers except 
three lieutenants out of action. They were followed by “A” Company, and “D” (Walter’s Company), the latter 
weighed down with supplies—bombs, picks, shovels and trench stores. Heavy machine gun fire continued 
to mow them down, but they pressed on to the German trenches, ‘battered out of all recognition, and only 
[consisting] of a mass of craters’. Eventually two groups, both under 2nd lieutenants, managed to join up and 
held out in a trench all night, repulsing a bombing raid. By this time, half of them were dead.

Next morning reinforcements and more senior officers arrived; counter attacks were expected and prepared 
for; ‘[we] remained in the same position all day and throughout the night of the 2nd’. Officer reinforcements 
arrived on the night of the 2nd/3rd. Attacks and counter-attacks were planned or expected, but the Battalion 
remained in this position until relieved in the early hours of 4 July.

It seems remarkable that Walter managed to survive until the 3rd, when he was mortally wounded. These first 
days of the Somme were a disaster: enormous loss of life, and nothing substantial gained. 

He would have been picked up by stretcher bearers, taken to an Advanced Dressing station, then to a Field 
Ambulance, then the Casualty Clearing Station and finally evacuated back to England. Vera Brittain, writing in 
Testament of Youth (1933) of her days as a VAD (Voluntary Aid Detachment), says: 

‘At the end of June, the hospital received orders to clear out all convalescents and to prepare for a great 
rush of wounded. We knew that already a tremendous bombardment had begun, for we could feel the 
vibration of the guns in Camberwell … On … July 4th began the immense convoys which came without 
cessation for about a fortnight and continued at short intervals for the whole of that sultry month and 
the first part of August.’ 

Walter was taken to the Auxiliary Military Hospital, 
Tranmere (on the Wirral) but he did not recover; ‘… he 
succumbed to his injuries on July 31st, Mrs Pring being with 
him to the last.’ The Taunton Courier says with sad restraint. 
His Death Certificate says he died of a gunshot wound to 
the shoulder, followed by secondary haemorrhage. (There is 
a death certificate because he died in the United Kingdom.) 
He is buried at Bebington Cemetery on the Wirral, but 
with no individual headstone—there is a joint Memorial 
headstone to all those buried there.

A footnote to Walter’s death: he had written a Will in the 
back of his Active Service Paybook, leaving everything to 
his mother; this was dated 9 October 1915, after his arrival 
in France. It seems certain that she never saw this, for it was filed away—mistakenly, one must presume—
until re-discovered in 2013 with a large collection of other similar documents. However, the Army Register of 
Soldiers Effects lists his back pay and War Gratuity with his mother Annie named as sole legatee, so another 
version of his wishes must have got through.
1 Quoted by Chapman, ed., Vain Glory, p.357.
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Private

WILLIAM JAMES PRING
204349 2nd Battalion King’s Own Yorkshire Light Infantry

(Formerly 7849 Cambridgeshire Regiment)

(31 July 1897-6 March 1918)

Died aged 20

Buried at Dozinghem Military Cemetery, Westvleteren

XIII G 19

The Pring family were, almost without exception, agricultural workers and, by the time of William’s father’s 
generation, solidly fixed in the Blackdown Hills. His grandfather Charles was born in Broadway, but was brought 
up in Buckland St Mary, and his grandmother Hannah was born at Haselbury Plucknett, near Crewkerne. 
However, his father George and mother Annie (née Every, daughter of Robert Every, a lime burner) were born 
in Buckland St Mary. 

They had seven children, three boys and four girls, all of whom survived childhood; it was WWI that took 
two of the boys, Walter and William. William, born on 31 July 1897, was fifth in the family; he was baptized 
at Otterford on the 12 September that year. William, and his brother Walter, went to Brown Down School; he 
started on the 17 March 1902 and left on the 27 July 1910, just before his thirteenth birthday.

The family had moved about within the area of Buckland St Mary 
and Otterford, no doubt following work. In 1891, George, before his 
marriage, was working as a Farm Carter for William Manley, the miller, 
at Otterford Mill. George and Annie married at Buckland on 27 April 
1893; by 1901 George was working as a Carter at Howstead; they had 
five children. In 1911 they were living at Hornsey Cottages; four of 
the children were still at home, but the two older girls were working 
away, and Walter, now 16, was living and working just down the road at 
Madgeon Farm. William, aged 13, was living at home and working as a 
farm hand. Of where else he may have worked in the time between 1911 
and 1916 there is unfortunately no record. The only possible clue is that 
when his brother Walter drew up his Army Will in 1915, the family were 
living at Tanlake Cottage, and that is the address given on Walter’s 1916 death certificate. By the twenties they 
were at Westhay Cottage, now a ruin, beyond Westhay Farm on the Bishopswood road.

William probably did not join up until 1916, by which time conscription obliged him to. No Service Records 
remain for him, but his Medal Roll Card (detailing which Service Medals were due to him) records no 
1914-1915 Star (this indicates service abroad before the end of 1915). He enlisted in Yeovil, originally into 
the Cambridgeshire Regiment, but was then transferred into a Regular Army Battalion, the 2nd King’s Own 
Yorkshire Light Infantry; this is the Regiment named on his Medal Roll Card. Its traditional soldiers were 
Yorkshire miners; by 1916 there must have been many other recruits like William, drafted in from all over the 
country.

‘The 2/KOYLI was perhaps more constantly in action than any other unit of the Regiment, and, like other 
battalions on the Western Front, when not in action was either in the trenches or preparing for the next 
battle.’ (History of the KOYLI in the Great War 1914-1918—R.C. Bond1)

They were in Dublin when war was declared, so went straight to France, and were involved, with great losses, 
in the retreat from Mons and subsequent fighting. They continued to be heavily involved, serving in the Ypres 
Salient. There was a constant loss from enemy fire in day-to-day trench warfare. In 1915 they were among those 
who captured Hill 60, a prelude to the Second Battle of Ypres. Capture and re-capture went on throughout 
April and May, with heavy losses and little rest.

1 1929.

Madgeon Farm
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At the end of 1915 they were transferred to the 97th Brigade of the 37th Division. They moved south in 1916 to 
prepare for the Somme battles, from 1 July; they fought in the front line for 15 days: 42 other ranks dead, 242 
wounded, seven with shellshock, 42 missing. They were then in reserve until November, when the last battle of 
the Somme campaign was fought on the 18th; again, the losses were enormous: 14 officers and 351 other ranks 
killed or wounded.

Precisely when William Pring joined them we do not know; he was not 18 until July 1915, and, as we have 
noted, conscription was not introduced until 1916. His brother Walter was mortally wounded in the July 
Somme attacks, dying in England on 31 July. This must have made William’s conscription particularly hard 
for the family—so many families would have been affected in the same way. It is probable he was in the army 
before the end of 1916; the Battalion War Diary notes that on 14 October 1916 a draft of 100 men arrived—they 
had never been in France before and were mostly conscripts. This might have been William’s draft. If so, he was 
unlucky enough to be there for the 18 November attacks—but he survived.

Until February the Battalion was then either in reserve, in training or forward in the 
trenches. 10-12 February saw a successful operation north east of Beaumont Hamel 
which ‘culminated in the capture of 600 yards of enemy ground and the enemy line 
of trenches at Ten Tree Alley’. A similar pattern followed through the Spring, with 
another successful attack on 2 April, and the capture of Fayet on the 14th, but with 
heavy losses.

The War Diary records the outcome of the Battalion’s Sports Day on 30 April (Walter 
was not among the winners!), and the arrival of another 100 plus men during the 
month; more joined in May and continued to arrive each month.

At the end of May the Battalion transferred to XIV Corps, and travelled north to Le 
Doulieu. They were held in reserve for the Messines (now Mesen) operation in early 
June but were not needed. Later that month they were posted to the area of Nieupoort 
(Nieuwpoort), by then a town in ruins, on the coast (the War Diary has a fine word picture of its state). They 
held the trenches there under prolonged intense fire over the summer months, training and improving their 
section, with periods in reserve, moving in July to Bray-Dunes, and then to Dunkerque. 

At this point they were in a fairly quiet part of the line, so 
that turns in the trenches were followed by training, route 
marches and even sea bathing. Between November 12 and 
15 officers ‘delivered lectures … to the men on “Measures 
to be taken to avoid Trench feet”, “The Offensive Spirit” 
and “The use of the Compass in warfare”’. On the 16th ‘the 
majority of the Battalion attended the Delousing Station at 
Poperinghe and the men had their clothing disinfected.’

It was a swampy coastal area with dykes and watercourses 
and a tidal flow which threatened the trenches. It was 
quiet, but still a flow of dead and wounded day-to-day. On 
23 November the 2nd KOYLI moved into trenches three-
quarters of a mile from Passchendaele; the description in 
the Regimental History evokes all one has heard about that 
dreadful place: ‘Some idea of the difficulties of moving about 
this place of enduring hope may be gathered from the record that, before the forward companies completed the 
relief at 8pm, there were 30 casualties. The front line companies had to wade through mud that was knee deep, 
and the weight of battle stores carried was from 67-68 lbs per man.’ 2

On 1 December they were part of an attack to attempt to take the ridge before Westroosebeke from the enemy; 
the key was surprise, but there was bright moonlight that night, and this, added to the ground conditions, led 
to failure and the now expected awful toll of dead and wounded: some 20 officers killed or wounded, and 184 
other ranks killed, wounded or missing.

2 ib.

King’s Own Yorkshire 
Light Infantry cap 

badge

Foot inspections in the trenches
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At the end of December the Battalion moved to Zouafques, near Calais. Their total strength was 588, but by the 
end of February this had been built back up to 1038. The early days of 1918 were quiet enough, but the German 
Spring Offensive (in which they overran the Allies by many miles) was looming—and known to be looming. 
They moved again to the Het Sas area (still in boggy Flanders) in January. Out of the trenches it was training, 
route marches and such routines as foot inspection: ‘foot treatment at the pedicurium’ becomes a common 
entry in the War Diary, the problem of trench feet being particularly pressing in such an area.

In the Front Line it was wiring, strafing  and listening patrols. All routine stuff, but still with a now routine 
trickle of casualties. On 5 March the War Diary notes, while they were in Divisional Reserve:

‘Training in musketry was carried out during the morning. At night the Battalion was employed in 
digging and revetting , draining, screening and tracklaying in Main Posts and Corps Line of Defence. 
2nd Lieut. W. Beardsall and two other ranks were wounded while engaged on the working party.’

This was probably William Pring’s almost unnoticed end: he died the next day, 6 March. The records of the 
Casualty Clearing Station to which he must have been taken do not survive.

The Army Register of Soldiers Effects lists back pay of £5-12-3, authorised on 18 June 1918, and War Gratuity of 
£6-10-0 on 17 November 1919; both sums were paid over to his father George.

Dozinghem Military Cemetery, Westvleteren, Belgium

From the Index to Dozinghem Cemetery
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Private

FRANK WILLIAM SMITH
27672, 8th Battalion, Somerset Light Infantry

(previously 1789, West Somerset Yeomanry)

(19 April 1898-5 May 1917)

Died aged 19

Buried at Étaples Military Cemetery

Grave XVIII.J.3A

The reports of Frank Smith’s death—and there are five of them—seem to respond to something special about 
him. Maybe it was his youth, just 19—‘such a bright young life’, but maybe too something in his personality: ‘of 
a bright and cheerful disposition’, ‘of a happy disposition and liked by all who knew him’, ‘my best war chum, 
liked by all officers and men of his company and platoon’.

Frank, or Francis, was born on 19 April 1898, the oldest child of Frank and Bessie Smith. They were a youthful 
family (all Frank’s brothers were young enough to serve not in WWI but in WWII). Frank senior was baptized 
at Otterford in August 1871, the son of John Smith, a Dairyman at Hayne Farm. Interestingly the Smith family 
were living next to the Buttles at Waterhayes in 1881.

Frank senior and Bessie Hartnell were married at Otterford in Autumn 1897. They seem to have moved around 
in the area; young Frank was born at Curland; in 1901 they were at Courtsmoor, Churchstanton where Frank 
senior was a groom; their next child was born in 1904 at Clayhidon, but then they are back in Otterford, living 
as tenants at North Hill Farm, Higher Widcombe (on the site of the current Abbeywood House). Frank senior 
was a Farmer’s Carter.

Young Frank attended Otterford School from 9 October 1905 to 13 May 1911. As a boy he worked for Mr 
Brooks-King of Widcombe, and then in the garden at Buckland House, Buckland St Mary for the Revd Mr A. 
P. Pott; when there he lodged with the Every family at Meanwood. 

Frank joined the West Somerset Yeomanry, probably in 1915 ‘when he was 
barely 17 years of age’. The two surviving photographs of him are in his 
Yeomanry uniform, booted and spurred, looking absurdly young and very 
handsome. He was transferred to the 8th Battalion of the Somerset Light 
Infantry. His friend Private Bill Savery writes that they trained together at 
Tidworth on Salisbury Plain. According to the Taunton Courier Frank, and 
Bill too probably, had been in France for five months when he died; they 
must have arrived in a draft late in 1916. This suggests that Frank was kept 
in England until he was 18 plus.

Did they arrive for the last stages of the Somme battles, before they petered 
out in the mud of winter? About the middle of December, the Battalion 
went into billets at Paradis, near Vieille-Chapelle, where they stayed until 
March. Travelling north, they arrived in the Arras area on 10 March, where 
they remained out of the Front Line in detailed training on model trench 
systems built to resemble the German front line. 

The Battle of Arras, or to describe its initial phase more precisely, the First 
Battle of the Scarpe (which ended on 14 April) began on 9 April after days of 
terrifyingly heavy bombardment of the German lines. The 8th, part of the 63rd Infantry Brigade, 37th Division, 
fought until withdrawn to Arras on the April 12 with heavy losses: two officers wounded, 26 other ranks killed, 
and 70 wounded and missing. The weather was terrible; heavy rainfall, followed by snow, so bitterly cold and 
wretched for the men.

The Second Battle of the Scarpe (23-24 April) began for the 8th as they were moved up on the 22nd/23rd ready 
to attack at 4.45am. Again, attacking with fellow Battalions, they suffered heavily, ‘the whole front … swept by 
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heavy machine gun fire and a terrific hostile shrapnel barrage’. This was the day on which Frank was wounded. 
Bill Savery wrote to Frank’s family:

‘We were blown up by the same shell, which also buried us. Afterwards when we were dug out, I heard 
him call “Bill”, “Bill”. Then I went unconscious and don’t remember any more. They reported me killed, 
but I recovered by nightfall and then made inquiries for Frank, and was told that he was gone back to the 
dressing station, so I did not see him again, although we may have been taken to the same hospital. It was 
12.35pm when he met with his wounds which cost him his life on the 23rd day of April in the big push, 
for I had just taken my watch out to see the time.’

He was reported in the Somerset County Gazette as ‘having been badly wounded in the legs’; Bill writes that ‘I 
really cannot say whether he was wounded in the legs, but I am told in hospital that his wounds were on his 
right arm and on the side of his face’—which cannot have been much of a comfort to his family.

Frank and Bill had a pact to ‘write to one another’s folks at home’ if anything happened to either of them. 

Between the 20th and the 28th April four officers and 17 other ranks were killed, 14 officers and 180 other 
ranks wounded, with 99 missing. A terrible toll. The whole attack (Bill Savery’s all too familiar ‘big push’) 
gained 7000 yards at a cost of 160,000 killed and wounded.

Frank would have been taken to a Casualty Clearing Station, and ultimately to the 26th General Hospital at 
Étaples. This was located in a vast complex near the coast, with the necessary rail, road and boat transport for 
bringing troops and the sick in and out.

Elsie Tranter, a Nurse at the 26th, writes:

‘2.5.1917’

At present, our work in the theatre is hard and we have very long hours. We are on duty most days from 
early morning till very late at night. Three times this week it has been well into next morning when we 
have got to bed, then Sister Shann and I take it night about for emergency calls. These calls, unfortunately, 
are rather frequent and as they are almost invariably for haemorrhage, we have to be very quick in getting 
across from our tents to the theatre. Today I had to assist at ten amputations, one after another. It is 
frightfully nerve-wracking work. I seem to hear that wretched saw at work whenever I try to sleep. We 
see the most ghastly wounds and are all day long inhaling the odour of gas gangrene. How these boys 
suffer! This war is absolute hell. We see and hear all day and every day the results of its frightfulness. We 
can hear the guns quite plainly here.’1

Frank is commemorated not only on the Buckland St Mary Memorial, but also on the one at St Leonard’s 
Church, Otterford. As well as the photographs of him, his family have a lovely, embroidered postcard, complete 
with flowers and a patriotic butterfly, which he sent back from France.

1 In All Those Lines: The Diary of Sister Elsie Tranter 1916-1919, Elsie May Cumming, 2008.
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Private 

SIMON COLLINS
8217, Cambridgeshire (1st T.F.) Regiment

(6 February 1882-30 September 1916)

Simon Collins does not appear on the Buckland St Mary War Memorial Boards although his death was 
nevertheless part of the sad story of these young men. He was a Buckland man and uncle to Wilf Collins (see 
p.52) being the youngest son of Wilf ’s grandfather Charles, a gamekeeper working on the Grange Estate (see 
p.98). Simon was born in 1882; his mother had died before he was two. He had worked at various jobs, one 
of them a carter for a pottery. At the time of the 1901 Census he was lodging, with his older brother William, 
in Weston-super-Mare. 

By 1911 he was back in Buckland St Mary living with the 
family and working as a labourer. Later that year he married 
Annie Brownsell of Burridge, Chardstock, and they had 
a daughter, Lucy, in November 1912 – she was baptized 
at Buckland St Mary in February 1913. By 1916 they were 
living at Crock Street, Donyatt, and during that year Simon 
was called up. At the end of September he was sent to the 
Cambridgeshire Regiment, a Territorial Forces unit, based 
in Cambridge. He travelled there with other recruits from 
Taunton.

What went wrong, and what his state of mind must have 
been we do not know. His fellow recruits realised he was 
miserable and withdrawn and tried to support him, but the 
next morning he killed himself. So, there were no plaudits or hero’s welcome for Simon, no featuring on the 
Memorial Board in Buckland St Mary Church or the Roll of Honour in the School log book.

DONYATT.

Donyatt Man’s Sad End.—The Cambridge Borough coroner (Mr H. Saunders French) held an inquest 
at the Coroner’s Court, Cambridge on the 9th inst., touching the death of Simon Collins (38)1, of Crock 
Street, Donyatt, near Ilminster, a recruit for the Cambs. Regiment, who was found with his throat cut in 
an outhouse in the rear of number 18, New Square, Cambridge, on Saturday morning.—Private Ernest 
Charles Cornish, Cambs. regiment, billeted at 18, New Square, said he travelled with Collins and a number 
of other recruits from Taunton on Friday last. On Saturday morning Collins got up about seven o’clock. 
He saw him later waiting for breakfast. He said nothing to the others, but walked out to the back and 
came in again. Witness went out about 8.15, and saw Collins walking up and down the garden. A little 
later witness went to call him in to breakfast, and he said he would be in in a minute. About 8.30 witness 
went out to the back, and saw blood coming from under the lavatory door. He did not open the door, but 
ran for help, and told a policeman in Fitzroy Street. The policeman came and forced the door open. The 
man was lying face downwards, with a pocket knife in his right hand covered with blood. His throat was 
cut. Witness thought he was dead. Collins seemed “quiet, worried, and full of study,” overnight. He did 
not say anything, and did not complain of anything. They tried to cheer him up, but he did not seem to 
take much notice of it, and “bid quiet all the time.”—P.c. [sic] Mansfield gave corroborative evidence, and 
said on the body was found 12s 3½d in cash, a birth and marriage certificate, two registration cards, a 
partly-written letter, and two envelopes addressed to Mrs Collins, Crock Street, Donyatt, near Ilminster. 
The man was a farm labourer.–The coroner said the letter was only just commenced. It ran : “Just a few 
lines hoping–” The jury returned a verdict of “Suicide,” and there was no evidence to show the man’s state 
of mind. Captain Ollard said he wished to express on behalf of the regiment and himself deep sorrow 
and sympathy for the widow. He felt, and he thought all present felt, that if the man had given the Army 

1 He was, in fact, 34 when he died. Both the report and the gravestone are incorrect.

Crock Street, Donyatt
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a trial—if it was that which is worrying him—for a week or a fortnight, there would be no question that 
he would not have committed the act. If it was that which was worrying him, it was only ignorance of 
the Army and the way the men were treated in it.—Deceased was a married man, with one child, much 
sympathy is felt for them in their sad bereavement.

Western Chronicle - 20 October 1916

At the inquest and in the Army’s records it looks as if everyone 
behaved decently – there are some rather naïve but certainly well-
meaning comments from his superior officer. The Army record 
skirts round the difficult problem of suicide (then illegal) by the 
formula of temporary insanity, and his daughter was awarded a 
pension until she was 16.2 After Simon’s death she and her mother 
were living at 111 Combe Street, Chard.  He is buried in Cambridge 
City Cemetery beneath the normal military headstone. There is a 
story there, but we do not know what it was. How many must 
there have been like Simon who simply could not face what lay 
ahead?

Suicide in the Trenches

I knew a simple soldier boy 
Who grinned at life in empty joy, 

Slept soundly through the lonesome dark, 
And whistled early with the lark. 

In winter trenches, cowed and glum, 
With crumps and lice and lack of rum, 

He put a bullet through his brain. 
No one spoke of him again. 

***************
You smug-faced crowds with kindling eye 

Who cheer when soldier lads march by, 
Sneak home and pray you’ll never know 

The hell where youth and laughter go. 

Siegfried Sassoon 

2 In the Great War the Army Medical Dept. having been jolted into upgrading its scientific image, conceded 
that there was a sound mental basis to the verdict of ‘temporary insanity’ and hence took the view (unless it 
could be proved that the man was not insane at the time he killed himself) that the insanity should be regarded 
as a disease contracted or commencing on active service. … the pension authority had to accept the situation.  
Even so they insisted no pension would be paid where a man had taken his life to avoid military duty. (Great 
War Forum).

111 Combe Street, Chard
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Those Who Survived  
WWI 1914-1918
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Church Clock Memorial board: 1914-1919.
Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Buckland St Mary, Memorial Board

Previous page:
Loose Cross, Buckland St Mary—looking north: Buckland village is to the west, Newtown to the south and Hillside 
Cottage (see p.86), to the east.
The Square, Buckland St Mary—looking west: Laurel Cottage is beyond the shop (see p.86); the road continues 
to Little Hill, Birchwood and Bishopswood.
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Trooper

WILLIAM DEVONPORT BERRY
4454, 1st Life Guards (Machine Gun Corps)

(19 September 1898-1960)

William was the third generation of the Berry family with this name. It originated because his grandfather 
was born in Devonport in about 1834; in 1881 he was living at Road Farm, Buckland St Mary with his wife 
Margaret and children Elizabeth, James, William Devonport junior aged 14, and Alice; William senior was a 
well-known cattle dealer. 

In May 1897 William junior married Mary Pike in Whitestaunton; he was a dealer and the landlord of the 
Rising Sun Inn. William Devonport the youngest was born on 19 September 1898. He was the only child, and 
by 1911 the family were back in Buckland. Young William was 12, and still at school.

His name is on Buckland St Mary School’s Roll of Honour, written up at the back of the School’s Log Book; at 
this time he was in the Life Guards, and his father is again noted as a dealer, and living at Newtown. William 
was at the school for about 18 months, leaving in November 1906.

We are fortunate in that the Guards’ records were stored separately from the general Army Service Records, 
and are now kept, undamaged, at the National Archives, so that there is a full record of William’s service.

He attested on 16 September 1916 shortly before his 18th birthday. Why the Lifeguards? A glance at his 
Attestation papers gives us the probable explanation: he was 6'1¾", weighed 15 stone with a 33/35" chest 
measurement and 20/20 vision. The Medical Officer wrote “Fit—nice clean boy” on his medical. He was placed 
in the Army Reserve; his service was reckoned from 5 May 1917. Interestingly, his mother Mary is noted as 
Next of Kin on his papers, although his father was still alive.

On 5 May 1918 he was transferred to the No 1 (1st Life Guards) Machine Gun Battalion, which had been 
formed in March that year. He arrived in Boulogne on June 28th, and joined the Machine Gun Depot at its 
base at Camiers, Pas-de-Calais on June 29th. Camiers was adjacent to the huge base camp at Étaples. Further 
mention of this transfer is dated August 23; he joined the Battalion in the field on 6 December 1918—by which 
time of course the Armistice had been signed.

He was transferred back to England on March 4 1919 as ‘no longer physically fit for War Service’, and in August 
appeared before an Invaliding Board at Bath War Hospital. His disability is given as D.A.H.—Disordered 
Action of the Heart; it seems that this would now be categorised as Post-traumatic Stress Disorder. One is 
left to wonder what can have happened to this fit young man, who served only at the tail end of the war in 
France, to leave him in this state. He was awarded a Silver War Badge and a pension. The last instalment of his 
pension was assessed on 5 January 1921, with a final payment of 7/6 for 35 weeks, based on a ‘6-14% Degree of 
Disablement’, down from an earlier assessment of 20%.

William was married at Christchurch, Dorset in 1923 to Gertrude Florence Day; they had three children. They 
farmed near Bridgwater; in the 1939 Register of England & Wales they were at Crossways Farm, Moorland, 
and later at Boomer Farm, North Petherton. William died in 1960 aged 61. His son Eric and daughter Margot 
Spearing were his executors.

Boomer Farm, North Petherton
Silver War Badge
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Driver

THOMAS ARTHUR BOWDITCH
87297 Royal Field Artillery

(24 April 1897-January 1984)

Thomas was born on 24 April 1897, and baptized on 15 May at Churchstanton, the oldest child of Arthur 
Albert Bowditch, a Carter at Burnworthy, and Fanny, née Ewings. By the time he was three, in 1901, the family 
were living at Washernway Cottage, Dunkeswell Abbey; his father was still working as a Carter, and his sisters 
Olive and Kathleen had joined the family. In 1911 they were living at Harcombe, Lyme Regis. Thomas was at 
school, but working part-time as a stable boy, and the family had expanded to 10. Fanny’s 76-year-old widowed 
mother Ann Ewings had joined them, and there were four more children: Linda, Reginald, Ethel and Agnes. 
Reginald was five years old, so too young for later call up. The 1911 Census return was designed to be written 
by the resident, but a witness writes for Albert, who made his mark. 

They were a family who were on the move a lot: Albert was born in Chardstock, and Fanny and her mother in 
Devon at Morchard Bishop and Witheridge respectively. They were at a different locations for each Census (no 
doubt following the work available) and before or during WWI they came to live at Lower Colley, Buckland St 
Mary, possibly working for the farmer at Colley Farm. Thomas’s parents were on the Electoral Register there in 
1918 (the Register was not maintained during the War), and by 1920 he has joined them, though he is not on 
the Absent Voters’ List 1918 or 1919. There is a little cluster of Bowditch children at Buckland St Mary School 
by this time.

Thomas joined up early in the War, before conscription, probably in early 1915 around the time of his 18th 
birthday. He was in France by 28 August 1915, so earnt the 1915 Star, but as his Army Service Records have 
not survived we have no detail about which section of the RFA he served with, or exactly where. The only 
information is that he was a Driver, so riding the horses that drew the guns or other horse-drawn transport.

In 1923 he married Florence Knight, and they had one son, Albert, born in 1931. By 1939 he was a dairy farmer 
at Lionel Farm, Shute. Thomas died in January 1984 at the age of 86; his death was registered in Honiton.
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Sapper

SAMUEL JAMES CHURCHILL
141837, 285 Army Troops Company, Royal Engineers

(5 March 1896-1972) 

Samuel was born on 5 March 1896, the oldest son of Mark and Alice Churchill; Mark, born in 1868, was a 
journeyman Carpenter and Wheelwright. In 1901 the family were living with their three children at The Lodge, 
Buckland St Mary.

By 1911 there were seven children besides Samuel: Florence, George, 
Rosa, Frederick, Grace and Walter. Father Mark had died in 1907, and 
Samuel by now was an apprentice carpenter, having left school in 1910. 
Mark’s father Dan had been a small farmer, at first in the Street Ash area, 
and later (1891) at Beehive Farm. The children were all born in Combe St 
Nicholas or Buckland.

Samuel was in the Royal Engineers; his Medal Roll Index Card, with no 
1915 Star (for service abroad during that year), suggests he must have been 
called up late in 1915 or in 1916; he is also on Buckland St Mary School’s 
Roll of Honour. The Absent Voters’ List 1918 for Combe St Nicholas gives 

more precise detail of his service, in 285 Army Troop Company. Later in the War this unit served in the little 
known Italian Campaign, in the harsh mountainous conditions of the Dolomites. More research is needed to 
find exactly where they did serve and what battles they were involved in, but nothing has been found so far, 
save that the Army Troops Companies were formed for behind-the-lines bridging and water work. 

In the 1939 Register of England & Wales Samuel is living with his brothers George and Frederick and sister 
Grace at Lower Beetham. All are unmarried; Samuel is a carpenter, his brothers farm labourers and his sister a 
Housekeeper, probably looking after their household. Samuel died in 1972.

Lodge House (part of The Lodge)

Royal Engineers cap badge
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Private

WILFRED EDGAR COLLINS
500078, 652 Agricultural Company, Labour Corps

(1899-1967)

In 1891, before the birth of Wilfred (Wilf) in 1899, his parents Fred and Bessie and older sisters Rosina and Eva 
were living at Ham, Combe St Nicholas (on Ham Hill, beside the now A303). By 1901 the family were living at 
Silver Street, Dommett, next door to the North family—Stanley North, who was to die in WW1, was 10 years 
old, the same age as Rosina Collins. Fred is variously described as a hurdle maker and agricultural labourer. 
During Wilfred’s war service, they are at Little Forest in the same part of Buckland.

We have a detailed record of Wilfred’s war service, as his 
Service Records survived the blitz in 1940. He enlisted on 14 
August 1916 when he was only 17, a date then amended to 
being reckoned from 14 August 1917, after his 18th birthday. 
Before enlistment he was working at Forest Mills, Broadway, 
his occupation variously farmer, carter and miller’s carter. 
After enlistment he appears to have been shuffled between 
Regiments—the RFA, 4th Wilts, 36 Squadron RASC 
Remounts, 652 Agricultural Company, moving from 
Durrington to Fovant to Egg Buckland to Taunton to 
Ormskirk. On his initial medical form, at 18 years, three 
months he is described as a Carter, his height 5' 8¾" ins, his 
weight 128lbs. 

He seems to have been a puzzle to the Army as he was ‘unable 
to train—defective speech’. This was variously ascribed to 
‘strain caused through drill’ or a ‘kick from a horse in his 
side’. Whether the disability was permanent it was deemed 
‘impossible to state’. 

In fact, it appears not to have been something that continued 
to trouble him.

He was married to Martha Hardwill (known as Pat) in 1919 
at Buckland. She was the sister of James Hardwill, killed in 
France the year before. They had five children: Peggy, James, 
Ruth, Fred and Patrick. 

Wilf Collins’ story now moves on to WWII. Here is his 
grandson Tim’s account of it:

‘The Wilf adventures in WWII are far more interesting 
as, after joining the Royal Engineers on 28th September 
1939, aged 40 (he was one of the oldest in his unit), he 
started formal training as part of a demolition squad. The 
lads travelled to France and were tasked with blowing 
up ammunition and fuel dumps ahead of the Germans. 
After the Dunkirk evacuation, 27 May to 4 June 1940, his 
unit remained in France and were making their way west 
along the coast. 

‘Near the town of Le Havre on 11 June 1940 a French 
language speaking young Second Lieutenant from the 
Royal Warwickshire Regiment called Randell Sly was put 
in charge of the men and they were ordered to carry on 
heading west for evacuation to England. After a series of 

The exact date and provenance of this article is 
unknown but the original report about 2nd Lieut 

Randell Sly appeared in the Somerset County 
Gazette on 26 May 1995.

‘News of the World’
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skirmishes with the Germans including Randall Sly shooting down a Stuka [Junkers Ju 87]—with a 
rifle the men eventually arrived in Brest. Alas, there was no established evacuation route, so the troops 
negotiated with the local French authorities to make use of a coal boat for their return to England. The 
boat was emptied and made ready, but the French crew refused to sail it as it was unidentified and at risk 
of being bombed. However, Randall Sly had some sailing experience and took charge again. They set off 
for England just twelve hours before the town was captured by the Germans. 

‘The boat arrived in Falmouth and, as we understand, was featured in two newspapers. One story 
apparently included an image of a line of troops, whereas the second story was featured in the News of 
The World on 23 June 1940 and includes a picture of the coal boat … but the story does not end there. 

‘Shortly after arrival in Falmouth the soldiers were hastily 
loaded onto a troop train and departed, heading east … 
destination unknown. After heading out of Cornwall into 
Devon and through Exeter, Wilf realised the train must 
pass reasonably close to his family home in Buckland St 
Mary, so he hatched a plan as he knew the train would 
head either south through Chard Junction or take the 
northerly “mainline” route via Taunton. Wilf was keen to 
let his wife know he was alive and well as he had been 
‘missing’ for at least eleven days, the plan was to find 
paper and pencil and to write a letter to throw from the 
moving train hoping that it would be found and posted 
home. The hastily written letter was apparently found on 
the platform, it was posted and arrived at Buckland St 
Mary, as I understand after the normal delivery round,  
but the postman made a special trip; the letter survives  
to this day.’

As will be seen, Wilf left the Army in 1945; he continued to 
farm in Buckland St Mary. He died in 1967, his funeral being 
held in Buckland St Mary Church and his ashes scattered at 
the Crematorium in Taunton.
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Private

ERNEST COPHAM
25517 1st Somerset Light Infantry

(14 November 1891-25 October 1930)

Trying to disentangle fact from fiction about the Copham family has proved difficult. Ernest’s parents emerge 
as presiding over a deeply dysfunctional and troubled family. Ernest, christened Frederick Ernest at Holy 
Trinity, Taunton on 14 November 1891, was the son of Kate Florence Lowton, a machinist. In August 1892 Kate 
married Theophilus Copham at the same church. Was Ernest his son? We cannot know, but his name changes 
from Lowton to Copham. 

In 1888 Kate had had a son Frederick William Charles (another Frederick, a name he seems to have stuck 
with); in 1891 she was living with him and ‘John Lowton’, a tailor, in Bridgwater; John cannot be traced; Kate’s 
maiden name we know was Lowton. On 15 April 1893, Charles, son of Kate and Theophilus, was christened 
at Holy Trinity, but died later that year. In December 1894 another son, Edward John, was born to them. The 
family were living at 3 Court, King Street in Taunton—not a good location.

Theophilus was in and out of gaol for petty crimes; in the Taunton 
Courier of December 1899 he is sent to gaol for two months for 
desertion—‘his wife and children had been chargeable to the 
Taunton Union during the past three and a half years’. After 
this he, Kate and Edward vanish completely—we cannot trace 
them. The Police Superintendent dealing with the desertion 
case commented that the police ‘had done their best to serve the 
warrant on the prisoner ever since it was issued, but he was an 
adept at hiding’. Kate and the three children (Frederick, Ernest 
and Edward) had been admitted to Taunton Workhouse on 8 May 
1896. At the 1901 Census Frederick aged 13 and Ernest aged 10 
are on their own in Taunton Workhouse; most of their fellow inmates are elderly. It seems a harsh fate.

By 1911 it begins to seem that they are perhaps more resilient—or more honest—than their parents. Frederick, 
now 22, is living in Cheddon Fitzpaine, the head of his household, with two lodgers. Ernest, now 19 (their 
definitive ages are a little elastic) is boarding with a family in St Andrews Road in Taunton and helps ‘in Poultry 
& Fruit Farm’. For ‘Place of Birth’ he ‘says he does not know the place of Birth but it was in Somerset’. Mr 
Phillips, the Head of the Household is ‘a Traveller for Brick & Tile & Coal & Manure & Cake Merchants’. This 
fact, and the job Ernest was doing must be the link with Buckland St 
Mary—we can find no other. One can imagine that Mr Phillips may 
have helped him find another job further up the hill.

Ernest is not on the Absent Voters’ List for Buckland St Mary after 
the War, nor at Buckland St Mary School or on their School Roll of 
Honour. 

Come the War, Ernest was called up to the 1st Battalion of the SLI. 
Their Muster Roll and Casualty list for WWI survives, and we learn 
that he embarked for France on 9 September 1916, joining the 
Battalion on the 23rd. He was admitted to No12 Field Ambulance 
with diarrhoea on 1 January 1917, and admitted to the General 
Hospital on the 11th as NYD ‘Not Yet Diagnosed’, and sent back to England on the 18th. What happened then 
is not clear, but on the list of those entitled to the Victory Medal it is noted that he was discharged to the Class 
Z Reserve1 on 4 October 1919 when he was an Acting Lance Corporal. His brother Frederick is listed next to 
him on the same roll. 

1 The Class Z Reserve was a Reserve contingent of the British Army consisting of previously enlisted 
soldiers, now discharged. The first Z Reserve was authorised by an Army Order of 3 December 1918. It was 
abolished on 31 March 1920.

Frederick Copham MRIC

Taunton Workhouse
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We have no knowledge of what happened to Ernest when he left the forces. The final chapter is found in two 
news reports of 1930. They cover the same story, but the Wells Journal adds that Ernest had been working for 
‘Mr R. Bruford of Nerrols, Taunton, former MP for the Wells Division. He served in the war in the Somerset 
L.I. and was badly gassed.’

Godney.

Sudden Death.–A sad occurrence happened 
during the night of Friday last of Mr. Clifford 
George Coate’s, of Bridge farm, Godney. Three 
weeks previously a man named Ernest Copham, 
aged 39 years, entered his service. During the 
War he had served in the 3rd Battalion of the 
Somerset Light Infantry. On Friday he was 
working with Mr. Coate loading manure on 
a putt, and from 4 p.m. till 6.30 milking and 
serving catatle [sic]. Returning to the farm he 
enjoyed a good meal, and at about ten o’clock 
had supper. He then went to his room, which 
he shared with a lad named George Henry 
Gerrish. At 5.45 next morning Gerrish found 
his fellow worker was not stirring, and tried 
to wake him, but could not do so, and then 
he called his master, who found that Copham 
was dead. The Coroner, Mr. Clarence Rutter, 
was communicated with, and ordered a post-
mortem examination, as the result of which no 
inquest was deemed necessary. 

The funeral arrangements were taken charge of     
by the Glastonbury branch of the British Legion. 
(Central Somerset Gazette—31 October 1930 )

His brother Frederick lived to be 82, dying in Taunton in 1971. In 1939 he was working as a gardener, living in 
Galmington Road with his wife Alice.

Nerrols Farmhouse

Nerrols, Taunton

Bridge Farm, Godney
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Private

WILLIAM JOHN CRANDON
20772, 9th Battalion Somerset Light Infantry, Pioneer 247073 Royal Engineers

(12 December 1892-18 February 1927)

William was the oldest of the four children born to Levi and Ellen Crandon. He started school in Bishopswood, 
moving to Buckland where he was a pupil from 1897 to December 1900. He is listed in the Buckland School 
Register as the son of Levi, of The Lodge, Buckland St Mary.

By 1911 he was working as an Assistant Gardener; Levi was a Road Contractor. There is then a gap with no 
source of information about his life until he enters the Army—or, more accurately, until he leaves it, when 
information about his service career emerges on the papers written up as it ended. 

The 9th SLI did not serve 
abroad, but the Royal Engineers 
that William served with as a 
Pioneer did. He belonged to 
the Road & Quarry Troops 
Detachment (R.Q.T.D.). He 
enlisted originally on 25 January 
1916 and was discharged on 
15 February 1918 with a Silver 
War Badge, showing that he was 
‘Unfit for service due to wounds 
received’. 

Without William’s Service 
Records (destroyed in WWII) 
is it is difficult to trace his army 
career in any detail, but it would 

seem, by piecing together various Casualty listings (Forces War Records1) that he was reported wounded on 14 
August 1917; the probability is that this was on the Western Front.

The Cause of Discharge noted above on his MRIC2 refers to Army Order 265 of 1917, Para 2 (b1):

“Discharged after service overseas in the Armed Forces of the Crown, on account of disablement or ill-
health caused otherwise than by misconduct.”

William is also listed on Buckland St Mary School’s Roll of Honour. 

Late in 1920 he was married to Florence Underhay, at St Thomas, Exeter. They had five children: Leonard, 
Dorothy, Violet, Stanley and Joan the youngest, who was born in the summer of 1927—a few months after 
William had died of TB3 on February 18, aged only 34.

Florence re-married in Exeter in 1931, to Ernest Saunders.

1 https://www.forces-war-records.co.uk/.
2 Medical Roll Index Card.
3 Tuberculosis (TB). A vaccine, BCG, was not developed until 1921.
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Captain

HORACE GILBERT WANKLYN DEBENHAM
208 Squadron, Royal Air Force

(9 September 1897-1 November 1977)

Gilbert (his son tells us he was always called this) was born on 9 September 1897 in Theydon Bois near Epping 
in Essex; he was the middle child of three, with an older sister Marion and a younger brother Frank. His father 
Horace Bentley Debenham was a surveyor, his mother Rosa (née Wanklyn) was born in Buenos Aires. 

Gilbert attended Horris Hill, a prep school in Newbury, Berkshire; it appears that several generations of 
Debenhams studied there. He was at Winchester College from 1911 to the Summer of 1916. On the 3rd June 
he went straight into 46 Squadron Royal Flying Corps as a 2nd Lieutenant; he was an observer, armed with a 
camera. The Squadron had been formed on 19 April 1916 from a nucleus trained in No. 2 Reserve Squadron 
and moved to France in October 1916 equipped with Nieuport two-seaters. The Squadron undertook artillery 
co-operation, and surveillance operations until May 1917. 

From then on it took on a more offensive role after re-equipping with Sopwith Pup planes. The change to a 
fighter squadron came at a moment when Allied air superiority was being seriously challenged by Germany, 
in particular by the introduction of the “circuses” which were formed and led by Manfred von Richthofen (the 
‘Red Baron’). Operating under the 11th Army Wing, the Squadron was intensively engaged and had many 
combats with the enemy. 

After a two-month spell at Sutton’s Farm airfield (later RAF Hornchurch) in Essex, engaged on the defence of 
London, the squadron returned to France at the end of August.

Gilbert did not go with them as he was undertaking pilot training, re-joining on 22 November 1917. The 
Squadron gave valuable assistance to the infantry in the Battle of Cambrai attack, and as the war began to draw 
to a close was very active bombing lines of communication and ammunition dumps behind the front lines. 
Intensive low-level ground attack work was carried out after the German Spring Offensive in March 1918, 
suffering high casualties as a result. It was at this time—between February and early April 1918—that Gilbert, 
flying in B Flight, shot down five enemy aircraft (‘kills’).

On 8 May 1918 he was promoted to Temporary Captain and two days later was posted to 208 Squadron as a 
flight commander. The Squadron, formerly the No. 8 Naval Squadron, had come into being on 1 April 1918 on 
the amalgamation of the Royal Flying Corps and Royal Naval Air Service to form the Royal Air Force. Whilst 
with 208 Squadron he shot down one further enemy aircraft, in May 1918.

Gilbert features in the novel by brother officer Victor Yeates, who in 1934 published Winged Victory, a semi-
autobiographical work widely regarded at the time as one of the most realistic and moving accounts of aerial 
combat. Gilbert is mentioned as ‘Debenham’ throughout the book. He left the RAF on 28 August 1919, but 
remained on the RAF Reserve List of Officers, as a Flight Lieutenant, throughout the 1920s and 1930s. 

46 Squadron pilots—Horace is 9th from the left in the second row
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Between 1920 and 1923-4 the Debenham family, parents and children, were based at Buckland House. Gilbert’s 
claim to be on the Memorial Board seems very tenuous (the family appear to have had no connection with 
Buckland St Mary during the period of war) but there he is—they were there when it was being planned and set 
up, they lived in Buckland St Mary’s big house and presided over village events and may well have contributed 
towards the cost of the Memorial. 

After leaving the RAF, 
Gilbert was offered a place at 
Magdelene College, Oxford, 
but declined—joining the 
iron-making industry instead 
at Westbury Iron Company 
in Wiltshire. In 1922 he 
joined John Lysaght & Co 
of Scunthorpe, and in 1926 
moved to Bolckow Vaughan 
& Co., Middlesborough, later 
taken over by Dorman Long 
& Co. At the time Dorman 
Long were renowned bridge-
builders, completing amongst 
many others the Tyne Bridge 
(in Newcastle) in 1928 and 
the Sydney Harbour Bridge in 
1932. He married in 1933.

He moved jobs again in 1938 to join Pease & Partners, also in Middlesbrough, as a General Works Manager at a 
blast furnace plant; the 1939 Register of England & Wales shows the family living at The Old Hall, Kirkleatham, 
Redcar. 

During the Second World War he was in the Home Guard and an instructor in the Royal Air Force Volunteer 
Reserve Training Branch.

A final move in 1942 took Horace to Skinningrove Iron 
Company in Guisborough—first as General Manager, then 
as Managing Director, and finally (in 1962) Chairman. He 
retired in 1967.

Gilbert’s chief interests were fishing, shooting, deer-stalking, 
bee-keeping, and gardening; he loved cricket and was a great 
devotee of Winchester College cricket. 

His son Frank has written a charming family memoir of his 
father; he concludes it thus:

‘… his honesty, sometimes uncompromising, enabled 
him to lead a life which was not tainted by half-truths 
and convenient interpretations; his work ethic … was 
legendary …; his common sense, conservatism and 
his dislike of excess were all characteristics of a good 
and truthful man who gave and received loyalty and 
friendship in great abundance.’

He died aged 80 in 1977, and his wife in 1979. They were living then at Pinchinthorpe Hall, Guisborough, 
Yorkshire, and are buried in St Oswald’s Churchyard. 

Gilbert (second left, at the time Chairman and 
Managing Director) with Thomas Hill in the early 
1960s inspecting nine new locomotives—built in 
Shrewsbury and newly arrived at Skinningrove—

bought for work in the Skinningrove Iron Company.

Buckland House, probably in the early 1930s
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Private

ARTHUR WILLIAM DENNING
88th Battalion Canadian Expeditionary Force, The Victoria Fusiliers

(16 June 1895-10 August 1982)

Arthur was born on 16 June 1895 in Buckland St Mary, and baptized there on 11 August that year. His parents 
were Edwin and Sarah Denning. His younger brother, Cecil Robert John, also served—see his entry for further 
family details. We have not been able to discover where either of them went to school. By 1911 Arthur, aged 15, 
was working as a cow boy on Windsor Farm, Luppitt, Devon for William Rosewell.

How long he worked there is unknown, but on 9 May 1913 he sailed on the SS Corinthian from Plymouth to 
Quebec. He was listed as a farm labourer—most likely seeking adventure and a new life.

Then in 1914 came the war, and on 11 January 1916 Arthur enlisted in the 88th Battalion of the Canadian 
Expeditionary Force (The Victoria Fusiliers). He was 5' 5" tall, with blue eyes, brown hair and a fresh complexion; 
he described himself as a farmer, and was still single. 

The Battalion received marching orders on 20 May 1916 which reportedly were received with cheers of 
enthusiasm from officers and men. Three days later the first units of the Battalion sailed to the UK aboard the 
SS Princess Charlotte. Others followed on the White Star Liner SS Olympic a week later. 

Once in England, and based initially at Westenhanger near Hythe in Kent, the Battalion was absorbed into 
the 30th Reserve Battalion on 18 July 1916. This became, in practice, a recruiting organisation—providing 
reinforcements for front line regiments and support/service battalions. 

We have no details of Arthur’s war-time service but a diary entry from Harold Hartley Littler1 (who travelled in 
the second transport on 30 May) details his journey, his time in England, and subsequent transfer to a Pioneer 
Battalion. By September Harold was working alongside and supporting the front-line troops and was in France 
and Belgium for the remainder of the war. It seems likely that Arthur’s experience was similar.

Early in 1919, and back in the UK, Arthur married Florence May Prince in Taunton—she was from Kings 
Norton, Birmingham; following their return to Canada they had three children. 

Florence died of a brain tumour aged 51 in 1947. Arthur married again, to Ada Benn, and died on 10 August 
1982. He is buried, alongside almost all of his immediate family (including members who died both before and 
after him) at Riverview Cemetery in Wallaceburg, Chatham-Kent Municipality, Ontario, Canada.

1 88th Battalion Victoria Fusiliers CEF (Canadian Expeditionary Force).
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Private

CECIL ROBERT JOHN DENNING
219307, 80th Battalion Canadian Expeditionary Force

(12 February 1897-27 February 1976)

Cecil was born in Buckland St Mary on 12 February 1897 and baptized there on 25th April that year. His 
parents were Edwin (a general labourer) and Sarah Denning; he was one of nine children—four girls and five 
boys. In 1901 the family were living at Mallackham (there are a variety of spellings in different documents) in 
Buckland St Mary. This property, on the footpath between Buckland St Mary and Bishopswood, is still there, 
remote in the woods. 

By 1911 the family had moved to The Lodge, still in Buckland St Mary. Cecil, aged 14, was one of four sons still 
at home and was working as a general farm labourer. The Lodge is still in existence, now converted to a terrace 
of three houses on the road between Buckland St Mary and Bishopswood.

On 13th March 1914 Cecil travelled, probably as 
an emigrant and probably influenced by his older 
brother Arthur, to Halifax, Nova Scotia in Canada. 
He sailed on the SS Alsatian, owned by the Allan 
Line Steamship Co.; she was a new steamship 
converted later that year—the first year of the 
war—to an armed merchant cruiser.

We have no detail about what Cecil did in Canada 
in that year, but when he signed up for the 
Canadian Expeditionary Force (CEF) in 1915 he 
still described himself as a farmer. He enlisted on 2 
October 1915, in Brookville, Ontario, as a Private 
in the 80th Battalion of the CEF. 

He was 5' 7½" tall, with a fair complexion, blue eyes and light brown hair. He was single, Church of England 
and his next of kin remained his father in Buckland St Mary. 

He gave his date of birth as 12 February 1896—making him appear one year older than he actually was. It may 
be that he needed to be a year older in order to be sent abroad, and to fight—plenty of other young men did 
the same thing! 

The 80th was an infantry battalion of the Canadian Expeditionary Force, founded on 10 July 1915; they 
embarked for Great Britain on 20 May 1916. It provided reinforcements to the Canadian Corps in the field. 
On 30 September 1916 its personnel were absorbed by units of the 4th Canadian Division. The battalion was 
subsequently disbanded on 17 July 1917.

We have not found any details of Cecil’s front-line service, but we know he was listed as wounded on 30 
November 1916. Allowing for a time delay in reporting, it is likely that the incident occurred at the Battle of 
the Ancre (13–18 November 1916)—the final large British attack of the Battle of the Somme, when we know 
Canadian units were present. 

Back in England after the war (we have no details of why he did not return to farming in Canada) he married 
Linda Miller at St Luke’s Church, Wimbledon Park in Surrey on 22 October 1921. Her father was a retired 
police constable. In those early years he was working on the Great Western Railway as a labourer and cleaner.

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s the couple lived in and around Wandsworth in South London; they had two 
children, Norman born in 1926 and Betty in 1931.

In the 1939 Register of England & Wales they were recorded as living at 2 Clonmore Street, Wandsworth—
Cecil was a general labourer with the LPTB—the London Passenger Transport Board, Linda a housewife; the 
children are not with them. Could they possibly have been evacuated? Or sent to Canada?

When he died on 27th February 1976 he was back in the West Country, living at Ottery St Mary.
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Gunner

ALBERT DICKS
238348, Royal Fleet Auxiliary (possible)

(25 May 1898-27 May 1922)

Albert Dicks was born in Curland in 1898, the son of Eli, a farmer 
on Britty Common, and his wife Emily. He was the sixth child in a 
family of eight, ranging in 1901 from 16 years to three months. In 
1901 he was living at home in Staple Fitzpaine, a schoolboy of 12, 
with his brothers Charles, 24, Ernest, eight, and his sister Mary, ten. 
Father Eli and brother Charles were labourers.

He began school in Buckland St Mary in July 1904 (as did his 
brothers and sisters), but no leaving date is given. The next we hear 
of him is in the Army during the war. Unfortunately, there is no clue 
as to which regiment he was in. The RFA listing given is just one 
possibility among a range of others. As he was born in 1898, 1916 
must be the earliest date on which he would have served.

Albert died in the Taunton & Somerset Hospital in May 1922, aged 
just 23. He was living with his family at Lower Britty and working as 
a Farm Labourer. His brother Ernest was with him when he died, of 
a cerebral haemorrhage which had occurred 10 hours earlier. Most 
unexpectedly, the primary cause of death is given as haemophilia. If 
this was so, how did he come to be serving in the Army? And working 
as a Farm Labourer? This information poses a lot of unanswered 
questions, although it seems that mild haemophilia may not cause 
symptoms until later in life.

The ruins of Britty Farm, Curland—2020

The Taunton & Somerset Hospital (later East Reach 
Hospital and now offices)
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Gunner

FREDERICK EDWIN DURMAN
620696 18th Brigade Royal Horse Artillery

(3 July 1891-1944)

Edwin (as he seems to have been known in the family) was born on 3 July 1891, one of the five children of 
Frederick and Harriet Durman. Father Frederick, a mason, had been born in Cardiff, but the rest of the family 
were Somerset born. When Edwin and his brother William were still in the Forces the family were living at 
Reddie Hill Farm, Birchwood. Edwin went to Brown Down School between May 1896 and July 1904. It appears 
he too was probably working as a mason.

As is common with these young men we have no further information until he appears in the Army, but we do 
not have details of his career and whether he served abroad; the roll listing his medal entitlement is no more 
revealing.

The Absent Voters’ Lists 1918 & 1919 shows him still in the Army, a Gunner in the 18th Brigade, RHA.

Edwin was married in 1920 to Beatrice Sumption. They had five children between 1921 and 1937: Mildred, 
Stella, Harold, Olive and Grace. At the time of the 1939 Register of England & Wales they were living at Tan 
House Farm, Ashculme, Devon. Edwin died aged 53 in 1944.

Brown Down School—now a private residence
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Airman

JOSHUA WILLIAM DURMAN
108305 Royal Flying Corps / Royal Air Force

(8 October 1886-1922)

William (as it appears he was known) was born on 8 October 1886, the second of the five children of Frederick 
and Harriet Durman. All were Buckland St Mary born, except father Frederick, born in Cardiff. William started 
at Brown Down School on 2 November 1891, leaving in November 1899. 

The Durmans seem to have had a problem with Christian names—brother Frederick Edwin was known as 
Edwin, while William features as William John on the Absent Voters’ List, Joshua being squeezed in last minute 
on the School Register, and misspelt but then corrected on the 1891 Census.

In 1911 William was living at home in Birchwood, at Reddie Hill Farm, working as a painter. His father and 
brother George were masons. 

JOINED UP.–It was reported that the following, for whom appeals were pending, had joined the Army: 
–J. W. Durman, 30, single, agricultural carpenter in the employ of his father, F. Durman, of Buckland 
St. Mary; Fred W. Bowers, farmer and dealer of Tatworth Road, Chard; G. H. Morris, of Barrington, 
Ilminster, road contractor and small-holder. (Taunton Courier, 4 July 1917)

When his service in the Forces began on 15 May 1917 he was working as a Carpenter and Steam Engine Sawyer. 
As he went into the RFC his Service Records have survived. He was 5' 4¾", his chest 32", his religion Baptist. 
He entered the RFC (Royal Flying Corps) on 12 December 1917, moving into the RAF on 1 April 1918, when 
it replaced the RFC. He transferred to the RAF Reserve on 28 February 1919, and was discharged on 30 April 
1920. William died early in 1922 aged 35. He was unmarried.

Royal Flying Corps cap badge
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Private

ELI EVERY
19119 8th Battalion Somerset Light Infantry—663124, 626 Labour Corps

(12 September 1896-1980)

Eli Every was born on 12 September 1896, the son of farm worker Eli Every and his wife Elizabeth. His older 
brother Thomas also served and came through the War and is remembered here.

Eli went to school in Buckland, entering on 17 June 1901, leaving on 5 November 1909. In the 1911 Census he 
is the oldest child still living at home, but no occupation is entered for him. By 1915, when he enlisted, he was 
working for Henry Aplin at Wetherhayes Farm.

We are fortunate in having Eli’s Army Service Record, so are able to trace his army career in some detail. He 
attested (joined up) on 31 May 1915 in Taunton when he was 19, living at Ham Cottage, Combe St Nicholas 
and working as a farm labourer. He was 5' 4", weight 112 lbs, with a chest measurement of 34", with a 3" range 
of expansion.

He was sent to France to join the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) on 11 October 1915. He went on leave 
from 27 June to 7 July 1917. The 8th SLI were fighting in the Ypres area, and were involved in the Battle of 
Broodseinde on October 4. “Although officially lasting only one day, [it] was nevertheless an exceedingly bitter 
struggle, General Ludendorff stating that the German losses were enormous”. (The Somerset Light Infantry 
1914-1919—Everard Wyrall). The 8th too lost three officers killed, three wounded, 27 other ranks killed, 74 
wounded and 12 missing. 

Eli was one of the wounded, with a shell wound to his right forearm causing a compound fracture. He was 
taken to the 55th General Hospital in Boulogne on the 5th and evacuated to England on 13 October. By the 
15th he was at the Scottish National Red Cross Hospital, Cardonald, Glasgow, where he remained until 21 
January 1918. There is a note on the bottom of his casualty form noting his sister as next of kin; she was living 
at Sittingbourne, Barnwood, Gloucestershire (though in fact his father Eli had been named on earlier forms).

He was posted (on paper, on October 15) to the 626 Labour Corps, attached to the 3rd Battalion of the SLI, 
which had served at Home and in Ireland though the War. He joined on 28 February 1918 at the Southern 
Command Depot, Perham Down, Andover, Hants, and was posted to Belfast on June 12. The sole entry on his 
Regimental Conduct Sheet is “Overstaying his pass from 10pm till 2pm 13-6-18”. He was deprived of two days’ 
pay. 

During his final discharge his wound was examined, assessed as ‘soundly healed’, with some weakness, estimated 
as less than 20%. He was discharged to Army Class Z Reserve, a Class set up to keep track of those discharged 
so that they could be recalled at short notice if necessary.

By this time he was living at Venn Cottage, Teignmouth; later that year he married Daisy Knight, and they 
stayed at Venn Cottage and in the same area for the rest of their lives. They had two children. This is where they 
were at the time of the 1939 Register of England & Wales, Eli working as a Cowman. He died in 1980, aged 84.
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Gunner

GEORGE EDWIN EVERY
110684/ (TF) 902138, Royal Fleet Auxiliary

(6 January 1885-1968)

Born on January 6 1885, George was the youngest son of James John Every and his wife Emma. James John was 
the builder of Buckland St Mary Post Office, his initials—JJE—still displayed on a stone in the wall of the old 
shop. As the 1891 Census makes plain, he was not only the Sub-Postmaster, but a shoemaker (or cordwainer) 
and grocer too, as you can be seen from the shop window. In 1911 George was still living at home (his mother 
had since died), working as a Rural Postman.

In 1915 George was married, to Daisy Jenkins of Pontypool; their only child, Emma, was born in 1916.

As George’s Service Records do not survive we have no clear idea of when he joined up, but in a letter the 
Rector wrote to Sam Pym, dated 29 November 1916, he says, ‘Mr Every told me this morning that George had 
been carrying stretchers at one of the clearing stations but that now he has been moved on somewhere else’. ‘TF’ 
in his Regimental number tells us that he had belonged, probably before the War, to the Territorial Force—a 
rough equivalent of the more recent Territorials. As the War went on, they became absorbed into the regular 
force.

In the 1939 Register of England & Wales George and Daisy are still running the Post Office Shop, George 
described as Sub-Postmaster and Grocer.

He died in 1968 aged 83.

The Revd Arthur Porcher Lance (Rector 1905-1926) and Buckland St Mary cricket team 
c.1910. Next to Revd Lance is Sam Gready; standing next to the umpire Fred Grabham; 

seated in front of him George Every; and in front wearing pads H. Jeffrey.
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Corporal

SAMUEL JOHN EVERY
215910 Army Service Corps

(c.1883-August 1958)

Samuel was the second son of James John Every and his wife Emma. J. J. Every ran the Post Office, Grocer’s 
shop, and a shoemaking business, and seems to have been a prime mover in Buckland society. Samuel went 
into the butcher’s trade, and in 1901 was living in the High Street in Taunton, working as a Butcher’s Assistant 
for Jane Baker, ‘Superintendent Butcher’. In 1908 he married Amelia Alice Greenslade of Staplegrove, and they 
moved to Tiverton, where their daughter Kathleen, their only child, was born in 1909. In 1911 they were living 
at 6 East View, Chapel Street; Samuel was working as a Journeyman Butcher.

We are fortunate in that Samuel’s Army Service Records have survived, so we have a fairly well-documented 
picture of his Army career. Samuel attested in Exeter on 9 December 1915; he gives his age as 32 years, 246 days. 
He was 5' 5", with a chest measurement (fully expanded) of 39". He was called up on 23 September 1916, as a 
Butcher in the ASC, later RASC, and proved himself as a First Hand in slaughtering. He left for France from 
Southampton on 22 October  1916 on board SS Archangel, arriving in Le Havre on the 23rd. On 15 November 
he was posted to 2nd Field Butchery.

His Active Service Casualty Form logs some of the main points in his Army career. He was on leave from 19 
November 1917 to December 4th. At the beginning of 1918 he was classified as B1, suffering from a double 
hernia. On 14 March 1918 he was admitted to the 2nd General Hospital with a cut forehead, and discharged 
on the 26th. He seems to have been unlucky here, as on 2 May he fell while trying to jump onto a moving tram 
and ended up with contusions and abrasions to his brow and eyelid. The Army documents everything, and 
there is a Report on Accidental or Self-Inflicted Injuries detailing just what happened, where (the Boulevard de 
Strasbourg, Le Havre) and the consequences—no Disciplinary Action to be taken.

On 27 September 1918 Samuel was promoted to Lance (or ‘Assistant’ here) Corporal, and to Corporal on 7 
January 1919. In the meantime he had been on leave in France from 24 November 24 to 8 December 1918, and 
then UK leave from 13 to 25 May 1919. He was finally demobbed on 5 August 5 1919, signing a standard form 
to say he was not claiming for any disability.

Once he was out of the Army, information stops, but surfaces again in the 1939 Register of England & Wales; he 
is still working as a butcher and is living with his wife near Stonegallows in Taunton. He died in August 1958 at 
the age of 76, leaving an estate of some £6,000.

Buckland St Mary Post Office c.1904. Mr J. J. Every 
(postmaster 1874-1929) and his wife are standing to the 

right of the picture. The grave of S. J. Every at Buckland 
St Mary
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Private

THOMAS EVERY
Private 26862, 4th Battalion South Wales Borderers

(18 October 1882-1947)

Thomas was one of the eight children of farm worker Eli Every and his wife Elizabeth, born on 18 October 
1882. They lived in cottages around Buckland St Mary; when Thomas started school at Buckland in 1893 they 
were living at Long Lye; when his younger brother Eli started school in 1901 they were at Marlpit Cottage. Later 
on, Thomas and family lived at Meanwood.

Thomas had married Alice Whatley in 1910; at the time of the 1911 Census they were living with his mother 
in law Elizabeth Whatley at Newtown; both the women were lace menders. By 1915 they had two little girls, 
Elizabeth and Olive; their first born, William, had died at under a year.

Thomas’s Service Records do not survive, so only a sketchy idea of his Army career is possible. A photograph, 
perhaps a farewell picture, exists of the whole family. Olive is probably less than a year old, which suggests a 
1916 date for his calling up. His cap badge appears to be that of the Somerset Light Infantry, but other written 
records suggest he was (perhaps later) recruited into the South Wales Borderers, we believe the 4th Battalion, 
given where they were serving—on 29 November 1916 the Rector had written to Sam Pym ‘Tom Every is in 
Hospital in Mesopotamia’. 

It seems likely that Thomas joined the Battalion in Egypt early in 1916.

In the 1939 Register of England & Wales Thomas and Alice are living in Meanwood with two of their sons, Jim 
and Frank.

Thomas did not enjoy good health, suffering from rheumatoid arthritis, and died in 1947 aged 64. His youngest 
daughter, Mary, died only recently in 2017, and many of his descendants live in the area.

 

South Wales Borderers cap badge
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Private

ERNEST GOODLAND
4733 2/4 Somerset Light Infantry

205262 3rd Battalion The Bedfordshire Regiment

(1890-1950)

Ernest was born in Yarcombe in 1890, the seventh son of Henry and Isabella Goodland, then farming at 
Foxenhole, Bishopswood. The family was completed by sister Dora, four years younger than Ernest. In 1897 
(when his son James was christened) Henry, a dealer as well as a farmer, was Innkeeper at the Eagle Tavern1. 
He died in 1898 aged 46. The family were still at Foxenhole in 1901, but by 1911 they had moved to Beetham, 
Combe St Nicholas. Three of the boys (including Ernest) and Dora were living and working at home on the 
farm. It appears that Ernest served in the West Somerset Territorials, and there is a report in the Western Times 
of 31 October 1910 of what now seems a slightly ludicrous incident of him leaving Camp with an army belt 
which he then sold to the landlord of the New Inn (now the Candlelight Inn) in Bishopswood. 

Ex-Territorial Fined at Taunton

At the Taunton County Petty Sessions, on Saturday, Ernest Goodland, of Beethom Farm, Coombe St. 
Nicholas, did not appear in answer to a summons for having, on 4 June, sold a waistbelt, valued 1s 3d, 
issued to him whilst a private in the West Somerset Yeomanry.–Mr. H. Moger prosecuted on behalf of 
the Somerset Territorial Forces Association, and evidence was given showing that a belt was issued to 
defendant at the commencement of the annual training at Minehead in May last, when the articles were 
checked at the end of training the belt was missing. It was subsequently ascertained that the belt was 
sold to Alfred Vincent, landlord of the New Inn, Bishopswood.–Defendant who was discharged from 
the regiment in June last, was fined 10s and costs, and the bench ordered the belt to be returned to the 
Association. 

Our next glimpse of Ernest is in the Army, with two Regimental Numbers, in the 2/4th Somerset Light Infantry 
and then in the 3rd Battalion the Bedfordshire Regiment. Without further information one cannot be sure, but 
it seems likely that he was not called up until 1916. In 1919 he is still on the Absent Voters’ List, his address given 
as Newtown in both the 1918 and 1919 Registers. The British War Medal Roll is dated 6 December 1919, maybe 
marking the date of his leaving the Army.

We can find no record of his marriage; in the 1939 Register Of England & Wales, still single, he is living in 
Bishopswood, his employment ‘General Farm Duties’. His date of birth is given as February 23 1889, whereas 
in fact he was born in 1890; we assume this to be a clerical (or counting!) error. He died in the Honiton area 
in the winter of 1950, aged 60.

1 On the A303. As of 2020 La Campagna.

Foxenhole Farm
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Private

WILFRED GOODLAND
225814, The Northumberland Regiment

203935, The Bedfordshire Regiment

(3 December 1881-1949)

We believe this to be Wilfred Goodland, brother of Ernest (see that 
entry). Wilfred was born on 3 December 1881; he was christened at 
Buckland St Mary on 1 January 1882, his parents Henry and Isabella. 
His father Henry at this point was a Dairyman, and they were living 
at Woodend, Bishopswood. His name is there on all the Goodland 
family Censuses. 

Only one mention of Wilfred Goodland can be found in WWI 
records. His Medal Roll Index Card lists two regiments in which 
he served: Private 225814 in the Northumberland Regiment, then 
moving to Private 203935 in the Bedfordshire Regiment. Without 
further information it is difficult to be more precise about his service, 
or indeed whether this is the correct Wilfred Goodland.

It is interesting though to note that Wilfred and Ernest Goodland both appear to have been in the Bedfordshire 
Regiment; why would this be for two men from Somerset?  This remains a line for future investigation. 

Wilfred is recorded in the 1939 Register of England & Wales, living at Newtown, Buckland St Mary. He is single 
and his date of birth is correct at 3 December 1881. With him is living Mary G Goodland, a widow, born on 4 
December 1881. She is possibly the widow of Tom Goodland, Wilfred’s brother, who had died in 1938.

Wilfred died in the autumn of 1949, aged 67.

Northumberland Regiment 
cap badge

Bedfordshire Regiment 
cap badge

Woodend Farm
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Corporal

(Acting Sergeant Major)

EDWARD ABRAHAM JACKMAN GRABHAM
13123 Royal Engineers, 1st King George’s Own Sappers and Miners

(24 December 1884-13 April 1935)

Edward Grabham, born on 24 December 1884, was the son of Abraham Grabham, a former Private in the 
Royal Marines Light Infantry, Plymouth Division. Abraham was married in 1880, while stationed in East 
Stonehouse, Plymouth, to a widow, Mary Spry, née Jackman; she died a few months after Edward’s birth. 
Abraham remarried and had seven more children, including Edward’s half-brother William Henry, who was 
killed in Palestine in 1917 and is on the Buckland St Mary War Memorial, and Fred and Frank, whose names 
are on the Memorial Board as survivors—four sons in the Forces: what a burden of worry.

Abraham was born in Otterford. He returned to the Blackdown Hills when he retired from the Marines, living 
in Meanwood and then Little Hill, so Edward went to school in Buckland St Mary for a couple of years, leaving 
in 1896. In 1901 he was living at home in Little Hill, and working as a Blacksmith’s Apprentice, but by 1911 he 
was married, with a three-year-old son, and was a Lance Corporal in the Royal Engineers, living in Gosport, 

Hampshire. His wife Alice née Hayes was born in Fareham; they married in 1906.

Our next glimpse of Edward is at the outbreak of War: on 25 August he was 
stationed in Rorkee, in Uttar Pradesh. This information comes from his Medal 
Roll Index Card1—his Service Records have not survived. He was by then in the 
1st King George’s Own Sappers and Miners and was serving (at some point in 
the War) as Company Serjeant Major. This Regiment was an updated version of 
a regiment attached to the Bengal Presidency. The Card has a series of numerical 
and alphabetic hieroglyphics which are hard for the uninitiated to interpret. ‘EM’ 
reveals that he was Mentioned in Dispatches. A note dated after the War reads 
‘Under Secretary of State India Office forwards nominal Roll of entry to the Eml: 
4.1.21’. 

On 31 August 1914 the regiment arrived in Bombay (now Mumbai). On 2 
September they embarked on SS Urlana, and, via Aden and Port Said, they reached Marseilles on September 26. 
By October 1 they were at Vielle Chapelle, Pas-de-Calais, near Bethune, and there they stayed until September 
1915, when the 1st King George Sappers and Miners War Diary runs out. The National Archives appears not 
to have later volumes.

There is obviously more to tell, but we been unable to find further war references. Edward Grabham of 15 
Quarters, the Barracks, Hertford died on 13 April 1935 at the Post Office, Lee-on-Solent, Hampshire. His 
executor was his widow Alice; he left £252-3-6.

 

1 In conjunction with the War Diary of the 1st King George’s Own Sappers and Miners WO-95-1182-5.

SS Urlana

Sappers and Miners cap 
badge
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Private

FRANCIS CHARLES GRABHAM
2149 Essex Regiment

49292 Machine Gun Corps

Able Seaman J43718, HMS Pembroke

(1900-1940)

Francis, or Frank, was the youngest surviving son of Abraham Grabham, retired Marine. He was born in 
Buckland St Mary in 1900, and baptized on 4 March, so is there at just one year old in the 1901 Census, the 
youngest of the whole family. In 1911 he was a patient in the Taunton & Somerset Hospital in East Reach, 
Taunton (we do not know why)—this is on their Census return. 

Discovering the details of his Army career is more problematic. Born in January 1900 he would not have been 
called up until 1918. His Service Records do not survive, and the only possible record found so far is of a 
Private in the Essex Regiment and then the Machine Gun Corps. At that stage of the War service in one’s Home 
Regiment was unlikely—recruits were sent to whichever one had a need. However, Forces War Records1 dates 
these records to 1914, which is impossible, given Frank’s age.

This leaves only the record of Frank Grabham, Ordinary Seaman J.43718 on HMS Pembroke, which is dated to 
1918. 

He is listed in Buckland St Mary School’s Roll of Honour as one who served, but without any detail. He is not 
in the Absent Voters’ List 1918 or 1919, but at 18 he would have been too young (21 was the minimum voting 
age at that time).

He married Emily Blackmore in 1923; they had three sons. The family appears on the 1939 Register of England 
& Wales; they were farming at Whitty Farm, Curland—Francis was a dairy farmer and wheelwright. There is a 
brief report in the Taunton Courier (18 May 1940) of a dramatic farm accident he had in 1940. 

FARMER INJURED

Mr. Francis Grabham, farmer of Whitty Farm Staple Fitzpaine, received severe head and chest injuries 
in a field on the farm on Monday. He was working with a horse-drawn roller, which passed over him. 
Taunton Ambulance took him to Hospital.

Frank died in 1962, leaving his estate to Emily.

1 https://www.forces-war-records.co.uk/.
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Private

FREDERICK ROBERT GRABHAM
2016 4th Devonshire Regiment

(12 March 1881-November 1974)

Frederick was born on 12 March 1891, the second surviving son of Abraham and Mary Grabham; Abraham was 
serving in the Marine Light Infantry, Plymouth Division, so his older children were born in East Stonehouse, 
Plymouth. Frederick, Edward, William and Frank were all to serve in the Army during the War.

After Abraham left the Marines the family returned to the Blackdown Hills, living in Buckland St Mary. 
Frederick left Buckland school in September 1896; in 1911, aged 19, he was working as a general labourer. 

Frederick’s Army Service records survive, so we know something of his Army career. He signed up for four 
years’ service in the Territorial Force with the 4th Devonshire Regiment before the war, on 7 November 1913. 
At the time, aged 24, he was working as a chauffeur for a Mr Dawkins, and living in Axminster. He had a 
medical in Axminster on 8 November and was assessed as fit for army service. He was 5' 8½", with good vision 
and good physical development. 

The Major who signs many of his papers has a name more widely known—‘Coleridge’.

On 5 August 1914, at the outbreak of war, he was mobilized. On 15 November 1915 he was ‘released for 
working at Munitions of War’. His four years’ service being up in November 1917 he was discharged but was 
‘Liable for further service under the provisions of the Military Service Act 1916’. He had been working on the 
Home Front. In his discharge papers, still in Axminster, he is assessed as of Very Good character, and being 
‘industrious and reliable’. By now he was living in Yeovil at 62 Hendford and was working as a Mechanic and 
Chauffeur.

Frederick was married in 1915 to Mabel Alice Copp; they had five children. In the 1939 Register of England & 
Wales the family are living in Furnham Road, Chard; Frederick was working as a Transport contractor. He died 
in November 1974, leaving £17,184.
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Private / Gunner

CECIL GREENSLADE
3/19045 Leicestershire Regiment

95702, Tank Corps

(9 December 1896-1976)

Cecil Greenslade was the younger brother of Richard Samuel Greenslade, born on 9 December 1896. For his 
family background see p.74.

By 1911, aged 15, Cecil had left school and was working for his father Richard at Moorseek Farm, Buckland St 
Mary. After his first wife’s death, his father had re-married, to Annie Blanche Pollock, of Paisley, Renfrewshire. 
Between 1911 and the end of the War, the family had moved up the hill from Trull to Moorseek Farm, Buckland 
St Mary.

There is an odd incident, reported in The Western Gazette of 11 November 1911, where Cecil is implicated in 
setting fire to a neighbour’s hayrick. The report reveals that he had attended Queen’s College, Taunton which 
seems not to have suited him, but that when the family moved to Buckland he seems to have been more settled.

Like his brother, Cecil joined up early in the war; he was in France by 14 July 1915, as his Medal Roll Index 
Card shows.

He appears to have first served in the 1st Leicesters, and then transferred, or was transferred, to the 5th Tank 
Corps. The first tanks were used in September 1915:

“At best, the early tanks could achieve a top speed of 4 miles per hour. On the battlefield this was rarely 
realised and in many cases infantry moved far faster. The machines were crewed by a Subaltern, three 
Drivers and four Gunners, of which one was an NCO. Interior conditions were truly appalling, being a 
combination of intense heat, noise and exhaust from the engine, violent movement as the tank crossed 
the ground and molten metal splash as bullets struck the plating. Men would often be violently sick or 
badly incapacitated by the conditions and were often in no fit state to continue after quite short journeys. 
It was difficult to communicate within the tank and with men and other tanks outside. The tank officer 
often had to get out and walk, to reconnoitre his path or to work with the infantry. The tanks also proved 
to be mechanically unreliable and vulnerable to shellfire. Some tanks carried a wire frame on the roof, 
designed to deflect grenades. Nonetheless, the first appearance of the tanks caused considerable alarm 
to the Germans … until they realised their shortcomings and began to organise tactics and armament to 
defend against them.” (The Long, Long Trail 1)

We have not been able to establish the details of Cecil’s career in the Tank Corps, except that 
the Buckland St Mary Absent Voters List 1918 records ‘Gunner, Tank Corps, Alexandria’, 
suggesting that he may well have served in Palestine. Unfortunately, the relevant War 
Diary WO 95/4407 (held at the National Archives) has not yet been digitised, so is not 
easily accessible. If he did serve there, he would have been in E Company, Heavy Branch 
Machine Gun Corps (later renamed the Palestine Tank Detachment). Both The Tank 
Museum2  and the online The Long, Long Trail have interesting pieces about the early tank 
sections.

Cecil was married in 1919 to Irene Mildred Day in Sculcoates, East Riding; they had three 
children, Richard, Donald and Blanche.

In the 1939 Register of England & Wales he is living with his wife and family in Yeovil, and 
working as a Pig Keeper; this also shows that during WWII he was an Air Raid Warden. He died in 1976 in 
Yeovil.

1 https://www.longlongtrail.co.uk/.
2 https://tankmuseum.org/.

Tank Corps cap 
badge
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2nd Lieutenant / Royal Flying Corps & Royal Air Force Observation Officer

RICHARD SAMUEL GREENSLADE
Motor Machine Gun Corps

(1894-8 January 1930)

Richard was born in Trull in 1894, the elder son 
of farmer Richard Frank Greenslade. The family 
were then at Fairfield, Dipford, by 1911 at 
Chilliswood, Dipford and by the end of the War 
at Moorseek Farm, Buckland St Mary. Richard’s 
mother Mary died in 1902 when she was only 
30, leaving Richard and his brother Cecil at a 
mere seven and six years old.

Interestingly Richard Frank’s younger brother, 
Walter Richard John Greenslade, is recorded 
as an Auctioneer in the 1891 Census—he is 
the Greenslade of the well-known Taunton 
Auctioneers—Greenslade Taylor Hunt. When 
they moved up to Buckland, Richard Frank 
became a Churchwarden—his signature is on 
the 1920 Faculty seeking permission for the 
installation of the War Memorial (see p.8). 

Richard was, like his brother Cecil, at Queen’s College, Taunton, and then at Sherborne School, in Harper House, 
from 1909 to 1911, when he reached his 16th birthday. He was in the school shooting team. In the intervening 

years he worked in a bank in Torquay, but he 
emerges in sharper focus once the War began. 

He must have joined up early, by 1915 at the 
latest. His Medal Roll Index Card shows that 
he was a 2nd Lieutenant in the Motor Machine 
Gun Corps; the London Gazette confirms this 
on 22 Sept 1915. The probability is that he 
then volunteered for the Royal Flying Corps, 
100th Squadron, becoming a Flying Officer 
in October 1917. Late in the war this was 
replaced by the more familiar RAF.

In the same month—on either 24 October at 
Dieuze (Duß), or 26 October at Diefenbach—
he was shot down behind the German lines 
in France. The War Office Daily List dated 
5 November 1917 (No 5408) reported him 
initially as missing, but this was updated on 
6 December 1917 (List No 5435) to ‘now 
reported prisoner of war in German hands’.

Missing records deny us the full story of his 
captivity, but we know from the press report 
that he was held in Lemburg (a spelling 
mistake for Limburg?), and then for at least 
part of the time in Karlsruhe POW camp.

Limburg, POW camp

Karlsruhe, POW camp

Chilliswood Farm, Dipford
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We know a little about Limburg: after battles early in the war lots of POWs from Irish Regiments were held 
there. Pte William O’Connell, who was held in Limburg for the duration of the war, said they encountered 
savagery and brutality of the worst kind and many Irishmen died from starvation. Richard was subsequently 
moved to Karlsruhe POW Camp. On 30th December 1918 the War Office Daily List (No 5758) reported that 
he had been released and was back in England.

Buckland. St. Mary.

A Prisoner of War—The welcome news has been received by Mr Greenslade from the War Office that his 
son, Lieutenant R. S. Greenslade, RFC, who was reported missing about five weeks ago, is alive and well, 
but a prisoner of War in Lemburg. (Taunton Courier, 5 December 1917)

In 1919 he was granted a short service commission as an Observer Officer in the RAF (see London Gazette of 12 
December 1919). He was appointed an instructor at the Royal Air Force Staff College at Cranwell, Lincolnshire. 
In July 1925, at the annual Bisley Championships, he came joint fourth in the King’s Prize with a score of 95 
(the winner scored 98).

During this period he was evidently being moved around as defence needs dictated. A note on his MRIC dated 
12/2/21 gives his address as 31 Squadron, RAF, Mhow, India.

In 19271 he was given a permanent commission as a Flight Lieutenant. He was appointed an Instructor at the 
Royal Air Force Staff College, Cranwell.

By 1930 he had been moved to Egypt, to No 4 Flying Training School at Abu Sueir. 

On 8th January 1930 Avro 504N J8981 collided in flight with Avro 504N J8716 of the same unit near the 
airfield. The pilot/instructor of Avro 504N J8716 (Richard, aged 35) was killed, as was the pilot/instructor 
of J8981, Flying-Officer Charles Edson Galpin RAF, from Wanganui (Whanganui), New Zealand and both 
pupils—Corporal W. M. Chilman RAF and Leading Aircraftman L. V. Green RAF. It was not clear which pupil 
was in which plane. 

His name is in the Sherborne School Book of Remembrance.

1 London Gazette.

Avro 504N

Duncan Menzies and instructor Flight Lt 
Richard Greenslade before Menzies’ second flight 

in February 1928
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Private

THOMAS HARRIS
Pioneer 120096 370 Forest Company, Royal Engineers

(19 September 1880-)

Thomas’s name is listed in the Buckland St Mary School Register; he was born on 19 September 1880, the son of 
William Harris, a Labourer of Whitestaunton. He came to the school on 11 September 1891, having previously 
been at Whitestaunton School.

We cannot find his name on any Census returns, so the next mention is on his Medal Roll Index Card, from 
which it appears that he must have enlisted in the Army early in 1915—he was in France by 24 September that 
year.

The Absent Voters listing, however, is much more informative. Thomas was in the 370 For[est] Company, R.E. 
From a study of their War Diaries1 it appears they were set up by October 1917, formed from the 10th Labour 
Battalion of the R.E. They were based at Rétonval, ‘a small village of forestry and farming in the Pays de Bray, 
SE of Dieppe’. They carried out forest work, felling, charcoal burning, sending the timber off by train. Their days 
sound dull, but at least not too dangerous. Day after day it was ‘Work in forest as usual’, with Sundays spent 
cleaning up the Sawmills.

Perhaps the boredom became too much. On March 18 1918 ‘No 120096 Pnr Harris, T., awarded 14 days F.P.No 
1 for being unfit for duty owing to drunkenness when paraded for charcoal burning at 9pm 16/3/18.’ Field 
Punishment No 1 meant ‘you were attached standing full-length to a fixed object (either a post or a gun wheel) 
for up to two hours a day for a maximum of 21 days’.

The Company seem not to have been affected by the German Spring Offensive in early 1918. From February 
1919 they began to pack up and are all gone by late March.

He was discharged on 18 April 1919 into Class Z Reserve, a classification that was intended to make it easy to 
recall soldiers quickly if need be. 

He is on the Absent Voters’ List 1918 & 1919, when he was living at Beehive Farm, Buckland St Mary. From 1920 
to 1922 the Electoral Register shows he is at Coal Furze, evidently lodging with the Knight family; from 1924-25 
he is with Thomas and Alice Spiller at Brokenway (off Hare Lane). After that, nothing.

1 WO95/4059/4/1,WO95/4059/4/2.

Field Punishment No 1
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Private

GEORGE HECTOR
363616, 19th FB, Army Service Corps

(15 August 1896-1940)

George was born on August 15, 1896, the second surviving son of 
William and Emma Hector; William was a Blacksmith at Newtown, 
Buckland St Mary. The family had moved up to the Blackdown Hills 
from the North Curry area some years earlier. George went to school 
in Buckland from 1901 to September 1910. By 1911, when he was 
14, he was living with his grandparents, probably at Agar Cottage, 
Newtown (then in Combe St Nicholas, not Buckland) and working for 
his grandfather, a Licensed Hawker.

The next glimpse we have of George is in the War years. In 1917 he 
appealed, unsuccessfully, against call up.

‘In the appeal of George Hector (20), single, classified A, baker, in the employ of Mr Watts, of Newtown, 
Buckland St Mary, it was stated that a woman could not do the work. The Chairman said they could not 
keep a man of that age, he must go, and the appeal would be dismissed.’ (Taunton Courier, 15 August 
1917)

He was called up to the Army Service Corps (later the Royal ASC), but was able to follow his own trade: he is 
on the Combe St Nicholas Absent Voters’ List with the additional information ‘19th F.B.’—Field Bakery. 

‘There is an old adage that an army marches on its stomach, and by 1914 the British Army realised that to 
fight even a short war in Europe it would have to provide the required infrastructure to feed its troops on 
campaign. Much of this work was done by the Army Service Corps and one of its key units in providing 
part of the staple diet was the Field Bakery. In 1914 there was one Field Bakery in every infantry division. 
Staffed by one officer and ninety-two men from the ASC it could produce enough bread for more than 
20,000 men. Because of the nature of their work they did not set up these bakeries near the front, and 
many in 1914/15 were based in locations like Rouen and Abbeville, and a little nearer the front in St 
Omer and Hazebrouck. They tended to be static units that did not move around much. This image shows 
the inside of a Field Bakery in France in 1914/15. A Non Commissioned Officer from the ASC is in the 
background overseeing the work and the men are in work aprons sorting and stacking the loaves so they 
can then be sent off to the troops at the front.’ (WWI Photos Centenary Website 1914-1918)1

1 https://greatwarphotos.com/.

Agar Cottage, Newtown
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George’s older brother, William, in the 1st Battalion, Somerset Light Infantry, was killed in April 1917 at the 
Battle of Arras.

After the Army, in 1926, George married Florence Burridge; they had two daughters. In the 1939 Register of 
England & Wales they were living at Homecroft in Bishopswood; George was a worker in a stone quarry. He 
died in 1940, killed in a road accident; he is buried in Buckland St Mary churchyard. 

Army Service Corps cap badge

George Hector’s headstone, 
Buckland St Mary

Field Bakery
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Private

GILBERT HOARE
1994, Chatham Division, Royal Marine Light Infantry

(16 July 1898-1965)

Gilbert was born in Combe St Nicholas on July 16 1898, the oldest child of David and Harriet Hoare; they had 
eight children, David being the only boy. The family lived in Combe St Nicholas and Tatworth, but by 1911 had 
settled at Lower Blindmoor, Buckland St Mary. At this stage all the children were at, or pre, school in Buckland 
St Mary.

Gilbert was called up on 1 January 1917, at 18 years and eight months of age. Because RMLI records survive, 
we have details of his service career. Pre-call up he was working as a stone haulier (horse and cart). 

He was 5' 8", with blue eyes and black hair. He bore the scar of a wound on his right arm.

He appears to have been assigned to the Army at first, but on 5 January was transferred to the RMLI. A note at 
the bottom of the document says that his original Attestation was sent to the Officer i/c RH & RFA records at 
Woolwich, and that he was re-enlisted in the Royal Artillery on 10 January 1920—the latter a paper transaction 
only one imagines.

He did his initial training at the Recruiting Depot Royal Marines Deal and was assigned to E Company. He was 
demobilised on 17 February 1919. It is probable that there are further in-depth details of his RMLI career at 
Yeovilton; what we have here are the bare bones. These were inaccessible during our researches.

His Ability is assessed as ‘Very Good’ by his Commanding Officers, as is his General Character.

Gilbert was married in 1931 to Florence Budd; in the 1939 Register of England & Wales he was living with his 
wife at 61 Outer Circle, Taunton, and working as a Public Works Contractor labourer. He died in Taunton in 
1965 aged 66.

RMLI cap badge
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(—)

JOHN HENRY HOOPER
(—)

(30 May 1895-12 December 1963)

John, born 30 May 1895, was one of the 12 children of Richard and Sarah Hooper. Richard was a farm labourer, 
born in Combe St Nicholas, as were all but two of the children, while Sarah came from Whitestaunton; they 
lived at Long Lye, Buckland St Mary.

The children went to school in Buckland St Mary; two of them (but not John) appear on its Roll of Honour, and 
three of the brothers—John, Sidney and Walter—are on the Church Memorial Board; thankfully all survived 
the War. 

In 1911 there were six children still at home, John being the eldest of them; he and Sidney were working as 
farm labourers, but John must have felt the need to branch out and leave home, for the next siting we have of 
him is in South Wales in 1914. Luckily for us, the GWR1 Register of Staff is preserved (and is available through 
Ancestry2 ). We are confident we have the right J. H. Hooper here—his date of birth is correct, and many years 
later, one of his brothers (who had joined him at Bridgend) is an executor of his will. By 1915 he is working as a 
porter for the GWR, first at Nantyffyllon, near Bridgend, and then as a learner Signalling Porter at Ebbw Vale. 

On February 21 1915 he resigned, perhaps, given the date, to enlist. Against that, he married at Bridgend in the 
Summer of 1915 to Selina A. Richards and a son, Charles, was born in April 1916.

Trying to sort out his service career is difficult. Unfortunately, there are a lot of John Henry Hoopers, and for 
none of them do the details of their service career appear quite right for our J. H. Hooper.

After the war he made his home in South Wales. In the 1939 Register of England & Wales3 he and his wife Annie 
and their children (then numbering eleven) were living at 3 Gas Works Terrace, Penybont. Appropriately 
enough, John was a Foreman at the Gas Works. He died in Bridgend on 12 December 1963. His brother, Albert 
Edward Hooper, living nearby, was one of his Executors.

1 Great Western Railway.
2 https://www.ancestry.co.uk/.
3 https://www.ancestry.co.uk/.

Nantyffyllon Station
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Private

SIDNEY ARTHUR HOOPER
26759, 3rd Somerset Light Infantry

(25 December 1897-1990)

Sidney, born 25 December 1897, baptized 6 March 1898 in Buckland St Mary, was one of the 12 children of 
Richard and Sarah Hooper. Richard was a farm labourer, born in Combe St Nicholas, as were all but two of the 
children, while Sarah came from Whitestaunton; they lived at Long Lye.

The children went to school in Buckland St Mary; two of them, Sidney and Walter, appear on its Roll of 
Honour, and three of the brothers—John, Sidney and Walter—are on the Church Memorial Board; thankfully 
all survived the War. 

Sidney and Walter’s names appear on the Absent Voters’ List 1918 & 1919, living at Castle Comfort (again 
on the main (now A303) road. Sidney was a Private in the 3rd Somerset Light Infantry. This was a training 
Battalion through which recruits passed, so the probability is that he was transferred to another Battalion. On 
the School Roll of Honour he is noted as ‘Wounded’. We can find no record of which Battalion he may have 
been transferred to, and his Pension Record does not reveal this either. 

He was discharged from the Army on 4 December 1919, his pension beginning the day after. His disabilities are 
listed as a gunshot wound to the chest (G.S.Wd Thorax Chest) and Heart Trouble. By the time of his final award 
on 19 February 1924 the effect of his disabilities has reduced from 30% to 20%; he was being paid a conditional 
8/- (a week?). This would appear to have ended on 4 March 1924.

Interestingly, by this time he too is living close to his brother John in Gas Works Terrace, Bridgend. The brothers 
had evidently made South Wales their home (along it seems with another brother and sister). By the time of the 
1939 Register of England & Wales Sidney is ‘a Gas Worker on Heavy Work’; he lives at No 4 with his wife and 
two children, and his brother John at No 2. Sidney had a long life, dying in 1990 aged 93.

Bridgend Gasworks, Glamorgan
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Stoker

WALTER ROBERT HOOPER
K.9742 Stoker Royal Navy

(14 July 1892-25 November 1980)

Walter, born 14 July 1892 and baptized on 11 September 1892 in Buckland St Mary, was one of the 12 children 
of Richard and Sarah Hooper. Richard was a farm labourer, born in Combe St Nicholas, as were all but two of 
the children, while Sarah came from Whitestaunton; they lived at Long Lye, Buckland St Mary.

The children went to school in Buckland St Mary; two of them, Sidney and Walter, appear on its Roll of 
Honour, and three of the brothers—John, Sidney and Walter—are on the Church Memorial Board; thankfully 
all survived the War. Walter, the School Roll tells us, was wounded, but we have no further detail about that.

Like his brothers John and Sidney, Walter chose not to stay in Buckland. He had worked as a labourer after 
leaving school, and then signed up with the Navy on 21 December 1910 for 12 years as a stoker, Devonport 
being his Port Division. His papers give a brief description of him: he had black hair and hazel eyes and was 5' 
6½" tall. When he signed on again in 1922 he was slightly taller, had lost the first joint of the forefinger of his 
right hand and had tattoos on both forearms. His Character was ‘VG’ and his Efficiency mainly ‘Sat[isfactory]’. 
He was still in the Navy at the end of 1941 and must surely have been retired then—he would be 50 in July 
1942—at least to a shore job. The second sheet of his records, from 1929 to 1941 is overstamped with a ‘D’—
possibly for discharged? The final entry for Character—VG—and Efficiency ‘Sat[isfactory]’ has ‘D/shore’ under 
Date; Possibly ‘Discharged to Shore’?

The ships on which he served are all listed in his papers: Pembroke II, Aeolus, Vivid II, Indus, Exmouth, Vivid 
II, Marlborough, Vivid II, Defiance, Vivid II, Woolwich (Taurus), Woolwich (Sesame), Vivid II, Laburnum, Vivid 
II, Hood, Tiger, Vivid II, Exeter, Vivid II, Osprey, Drake II, Baldur, Hecla. Vivid II was the Naval Barracks at 
Devonport. The Marlborough is mentioned in the Absent Voters’ List.

Walter seems not to have returned to Buckland St Mary, but on 23 February 1918 he married Sarah Ann 
Lee; both were living at White’s Farm, Pitminster, both their fathers farmers. We can find no children of the 
marriage; at the time of the 1939 Register of England & Wales, Walter was still in the navy, and we can trace 
no record of him until his death in 1980, aged 88 in Knaresborough, North Yorkshire; he was a retired council 
worker.

HMS Marlborough
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Private

ARTHUR EDWARD KNIGHT
0809 2nd Battalion Somerset Light Infantry

94224, 221 Company of the Machine Gun Corps

(3 October 1889-1963)

Arthur was the eldest son of Alfred, a timber feller, and Bessie Knight; they lived in Blackwater, and later on 
at Coal Furze, just south of the main road near the Castle Inn, Buckland St Mary. All the children went to 
Buckland St Mary School; Arthur’s date of birth given in the School Register is 3 October 1889.

There is no information about what he did when he first left school, which would be around 1903/4, but by 
1911 he was in the Army, stationed in Malta with the 2nd Battalion of the SLI. Between 1911 and 1913 the 2nd 
Battalion were in China in what turned out to be a peace-keeping role during the Boxer Rebellion. From China 
they went to India, where they spent the whole of WWI.

Arthur we must assume would have gone with them, but then served in 221 Company of the Machine Gun 
Corps. 221 Company was ‘attached to the Nowshera Brigade in the 1st (Peshawar) Division in India, June to 
December 1917. They arrived in Egypt in February 1918. Joined “A” Battalion in XIX Corps 21 May 1918.’ (The 
Long, Long Trail1 ).

It would seem that at the end of the War he left the MGC and re-enlisted in the 2nd SLI, but we have no further 
information on this. He is on the Absent Voters’ List 1918 but not 1919, his address given as Coal Furze. His 
name is on the School’s Roll of Honour. 

He married Ada Bale in 1931; they had two daughters, Mary and Betty. In the 1939 Register of England & 
Wales the family is shown as living at Abbey Hill, Bickenhall, Somerset. Arthur is an auxiliary postman and 
agricultural labourer. His wife died in 1957, and Arthur, by this time living in Taunton with his daughter Mary, 
died in 1963, aged 74.

1 https://www.longlongtrail.co.uk/.

Machine Gun Corp cap badge

1st (Peshawar) Division
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FRED KNIGHT
Without more information it is impossible to be certain whether this is:

(1) Fred son of Mark and Mary Knight of Birchwood, born on 26 January 1890 and educated at Brown Down 
and Buckland St Mary Schools. 

Or (2) Fred John, born January 1901, son of Alfred and Bessie Knight, and brother of Arthur and Samuel, 
whom we have already recorded. One Fred appears on the Memorial Board, but neither are on the Absent 
Voters’ List or Buckland St Mary School’s Roll of Honour.

Fred John would have been barely old enough to have served (not 18 until 1919) so probability points to Fred 
of Birchwood. They were both, incidentally, christened Fred, not Frederick. 

FRED KNIGHT 
son of Mark and Mary Knight

(26 January 1890-1957)

Fred was the only boy among six sisters. Mark was an agricultural 
labourer, and the family lived in Birchwood and at Hornsey 
Cottages. By 1911 Fred too was a farm worker, but we have been 
unable to work out his war service—there are just too many Fred 
Knights to pin point him without some other identifying detail.

Fred, then a Dairyman aged 29, married Fanny Spiller, aged 25, 
on 26 February 1919 at Dunkeswell. In the Electoral Register 
1924 they were living at Hornsey Cottages. By 1939 they were 
dairy farming at Willtown, Clayhidon, with their schoolboy 
son William, and Fanny Spiller, Fanny Knight’s mother. One 
corroborating detail is that Fred’s date of birth is given correctly 
in the 1939 Register of England & Wales. Fred died in Tiverton 
in the summer of 1957.

Gunner

FRED JOHN KNIGHT 
son of Alfred and Bessie Knight

14650539, 72 Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment, Royal Artillery

(9 January 1901-)

Fred John was one of the eight surviving children of Alfred and Bessie Knight. Their sons Arthur and Samuel 
also served in WWI. There is contradictory information on his birth in the Buckland St Mary Parish Register 
and School Register (possibly March 1901) and in the GRO1 Indexes—March Quarter 1900. As with the older 
Fred, it has not been possible to trace his WWI service career.

He married Gertrude Marsh of Hook, Dorset in 1926 in Poole; they had two children, Cyril and Doris. In the 
1939 Register of England & Wales they are in Poole, but Fred’s name is missing; Gertrude is there, still married, 
with her presumed cousin Henry, plus two redacted records, probably her children. The Register shows her 
remarriage, on 27 November 1950, to (Walter) Fitch—the GRO record shows they were married in Poole.

So where was Fred? He was young enough to have served in WWII (compare another WWI survivor, Wilfred 
Collins) and, curiously, no record can be found of his death between 1939 and 1950. The only credible reference 
we have found (through the CWGC2) is to a Gunner in the Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment, who died on 11 
October 1947 and is buried in Manor Park Cemetery, East Ham, Section 147, Grave D463. 

1 General Registry Office.
2 Commonwealth War Graves Commission.

Hornsey
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Private

SAMUEL KNIGHT
13835 1st Somerset Light Infantry

640447 Labour Corps

(9 September 1883-1943)

Sam Knight was born in Buckland St Mary on 9 September 1883, the youngest child in a family of 12. He was 
baptized in Buckland on 4 November that year, and went to school there, starting in May 1887—which seems 
surprisingly young. His parents were John and Elizabeth Knight; when Samuel was born they were farming at 
Trotts Farm; by 1911 their address was still Trotts, with John working as a woodman, and Samuel (the only one 
still at home) as a quarryman.

Sam must have volunteered fairly early in the war—he was in France by 24 March 1915. He had enlisted in the 
1st SLI; their muster roll shows him returning to England on 5 June 1916. There is no indication as to why—no 
information on wounds or illness. It was perhaps at this point that he was transferred to the Labour Corps; 
there are notes showing the award of his service medals; he was discharged to the Class Z Reserve on 4 March 
1919. He is on the School’s Roll of Honour and appears in the Absent Voters’ List 1918.

It is unclear whether he married; there is a marriage entry for the summer of 1922 in the Chard area, where a 
Samuel Knight married Helen Hunt. When Sam appears on the 1939 Register of England & Wales he is however 
living alone, and in rather odd circumstances, his address being given as ‘Shed in Farm Lane’. This seems to 
be east of Castle View (now Castle Cross), not the Farm Lane where Higher Buckland Farm now is. He was 
described as ‘General labourer, hedger and road worker’. Sam died in the late summer of 1943.

Labour Corps cap badge

Absent Voters’ List 1918
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Private

ALBERT CHARLES LANG
3/7748 Somerset Light Infantry

2513 Devonshire Regiment

61134 187th Company of the Machine Gun Corps

(1893-1974)

Albert was born in 1893 at Kennford, Devon, where his father was working at that time. William Henry Lang, 
senior, was born in Winsham, and worked variously as a labourer, a groom and then coachman and gardener, 
his occupation in 1901 and 1911. By 1911 the family was living at Hillside Cottage, Buckland St Mary, probably 
having moved there in 1905, when Albert and William junior started at Buckland St Mary School. William 
senior may perhaps have been working for the family at the Rectory or at Buckland House.

By this time Albert, having left Buckland School in 1907, was working as a baker for Edward Mayo at South St, 
Axminster; living on the premises, he baked and delivered bread.

The School Roll of Honour (naming him as ‘Bert’) puts him in the Somerset Light Infantry, with his MRIC 
in that case numbering him as 3/7748, enlisting very early, on 1 September 1914, and leaving through illness 
on 29 January 1916. The notes on his MRIC mean he was ‘no longer fit for War Service’, through sickness, 
under the King’s Regulations (KR). However, he appears to have got around this problem and reappears in the 
Devon Regiment and then the MGC.

The 187th Company of the Machine Gun Corps was part of the 37th Indian Brigade, joining the 14th division 
in May 1916. Machine Gunners (formed as a distinct unit in October 1915) trained at Grantham, Lincolnshire; 
the 187th left Grantham in the late summer of 1916 for Mesopotamia. The 14th Indian Division fought through 
from Kut to the capture of Baghdad.

Both Albert and his brother William are listed on the Absent Voters’ List 1918 & 1919, living at Laurel Cottage 
in Buckland (below the old Lamb & Flag public house).

In the 1939 Register of England & Wales,  Albert is married to Dora, and living at Marshwood Post Office 
near Beaminster; their son Roy is probably part of the household, though his name is redacted. Albert’s father 
Henry, now a retired Groom, is living with them, and Albert is working as a Baker, grocer and sub-postmaster, 
he was also an ARP1 Warden.; Dora is working with her husband. 

Albert died in Dorset late in 1964 aged 71. 

1 Air Raid Protection.

The Lamb & Flag Inn, prior to rebuilding—date unknown
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Private / SQMS

WILLIAM HENRY LANG
1130, 1/1st Dorsetshire Yeomanry

230447, Corps of Hussars

(10 April 1892-1950)

William was born on April 10 1892 at Kennford, Devon, where his father was working at that time. William 
Henry Lang, senior, was born in Winsham, Somerset and worked variously as a labourer, a groom and then 
coachman and gardener, his occupation in 1901 and 1911. By 1911 the family was living at Hillside Cottage, 
Buckland St Mary, probably having moved there in 1905, when Albert and William junior started at Buckland 
School. Hillside is just above Loose Cross, on the way out of the village. William senior may perhaps have been 
working for the family at the Rectory or at Buckland House. In 1911 William was living at home with his family 
and working as a Grocer’s Assistant.

It looks as though he had a particularly adventurous war; according to the School Roll of Honour he was 
wounded—given the actions he was in it would have been remarkable if he were not, but we can find no 
information on his injury. He must have joined up early, for on 23 April 1915 he was in Egypt as a Private with 
the 1/1st Dorsetshire Yeomanry. In August the Regiment was sent to Gallipoli and was involved in the Battles 
of Gallipoli, Sari Bair and Scimitar Hill. In December came the evacuation, and they returned to Egypt, where 
their Division joined the Western Front Force guarding the Suez Canal. 

‘In February 1916 a large force of Senussi tribesmen, backed by Turkish and German Officers and with 
machine gun and artillery support, was located at Agagia near Sidi Barrani, about 75 km east of the 
Egyptian/Libyan border. The Western Front Force staged an attack and during this battle, the retreating 
Senussi were charged by the Dorset Yeomanry with drawn swords across open ground and despite 
machine gun and rifle fire the 196 Dorset Yeomen drove the Senussi into headlong flight.’ (Barbara 
Elsmore, SDFHS1 magazine, 2016)

At some point William, perhaps when he was moved to the Corps of Household Cavalry, was promoted to 
SQMS—Squadron Quartermaster Serjeant. These Cavalry groups were integrated into and supportive of 
the line regiments. In February 1917 their Brigade took part in the first and second Battles of Gaza. It was 
transferred to the Yeomanry Mounted Division for the third Battle of Gaza and the Battle of Beersheba. The 
Dorsets remained in Palestine until the end of the War .

William was demobbed, or ‘disembodied’ (the term used for Yeomanry Regiments) on June 29 1919. In the 
Absent Voters’ List he and his brother Albert are both registered as living in Buckland St Mary, now at Laurel 
Cottage (below the old Lamb & Flag public house).

In 1920 he married Laura Beamish in the Swindon area; they had two children. In the 1939 Register of England 
& Wales  he and Laura are living in Chippenham, and he is working as an Iron foundry Checker. He died in 
Chippenham in 1950 aged 57. 

1 Somerset & Dorset Family History Society.

Senussi Tribesmen going to war
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(—)

J. LAWTON
(—)

There is no trace of him to be found in the Buckland St Mary School Register or the Absent Voters’ List. So far 
he has not been found in Census or Military records. It is very difficult to trace someone with just an initial and 
no indication of age, parentage or connection with local families.

Private

ERNEST LOVE
37857 Cheshire Regiment

34000, 57 Agricultural Company, Labour Corps

(—)

The Absent Voters’ List locates Ernest Love in Little Hill, Buckland St Mary in 1918, but no other Loves can be 
found living there earlier, nor in 1911, neither does his name occur in the School Register or its Roll of Honour. 
His connection with Buckland is thus elusive. The only possible Ernest Love we found was born in Chard in 
1889, part of a family that ran a motor cycle business and a pub, in Old Town, Chard. However, this was Ernest 
Victor Love who went, it appears, into the RFC.

Ernest’s Medal Roll Index card is clear enough and ties in with the information on the Absent Voters’ List.

The 18th and 19th Bns of the Cheshire Regiment were 
formed in the Spring of 1916; they left for France in 
April and May. The Labour Corps as a separate entity 
was founded in early 1917; the 18th Bn of the Cheshires 
became the 57th Labour Company. These companies did 
not keep War Diaries, thus removing one possible source 
of additional information.

Previously the Labour Companies’ tasks had been 
carried out by the Pioneer Battalions—making, moving, 
building, but also serving as back-up to front line troops 
in an emergency—and getting killed. Soldiers tended to 
get moved into the Labour Corps and the Agricultural 
Companies after returning from leave after being 
wounded or ill. They tended to be looked down on as second-class citizens, but ‘do we not bleed …?’

The Roll listing his entitlement to the British War Medal and the Victory medal is marked ‘BW & VM retd’—
the medals were sent to him after the war, but, for some reason, returned. Can he have emigrated?

With so little information about Ernest’s personal life it has not been possible to trace those other life-markers—
birth, marriage, death.
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Driver

CECIL RICHARD MILLMAN
226190, Royal Field Artillery, 4th Training Depot, India

(24 January 1896/7-1978)

Cecil was born on 24 January 1896, or 97, in Pancrasweek, near Holsworthy in Devon. The Millmans were a 
Devon family; father William was born at Pancrasweek, and was farming at Puckland Farm in 1901. By 1911 
the family had moved to Castle Farm, Buckland St Mary, but in 1910 William, aged 59, died, leaving the farm 
in the charge of his widow Elizabeth and oldest son William. There were originally nine children in the family, 
but by 1911 four had died (the 1911 Census asked for this statistic). Cecil was briefly at school in Buckland St 
Mary but left in 1911 when he was 14.

We then have no news of him until he was called up. This was probably in 1915/16, when conscription was 
introduced. Cecil was a Driver in the Royal Field Artillery. In the Absent Voters’ List 1919 “4th Training Depot, 
India” is added after his Regimental Number, but we have been unable to get more detail about this. At the end 
of the War, he was awarded the British War Medal alone, which indicates that he ‘had to have entered a Theatre 
of War or served overseas (perhaps as a garrison soldier)’—(IWM1 definition)

There is no indication in the papers we have of when Cecil left the army, but this usually seems to have been 
in 1919.

No certain mention of Cecil’s name has been found in the 1939 Register of England & Wales, but a Richard 
Millman, a Motor Driver, married but without his family, is listed as lodging in a St Albans’ hotel. The date of 
birth given is vague, but could indicate the right man. No record of a wife or children has emerged. 

Later in life he was back in the West Country, as he died in Southleigh near Colyton in 1978 aged 81.

 

1 Imperial War Museum.

Royal Field Artillery cap badge
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Private

HORACE JOHN MILLMAN
17238, 457th Agricultural Company, Labour Corps

(18 January 1893-1967?)

Horace was born on 18 January 1893 in Pancrasweek, near Holsworthy in Devon. The Millmans were a Devon 
family; father William was born at Pancrasweek, and was farming at Puckland Farm in 1901. By 1911 the 
family had moved to Castle Farm, Buckland St Mary, possibly because of the death in 1910 of William, aged 
59, leaving the farm in the charge of his widow Elizabeth and oldest son William. There were originally nine 
children in the family, but by 1911 four had died (the 1911 Census asked for this statistic). 

Horace moved to Buckland with the rest of the family, but probably after 1911. By the time his father died he 
was 17, and the next year, 1911, he was living with his uncle John Millman’s family, farming near Holsworthy 
at Youldon, Sutcombe, and working as a trapper on the farm. He is included with the family at Castle Farm on 
the Absent Voters’ List 1918.

The Absent Voters’ List 1918 places him as Private 17238, 457th Agricultural Company, Labour Corps, but no 
record of him can be found in a search through Ancestry1: no Military record, no mention in the 1939 Register 
of England & Wales. The search is complicated by the fact that another Horace John Millman was born in 1893; 
he went into the Navy in 1908, and all the Millman records concern him and a Horace Frank Millman, born 
1895 and also a Naval pensioner. 

However, a brief mention is made of him in the Taunton 
Courier in May 1916, when his mother appealed for him 
at the Military Tribunal. This establishes that he was 
working for her at Castle Farm, and that he must have 
joined the Army after August 1916: she appeals for him to 
stay on the farm until the end of August to help with the 
haymaking; this is granted.

The 457th served in Perth, Scotland in the War. A Horace 
John Millman died in 1967, aged 74, in the Honiton area, 
and this is probably the correct Horace; his date of birth 
is correct, and he was living at a cottage near Axminster. 
The other Horace John had died in 1953 in Plymouth. The 
following information about the Labour Corps may throw 
some light on the difficulty of finding information:

‘The Corps grew to some 389,900 men (more than 
10% of the total size of the Army) by the Armistice. Of 
this total, around 175,000 were working in the United 
Kingdom and the rest in the theatres of war. The 
Corps was manned by officers and other ranks who 
had been medically rated below the “A1” condition 
needed for front line service. Many were returned 
wounded. Labour Corps units were often deployed for 
work within range of the enemy guns, sometimes for 
lengthy periods … The Corps always suffered from its 
treatment as something of a second class organization: 
for example, the men who died are commemorated 
under their original Regiment, with Labour Corps 
being secondary. Researching men of the Corps was 
made more difficult by this …’ (Forces War Records2) 

1 https://www.ancestry.co.uk/.
2 https://www.forces-war-records.co.uk/.

Absent Voters’ List 1919
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Private

GEORGE MUTTER
42895, 1st Dorsetshire Regiment

(9 September 1897-1978)

George was born on 9 September 1897 to Eli and Sarah Mutter, who were farming at Whitford, Corfe; he was 
the youngest of their 12 children; Eli was a farmer and lime merchant. The family were born off the Blackdowns, 
at Corfe, Curland and Pitminster, but by the 1911 Census they were farming at Hisbeers Farm, Buckland St 
Mary. George came from school in Corfe to Buckland School, which he still attended in 1911, aged 13.

George’s Service Records survive, so we have a good deal of detail about his quite brief army career. He was 
called up late, in the summer of 1918, his papers dated Taunton, 19 June 1918. He was drafted into the 3rd 
(Special Reserve) Battalion of the Dorsetshire Regiment for training. His original Attestation papers are dated 
22 January 1917, when his occupation is given as Shepherd and farmer. He was 5' 7½" and weighed 132lbs.

The rather charred papers are not easy to decipher, but it looks as though his call up was deferred, possibly on 
the grounds of providing a vital agricultural service. The rules on this were tightened up in the last months of 
the war, with fewer exemptions allowed, much to the annoyance of the Somerset War Agricultural Executive 
Board, who fought the farmers’ corner.

On 10 October the new recruits were posted to the BEF,1 France, joining the 1st Dorsets, but George’s 
military career was mercifully brief, since he caught influenza (the dreaded ‘Spanish Flu’ no doubt) at the end 
of December and was sent to Boulogne 55 Flu Hospital. On January 24 he left Boulogne for Fovant Camp, 
Wiltshire, and on the 28th was granted 28 days furlough. On 25 February 25 he was discharged into the Class 
Z Reserve (see p.54).

George was married in 1920 to Nelley North. In the 1939 Register of England & Wales he is farming at Staple 
Hill Farm, next door to the Ashford family, the parents of Louis Ashford who died in WWII. Among the 
Ashfords’ photos is one of George Mutter with Mrs Ashford.

George died in November 1978 at the age of 81, when he was living just down the road at Pennys Farm, 
Blackwater.

 

1 British Expeditionary Force.

Hisbeers Farm

George with Mrs Ashford, mother of Louis (see p.125)

The grave of George Mutter at 
Buckland St Mary
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(—)

W. PARSONS
(—)

We have been unable to find any information about this man. He is not on the Absent Voters’ List, the School 
Register or the Roll of Honour, and no reference has been found in the Census or Regimental records.

Acting Serjeant

ARTHUR POINTING
240391 2/5th Somerset Light Infantry

(27 October 1891-1972)

Arthur Stewart (or Stuart) Pointing was born on 27 October 1891, the son of Charles and Beatrice Pointing. 
Charles was a Police Constable, and was evidently moved around in his job. He and his son Arthur were both 
born in Radstock, whereas Arthur’s two younger sisters were born in Hinton St George, where Charles was 
stationed in 1901. By 1911 they were living in Taunton, in Cleveland Street. Arthur, now 19, was working as a 
hairdresser. 

In 1918 he is listed on the Combe St Nicholas Absent Voters’ Register, living at Newtown; it is possible that his 
father was the local PC, as the Police house was in Newtown; otherwise there seems no obvious connection 
with Newtown and Buckland for a family that finally settled in Taunton. Arthur Pointer is Corporal 240391 
in the 2/5th SLI on this list, but in fact on the later Army lists he is Acting Serjeant in the same Battalion. His 
original Army number was 1843, an indication of early enlistment.

The 2/5th were raised at the start of the War, and sent to Burma and India on peacekeeping activities up to May 
1917. In the meantime, in August 1915 a draft of troops (40 men and an officer) was sent to reinforce troops 
already fighting in Mesopotamia—essentially the modern Iraq. These troops were involved in the infamous 
siege of Kut, and appallingly treated by the Turks on surrender. It does not appear that Arthur Pointing was in 
this number. The whole Battalion finished the war fighting in Mesopotamia.

Arthur was demobbed (‘disembodied’ was the term used by the Yeomanry) on 26 January 1920; he was awarded 
the British War Medal, and the much less usual Territorial Forces Medal; this was awarded to those who had 
served before August 1914 and had served outside the UK. The Territorials had at this stage begun to replace 
the old Yeomanry battalions.

After the war, in 1921, Arthur married Mabel Sharp, in Taunton; they had two children. In the 1939 Register of 
England & Wales the family is still living in Taunton, and Arthur, following in the family tradition, is a Police 
Superintendent—a man it seems born to lead, as his Army career too suggests.

He died in 1972, at Manor Orchard, Taunton, at the age of 80.

 

Territorial Forces Medal
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Private

SAMUEL PYM
28808, 7th Duke of Cornwall’s Light Infantry

(28 February 1884-9 September 1961)

Sam Pym was born on 28 February 1884, the younger son of Robert and Sarah Pym, farming at Blindmoor 
Farm, Buckland St Mary. He was baptized on 6 April 1884 at Buckland and went to Buckland School from 1888 
to 1897. His older brother Robert had left home before 1901, had married and was living in Epsom.

Sam enlisted in 1914, joining the 7th Duke of Cornwall’s Light Infantry 29 December. He was a big man, 6' 1", 
with dark hair and a fresh complexion. The 7th Battalion was formed in September 1914 and served in France 
from 1915-18. They were in the Ypres area on the first day of the Somme, 1 July 1916, but became involved 
in the battles of the Somme later in the summer; it must have been in these battles that Sam was wounded, 
ultimately losing his left foot.

A letter from the Rector, Revd A. P. Lance, dated November 29 1916, was written to commiserate with him; 
well-meaning in intention, it is somewhat clumsy and condescending: ‘… things might have been much worse, 
and … by the time they have given you a new foot and you have learnt how to use it you will hardly realise you 
have lost the old one …’ The fact was that Sam was now permanently disabled; he was finally discharged from 
the Army on 23 May 1918 with appropriate certificates and pension. He was able to wear a gold Wound Stripe 
and was issued with a Silver War Badge—a protection against officious distributors of white feathers.

From the Revd Lance’s letter one can deduce that in 1916 Sam was already engaged to his wife to be, Elizabeth 
Coles; they were married on 17 October 1917. In later years they lived at Rosewells, Meanwood. In the 1939 
Register of England & Wales Sam is described as ‘Private 7th D.C.L.I. Retired & disabled’. They had no children; 
Sam died at home on 9 September 1961 aged 77.

 

Blindmoor Farm
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Private

ALBERT EDWARD SHIRE
22450, 1st Battalion Somerset Light Infantry, moved to 6th, 7th & 11th Battalions

(7 March 1897-1977)

Albert, or Bertie as he is named in the Buckland School Register, was born on 7 March 1897, the second son of 
farm labourer Mark Shire and his wife Flora. Albert and his older brother William were born in Corfe, where 
the family were living at the time. Albert was baptized there on 11 April. In 1901 they were at Windmill Hill, 
Ashill, and in 1911 at Swaddles Green, Buckland St Mary; Albert was still at Swaddles Green with his own 
family in 1939.

When it gets to Albert’s Army career, things are more confusing. The Absent Voters’ List has him down as 
Alfred Edward, but with the correct regimental number that follows him throughout. He is recorded as in the 
1st Bn SLI, and he is there in the Battalion’s Casualty & Muster Roll: embarked 1 May 1917, joined Battalion 
on 22 May; on 26 February 1919 he joined the 11th Bn. However, on the SLI’s list of Victory Medal recipients, 
compiled in August 1920, he is noted as having served in the 6th and 7th Bns—but nevertheless keeps the same 
Regimental number throughout.

There is a memory about Albert (which supports the fact that he served in the 6th Bn) that came from John 
North, a nephew of Stanley North of the 6th Bn SLI; Stanley was killed on 22 August 1916.

‘… a story from Bert Shire, serving with Stanley. Bert was standing beside him when he was shot; he was 
‘shot clean’—he didn’t suffer.’

At the end of the War Albert was discharged into the Class Z Reserve, (see p.54) on 30 September 1919. He 
was married in 1931 to Mary Webber; they had one daughter. In the 1939 Register of England & Wales he is 
a dairy farmer, and living at Swaddles Green with his family. He died in 1977 aged 80, when he was living at 
Dommett Hill Farm.
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Private

WILLIAM SHIRE
3164 or 202807, 5th & 1/4th Battalion, Somerset Light Infantry

(1896-1982)

William Shire was almost certainly William Robert Shire, the brother of Albert Edward Shire. We can find no 
other William in Somerset who seems to fit the right criteria, though with only one first name given it is hard 
to be 100% certain. 

William Robert Shire was born in early 1896, the older son of farm labourer Mark Shire and his wife Flora. 
In later life he gave his date of birth as 14 December 1895, but the 1896 date comes from the GRO Indexes. 
William and Albert were born in Corfe, where the family were living at the time. William was christened there 
on 26 January 1896. In 1901 they were at Windmill Hill, Ashill, and at Swaddles Green, Buckland St Mary 
in 1911. By this time William, at 15, was away from home, working as a farm servant for the Trivett family, 
farmers in Broadway, not far from his home off Hare Lane, Buckland.

Early in the War, on 12 September 1914 (a date given on his Silver War Badge entitlement) William enlisted 
in the 5th Battalion of the Somerset Light Infantry. The History of the 1/5th Battalion  reports that ‘Selected 
officers were despatched to the various Company areas in Somerset to conduct a recruiting campaign…no less 
than 916 recruits had joined the Battalion by 14th September.’ William was evidently one of those persuaded 
by them.

As with his brother Albert, which Battalion he was in, and exactly when, is not clear; he appears to have served 
in the 1/4th and the 5th Bns, both originally Territorial Battalions. Both served overseas for most of the War, in 
India, Palestine, Egypt and Mesopotamia. His Medal Roll Index Card indicates that he did not go abroad until 
8 August 1915, and then probably straight from India to Mesopotamia (Iraq and Syria) as indicated by the 5a 
Asiatic code on the index card .

Not all of the puzzle is clear, but from the information available, and reading of contemporary histories, this 
would be our best guess: 

We think he left for India to join the 1/5th Bn in the summer of 1915. A draft was sent from the 1/5th to Basrah 
from India in May 1915, and another in August. We think William must have been in the later one. They were 
involved (fighting the Turks) in the infamous defence and siege of Kut on the River Tigris. The inconclusive 
Battle of Ctetisphon was fought in late November; the British retired to Kut; the Turks besieged them and in 
late April 1916 the British surrendered. The  survivors were most cruelly treated; the officers were imprisoned; 
most of the other ranks died on forced marches or while imprisoned.

In the Battalion’s History Private W. Shire is listed as wounded on 22 November 1915. Is this our man? He 
appears to have survived, so our surmise is that he was evacuated and recovered, and was transferred to the 
1/4th Bn, also fighting in Mesopotamia. Unsurprisingly he is not named in the 1/4th War Diaries; his War 
Badge award lists him as wounded, but there is no sign of fighting up to the time he was discharged. Could this 
refer to failure to recover completely from the November 1915 wound?

Be that as it may, on 9 June 1917, he was discharged wounded, 
and awarded a Silver War Badge, No. 189,267 (they were uniquely 
numbered). The War Badge, worn with civilian clothes, made the 
wearer’s ex-service position clear, and protected them from misplaced 
officious civilian patriotism.

In the 1939 Register of England & Wales William was living at Manor 
Farm Cottage, Chard, and working as a Cowman. He was married, 
with two children living at home. ‘ARP’1  is written beside his name, 
so he must have been part of that voluntary force. He died at Ashwell 
Farm, Wheddon Cross in 1982 aged 86.

1 Air Raid Protection.

Manor Farm, Chard
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Private

THOMAS JOHN SPILLER
47373 7th West Riding Regiment 

R/4/140655 R.A.S.C. (Royal Army Service Corps)

(27 June 1901-15 March 1975)

Thomas was born on 27 June 1901 in Yarcombe, his parents Harry and Bessie Spiller. By 1911 he was one of 
six children, and they had moved to Howstead in Otterford; Harry was a farm carter. Thomas aged 9 was still 
at Brown Down school—he had begun there on 25 November 1907, possibly (looking at the dates) when they 
had moved from Yarcombe.

We have no further news of Thomas until he goes into the 
army; this must have been very late in the war—he would 
only have been 17 in the summer of 1918—and it is possible 
he never went abroad. He is listed as a Private in both the 
7th West Riding Regiment and the Royal Army Service 
Corps (RASC); he was demobbed into the Class Z Reserve 
(see p.54) on 5 February 1919. Unfortunately, we have no 
idea what he did or where he was in that period.

After the war there was great change in the Spiller family. 
In April 1923 Thomas set sail to Canada in the SS Empress 
of Britain, travelling on by the Canadian Pacific Railway to 
Cardale, Manitoba where his father Harry (and probably 
at least some of the rest of the family) was living. Thomas 
planned to go farming. He had paid for his passage himself, 
and left his uncle John Spiller, his next of kin, at Venn Croft, 
Churchstanton. 

Life in Canada must have worked out, as he remained there for the rest of his life. He married Bertha Mae 
Westbrook at Strathclair, Manitoba on 18 November 1925. She died in 1968, and Thomas in 1975; they are 
buried at Hamiota, Western Manitoba.

SS Empress of Britain

Lower Howstead, Otterford
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Acting Captain

HARRY THOMAS STRAWBRIDGE
Royal Navy

(1891?-1981)

Harry was one of the four children of dairyman Harry Strawbridge and his wife Annie of Whatley, Winsham. 
Harry senior died early, aged only 31, in 1894. In 1901 Harry was living with his Grandparents, George & 
Rhoda Farrant in Street Ash. He attended Buckland School, and is on their Roll of Honour.

On 18 January 1909 Harry signed up for 12 years with the Royal Navy. He was 18 and had been working 
as a Baker. He had light brown hair, grey eyes and a fresh complexion; he was still growing—he went from 
5' 5¼" in 1909 to 5' 7". He began on HMS Impregnable as a Boy, Class 2. By October 1915 he was a Petty 
Officer, having progressed through Ordinary Seaman, Able Seaman and Leading Seaman. By 1921 he was a 
Lieutenant; his Certificate of Service as Master of a Foreign-going Ship survives. By 1926 he was confirmed as 
Lieut Commander, retiring as Commander in 1935; he served as Acting Captain in WWII, retiring in 1945. In 
1944 he was awarded an OBE in the King’s Birthday Honours. He appears, as far as is apparent, to have gone 
through both World Wars without injury.

His Statement of Service (ADM/196/154) writes of him in mostly glowing terms. In June 1918 his Captain 
assesses him as ‘Sat[isfactory]. Above Av[erage]. Specially recommended for promotion … is both zealous 
and capable.’ And in 1922 ‘Sat[isfactory]. Ab[ove] av[erage]. Has acted as the Exec[utive] Off[icer] & in that 
capacity has been very zealous & capable. As CO on a certain occasion, when a body of seamen refused duty, 
he showed commendable firmness and restraint.’

All the ships on which he served are listed, starting with training ship HMS Impregnable, in 1909.

Harry married early; this marriage ended in divorce in 1933. He married Violet King in 1934. He died in 
December 1981 in the small town of Rhodesia, Eastern Cape, South Africa.

HMS Impregnable (formerly HMS Powerful)
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Private

RICHARD JOHN KENNETH WALTER
M2/119868, Army Service Corps

(27 February 1886-16 April 1976)

Richard Walter was not a native of the Blackdowns, but moved there after his marriage. His father, also Richard, 
was a Solicitor, born in Stoke-sub-Hamdon, and living in Ilminster in West Street, near The Shrubbery, and 
later at Wake Hill, Ilminster. Richard the younger, born on 27 February 1886, was schooled at Uppingham, the 
public school in Rutland, and married Mary Durham in 1911. 

It was a wedding of a different sort, taking paragraphs of the Taunton Courier (11 February 1911) to describe 
the dresses, the occasion, the presents. Here is a short sample:

ILMINSTER.

_____________________

MARRIAGE OF MR. R. J. K. WALTER AND MISS MARY MAUD DURHAM.

_____________________

On Tuesday last, All Saints’ Church, Compton, near Winchester, was the scene of a very pretty and 
fashionable wedding, which will be of special interest to our Ilminster readers, by reason of the bridegroom 
being the only son of Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Walter, of Wake Hill. Mr. Walter is the representative of a very 
old and honored Somersetshire family, and for many years has practiced as a solicitor at Ilminster, where 
he holds various public appointments. A short time since, Mr and Mrs. Walter changed their residence to 
their charming property at Wake Hill, which is close to Dowlish Wake. Hearty congratulations have been 
showered upon them and their son upon the latter’s happy marriage with Miss Mary Maud Durham, eldest 
daughter of the Rev. C. R. Durham, rector of Compton and Shawford, Winchester, and Mrs. Durham. The 
weather on Tuesday was delightfully fine, and there was a large gathering of friends of the happy couple 
on both sides, in addition to the villagers, who turned out en masse to witness the ceremony. Mr. R. T. 
Walter was prevented, by an attack of influenza, from being present, to the deep regret of the assembled 
guests. The Rector “gave away” his daughter, the ceremony being conducted by an uncle of the bride (the 
Rev. Charles Oldfield Bartlett), and the Rev. Canon Braithwaite. The church was beautifully decorated, 
some magnificent blooms being employed in the work. The choral service included the hymns, “Lead us, 
Heavenly Father, Lead us” (281) and “O Father all creating” (579) and the organist Mr. Hawkins played 
the “Bridal March” from Lohengrin (Wagner), “O for the wings of a dove” (Mendelssohn), and Smart’s 
“Grand March in C.” The bride was charmingly gowned in ivory mousseline duchesse satin with yoke and 
cuffs of Honiton lace, lent by her mother, and worn by her grandmother (Mrs. T. C. Durham) and her 
mother at their weddings. She wore a pendant of pearls and diamonds with drop amethyst, and carried a 
shower bouquet, both being gifts of the bridegroom. There were four bridesmaids …

The young couple moved into the Grange1 in Buckland St Mary in 1911, part of a group of properties and 
land owned in Buckland St Mary by his father. Richard senior may have been a solicitor, but his son describes 
himself simply as being of ‘Private Means’, and later as ‘Gentleman’.

He must have joined up during 1915, before conscription, and was sent to France on 8 September. The prefix 
of ‘M2’ to his Regimental number means he was in the Mechanical Transport section of the ASC, possibly as 
a Driver. On his Medal Roll Index Card the Regiment is described as simply the ASC, but ‘R’ has later been 
added, as it was given a personal seal of approval by George V.

There is no indication that Richard was moved elsewhere; he was demobbed by 5 March 1919, when he was 
assigned to Class Z Reserve, the Class devised to allow quick call up if necessary.

Richard senior died in 1925, leaving an estate of some £44,000. His Buckland St Mary estates were sold in 1926.

1 Now Buckland Manor, just off the present A303.
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Sometime after the war the junior Walters moved to Teignmouth, where they are to be found in the 1939 
Register of England & Wales. Richard is still described as of Independent Means; he is also noted as an ARP (Air 
Raid Protection) Warden. When he died on 16 April 1976, aged 90, they had moved to Hereford.

The Grange, Buckland St Mary

Army Service Corps cap badge
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Private

PERCIVAL ROBERT WATTS
61280 1st/5th Battalion

The Queen’s Royal West Surrey Regiment

(29 March 1894-21 December 1958)

Percival Robert Watts was the son of Tom and Sarah Watts of Buckland St Mary, and later of Newtown. Care 
is needed here as there was also a Percy Frederick Watts, of the same age, whose father was a farmer in Silver 
Street, Dommett. Tom Watts was a Baker, assisted by his sons (there were two boys and a girl in the family). 
Their mother died early, aged 43, in 1908.

Percy was born on 29 March 1894 in Buckland St Mary, and baptized there on 20 May. He was at Buckland 
School for 10 years, from 1898 to 1908, and his name is on their Roll of Honour. It is also on the Absent Voters’ 
List, which makes it certain in which Regiment he served.

In a letter the Revd A. P. Lance wrote to Sam Pym, dated 29 December 1916, he tells him that Percy is about to 
be married to Miss Mutter, and is then off to the Army. This is Kate Mutter, and they were indeed married then. 
Kate was the daughter of Eli Mutter of Hisbeers Farm, Hare Lane, Buckland St Mary; her brother George was 
also serving and is on the Memorial Board.

Percy was drafted into the Queen’s Royal West Surrey Regiment. The Absent Voters’ List places him in the 1/5th 
Battalion, but on the Regiment’s Medal Roll List he is clearly in the 1/4th. The stamp on Percy’s Medal Roll 
Index Card reinforces this as it was this Battalion that served on the North West Frontier.

The acronyms on the stamped section on this card read:

‘India General Service [Medal]. Afghanistan North West Frontier Force 1919’ (Roots Chat.com1)  

‘The 1/4th Battalion moved to India as part of the Surrey Brigade in the Home Counties Division in 
October 1914 and remained there throughout the war, serving on the North West Frontier, and was 
afterwards involved in the Third Afghan War in 1919. The 1/5th Battalion also went to India with the 
Home Counties Division, but then transferred to Mesopotamia in December 1915.’ 2 

It seems from this information that Percy was indeed more likely to have been in the 1st/4th than the 1st/5th, 
as he would not have joined the Regiment until well into 1917, long past the date of transfer to Mesopotamia. 
Reading of his destiny does rather drive home the huge upheaval the war made in these men’s lives. Maybe 
better, though, to go to the North West Frontier Force at that time than to the mud and blood of France.

At this stage of the War there was little choice about which Regiment you were assigned to. It would appear that 
Percy was not home again until 1919, or possibly 1920. In 1939 he and his family are living in Newtown with 
Percy’s father Tom, retired Baker; Percy is a Dairy farmer. Kate Watts died in 1949, and Percy married again 
early in 1953 to Kathleen Veal. He died on 21 December 1958.

1 https://www.rootschat.com/.
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen%27s_Royal_Regiment_(West_Surrey).

The Queen’s Royal West Surrey 
Regiment cap badge
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Private

JOHN EDWARD WHEELER
M2/104713, Royal Army Service Corps

(—)

John Edward Wheeler’s name occurs on the Absent Voters’ List for Combe St Nicholas: M2/104713 Pte, A.S.C., 
M2., living at Newtown, then a part of Combe St Nicholas, not Buckland St Mary. He did not attend Buckland 
School, and his name cannot be discovered in the 1911 Census for the area. He does not appear on the Electoral 
Registers for Buckland St Mary. No one of that name appears in the GRO Indexes as having been born anywhere 
locally from 1880-1900; it thus seems he must have moved into the area from another part of the country.

M2 and M.T. indicate that he was in the Mechanical Transport section of the ASC (later to become the RASC). 
At its peak the RASC was a huge body, containing 315,334 men and 10,547 officers. His Medal Roll Index 
Card indicates he arrived in France on 1 July 1915—he must, therefore have enlisted voluntarily—and was 
discharged into the Class Z Reserve (see p.54) on 13 March 1919.

So, despite the promising start of having his Service details, and the Roll of those awarded British & Victory 
Medals, we are stuck for local information, and unable to link him with any known families in Buckland St 
Mary or in Combe St Nicholas.

However, we have now found a reference to him in a very lively account in the Taunton Courier of a Buckland 
St Mary School Concert given in February 1919.

‘The programme concluded with a patriotic song and chorus “The boys who fought”.  The solo was 
taken by Pte. Wheeler, A.S.C, in uniform, and the background of children with waving flags made a very 
effective conclusion to a concert which was greatly enjoyed by all.’

The concert was held in aid of St Dunstan’s Hostel for Blinded Soldiers and Sailors.
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Private

CHARLIE WYATT
202170 2nd/4th Somerset Light Infantry

(8 May 1895-)

Charlie was born on the 8 May 1895, the youngest of the four sons of Walter Wyatt, a tailor. His mother 
Candace had died in 1895 aged 37, possibly at Charlie’s birth. He was baptized at Otterford on 24 June 1896 
and went to Otterford School. In 1911, aged 15, he was living at home, Keats Mill, with his father and older 
brother, but not working. Keats is in Buckland St Mary parish, bounded by the River Yarty, but in fact is on the 
edge of Bishopswood.

He is on the Absent Voters’ List, Private 202170 in the 2nd/4th SLI. His Medal Roll Index Card suggests he did 
not enter the Army until late 1915 or 1916—there is no 1915 Star on it. 

At the time Charlie joined, the 2nd/4th was still serving in India, but on 25 September 1917 they landed in 
Egypt at Suez to continue the battle against the Turks. They were heavily involved in the invasion of Palestine 
and were there at the capture of Jerusalem in December 1917. In April 1918 they were withdrawn, and sailed 
for Marseilles, landing on 1 June. The Battalion was then formed into Pioneers, moving to various locations in 
Northern France and Belgium, finally forming part of the Army of Occupation in Germany.

He was demobbed into the Class Z Reserve (see p.54) on 25 September 1919, and was awarded a pension—
he was suffering from malaria, a legacy of his time in the East. At this point he was still living at Keats, but by 
31 January 1921 had moved to Porth in South Wales.

He was married in 1926 in Pontypridd to Hilda Brooks. The 1939 Register of England & Wales records him as 
living in Glamorganshire in Llantrisant. He was working as a postman, and had two children, Phillip Walter 
and Elizabeth Candace—names giving a flavour of the past. We can find no record of when he died, but, 
recalling the past too, in a prominent position in Buckland St Mary churchyard, to the west of the Church, is a 
stone commemorating the Wyatt family, with particular reference to Charlie’s parents.
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(—)

A. YARDE
(—)

This man’s name cannot be found elsewhere on the School Register of Buckland St Mary or Otterford, nor on 
the Absent Voters’ List. With no other guide than a single initial tracing him is difficult. We hope for further 
information.

Enquiries among the descendants of the Yarde family also finishes in a dead end—in fact they wonder if his 
name is an error, and that he is one and the same as A. H. Yarde

Bombardier

ALBERT HENRY YARDE
25291 “A” Battery, 177 Brigade, Royal Field Artillery

(1887—1934)

Albert was born in 1887, one of the 11 children of Henry and Jessica Yarde; he was baptized in Buckland in 
November; his father was a roadman and general labourer. Thereafter Albert’s life deviates a bit from the norm; 
in 1891 and 1901 he is living first with his Yarde Grandparents in Curland, and then with his uncle Charles 
Parsons, a groom, in Tangier Cottages, Bishops Hull. In 1911 he is still with his uncle, but now in Alma Street, 
and married to Mabel Mutter (on 1 November 1910). He is a Carter for a Fruiterer and Florist. Maybe with 11 
children the Yarde household was just too crowded.

Albert’s Service Records survive, at least in part. He enlisted in the RFA on September 4th 1914 in Pontypridd; 
he had been working as a timber haulier, living there with his wife and children—wife Mabel, and Charles, 
Phyllis and Albert. He was 5' 9¼", with a fresh complexion and brown hair and eyes. Three more children were 
born after the war—Royston, Sylvia and Beryl.

He served in Britain until 12 July 1915, and then in France from 13 
July 1915 to 5 January 1919, and then, apparently, another immediate 
stint from 6 January 1919 to 31 March 1920—a total of 5 years and 209 
days. A long time to be away, apparently without any leave after July 
1915. On 23 June 1920, living at Rose Cottage, Staplehay, he signs for 
his 1914-15 Star, and on August 20 for his Victory Medal.

Unfortunately his Service Records are incomplete, so there is no detail 
of his time in France. He was promoted to Bombardier; remarkable 
that he survived such a long stint in the trenches.

Albert died in 1934 in the Taunton area, aged 46.

Rose Cottage, Staplehay, Taunton

Victory Medal
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Gunner (Shoeing Smith)

FREDERICK YARDE
89967, Royal Field Artillery

(23 April 1882-1948)

Frederick was born on 23 April 1882, one of the 11 children of Henry and Jessica Yarde; his father was a 
roadman and general labourer, as was Frederick himself. He was married on 22 May 1905 to Olive Sarah 
Crandon; in 1911 they were living at Staple Hill, Buckland St Mary and by 1915 had six children.

Frederick’s Service Records survive (in a somewhat charred condition), so we have a lot of detail about his 
army career. He enlisted on 7 April 1915 when he was 33 and working as a Carter. He was assigned to the 3rd 
Somerset Light Infantry, Regt number 17632; the 3rd were a training Battalion for new troops. At this time 
the family were living at Tanyard, Kingston St Mary. Frederick was 5' 7", his physical development good; he 
was classified as ‘A1’. At some point in these first weeks Frederick decided he wanted to transfer into the RFA, 
where his elder brother was serving; this was approved, and he transferred (from Plymouth to Corfe Castle) to 
the Ammunition Column 79 Bde RFA, Regt No 89967. We can find no elder brother, but his younger brother 
Albert was serving.

During this time Olive and the children had gone back into Taunton, to Woodford Buildings in the High Street. 
In his early days in the Army in 1915/16 Frederick seems to have been posted from one Regiment to another—
the Wiltshires, the Worcestershires and the Devons, but presumably still attached to the RFA. His RFA Brigade 
were posted to the Exeter area, and his family came to live in Topsham. It looks as if he did not get posted 
overseas to France until 17 May 1918.

In 1916 there is a curious episode where his wife gets in touch with the Army seeking news of her husband ‘… 
and kindly help me to get him home …’ Unfortunately, these pages are too badly damaged to make out clearly.

On 20 February 1919 he was transferred to the Class Z Reserve, (see p.54) his address given as White Street, 
Topsham; on 3 March there is a note on his papers saying ‘This man proceeded to Fovant Dispersal Centre, 
& embarked on 22.1.19 per SS City of Poona’. This seems like a journey in the wrong direction, but maybe the 
dispersal centre was for men going to Fovant.

There is a report in the Taunton Courier for September 1919 of a case brought by the NSPCC1 against Olive and 
Frederick (now living with another woman) for child neglect. It makes unpleasant reading.

Frederick’s name appears in the 1939 Register of England & Wales; he is in Exeter and working as a Blacksmith. 
He appears to have acquired a new family, the children born after the war. He died in 1948 aged 66; his first 
wife, Olive, died in Taunton in 1968 aged 83.

1 National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
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Private

FRANK BOARD
34891, Somerset Light Infantry

149420, Machine Guns Corps

(2 January 1898-1974)

Francis, or Frank, was born on 2 January 1898 in Buckland St Mary, the son of Abednego, an agricultural 
labourer, and Lucy Board. He was baptized in Buckland St Mary Church on 6 February. They were living at 
Little Hill, neighbours of the Grabham family (see pp.22, 71-72).

The Old Testament name of Abednego is an unusual one nowadays, but even at the time of the 1871 Census 
(he was born in 1870) its oddity was underlined by the fact that he was the youngest of three sons whom their 
parents had named Shadrach, Meshak and Abednego. The story in the Book of Daniel is that these were the 
three men thrown into a fiery furnace by Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, for failing to bow down to an 
image of him, but were unconsumed by the flames. It is a trio once familiar to every school child!

Francis went to Buckland St Mary School in April 1901, but left in September 1904 when he was six. He is on 
the school’s Roll of Honour, despite having left so long before. This move was probably because the family were 
leaving the area. Certainly by 1911 they were living in West Bagborough, where Abednego was working as a 
domestic gardener; their youngest son Sidney, aged 6, had been born in West Bagborough. At this point the 
13-year-old Francis was still at school.

The next we know of him is as a Private in the SLI, and then in the Machine Gun Corps. Unfortunately, there is 
no detail of which battalions he served in, so we are short of any further detail. He was demobbed into the Class 
Z Reserve (see p.54) on the 22 October 1919. He married Ethel North in 1931; we have found no children 
of the marriage.

He appears to have gone back to west Somerset—in 1939 Francis and Ethel were living in the Crowcombe area, 
and he is working as a wheelwright and Estate carpenter. He died in West Somerset in 1974.

Previous page: The WWI monument at Buckland St Mary School by Simon Hitchins FRSS, commissioned by 
Buckland St Mary Parish Council (2018)
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(—)

EDWIN GEORGE JAMES DENNING
(30 December 1885-1937)

(—)

Edwin, or Edward (as with his father of the same name, there is confusion here) was born on 30 December 
1885, and christened in Buckland St Mary Church on 7 March 1886. He was the second oldest of the eleven 
children of Edwin and Sarah Denning; Edwin senior worked all his life as an agricultural labourer. He was born 
in Yarcombe and his wife in Broadway, but the family moved between Otterford and Buckland St Mary, settling 
finally at Lodge, Buckland St Mary (see p.51), where Edwin died in 1939, aged 86. Sarah had pre-deceased 
him by many years, dying in 1918.

At least two of Edwin’s brothers (Arthur and Cecil see pp.59-60), had emigrated to Canada, one remaining 
there, one returning to England. It has proved difficult to locate Edwin in the War years, and we thought he too 
might have emigrated, finding promising leads which in the end proved fruitless. We still do not know what he 
did in that time. Our only pointers are a reference to him by the Rector, Revd A. P.  Lance, telling Sam Pym in a 
letter of November 1916 that Edward had been wounded, and a mention in the Buckland St Mary School Roll 
of Honour also listing him as wounded, but with no further details. In fact, neither Edwin nor his brothers and 
sisters went to Buckland St Mary School, but he must have been well known.

In 1901 Edwin was working at Magin [Madgeon] Farm for Jabez Wyatt as a Stockman. We cannot be quite sure 
of this, as his second name, George, is used, though his age and place of birth are correct. Likewise, at the time 
of the 1911 Census, George Denning is a visitor at Stockers Farm, Wick, Luppitt, farmed by Harry Norton. His 
place of birth, Otterford, is correct, but his age, 23, has shrunk by a couple of years. 

However, although we do not know what he did during the 
next 10 years, in 1920 he married Ella Norton at Luppitt. She 
was the daughter of the same farmer, Harry Norton of Wick, 
Luppitt, which seems reliably to confirm his 1911 identity. In 
1911 Ella had been working elsewhere as a housemaid. They 
had five children, George, Alice (known as Marjorie), Muriel, 
William and Hilda, but Edwin died early at the age of 51 in 
the Exeter area. In the 1939 Register of England & Wales Ella, 
with her children, was living in at The Vicarage, Exwick Hill 
as Housekeeper to the Vicar, James Prowse. Both Ella and the 
Vicar were ARP Wardens.1

1 Air Raid Protection.
The Vicarage, Exwick Hill, Devon
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Serjeant

EDWARD RICHARD KILLINGER ELLIOTT
149, West Somerset Yeomanry

295006, Somerset Light Infantry

(11 March 1891-17 December 1968)

Edward and his twin brother Francis were born on 
11 March 1891 at Manthawke, Lezant in Cornwall, 
conveniently (for the historian) just before the 
Census in April. Lezant was their mother Emily’s 
village; their father Edward, a farmer, came from 
Northampton. One might deduce that Edward, 
given his father’s name, was the older twin; they had 
an older sister, Emily Mary. They had moved from 
Cornwall to Ham Farm, Combe St Nicholas (just off 
the now A303 on Ham Hill) probably in 1895.

The twins and sister Emily started school in 
Buckland St Mary on 2 July 1895, leaving on 21 May 
1905. By 1911 all three were living at home on the 
farm, Emily working as a school teacher and the 
boys farming with their father.

Edward’s name is on the School’s Roll of Honour, but not, for some reason, Francis’s—the reasons behind the 
list are not always easy to fathom. It may have been that he was the son who stayed at home to run the farm. 
Edward served in the West Somerset Yeomanry and the Somerset Light Infantry as a Serjeant, a rank which 
suggests that he may have served with the Yeomanry before the War as a Territorial. 

His Medal Roll Index Card notes that he was serving in the Balkans (Greece) by 23 September 1915. His 
regiment was the 1st West Somerset Yeomanry, who, by way of Greece, landed at Suvla Bay, Gallipoli in 
October. They were evacuated in December 1915 and moved to Egypt. By early 1917 they were at Moascar, 
near Ismailia, Egypt; the Battalion became an Infantry regiment, the 12th Battalion SLI. On 6 December 1917 
Edward was wounded; unfortunately we have no details of what happened. In May 1918 the 12th SLI landed at 
Marseilles for service in France. Edward, by now an Acting Company Serjeant Major, was wounded again on 
12 September 1918 in fighting around Épehy, south of Cambrai. This must have been very near the end of his 
War—and a long one it had been for him. He was disembodied (demobbed) on 8 February 1919.

Edward married Mary Lines in 1926 at Warminster; their son John was born in the Autumn of 1927.

The 1939 Register of England & Wales finds Edward and his family at Home Farm, Sutton Veny near Warminster, 
where he was dairy farming. His widowed mother Emily was living with them. Francis, incidentally, had 
remained farming at Ham Farm.

Edward, now retired at Sutton Veny, died on 17 December 1968, leaving £9,715.

Lezant, Cornwall

Ham Farm, Combe St Nicholas
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Private

JOHN FAYTER
27698, 6th & 7th Battalions, Duke of Cornwall’s Light Infantry

(23 August 1894-5 December 1982)

John was the younger son of Harry, or Henry, Fayter and his 
wife Catherine. The family, traceable back through earlier 
Censuses, seem for many years to have been settled in the 
Aylesbeare/Newton Poppleford/Woodbury area, and John 
was born in Woodbury in August 1894. They were not a 
large family, two sons and a daughter, and in 1911 were still 
living in Globe Hill, Woodbury—except that on Census 
day Harry, who was a carpenter and joiner, happened not 
to be there. We have not yet been able to trace where he 
was. John in 1911 was working as a mason’s apprentice.

We then lose sight of John until he re-appears in the Army as a Private in the 6th & 7th Bns of the DCLI. His 
link with Buckland St Mary is his appearance, with his brother William, on the Absent Voters’ List 1918 at 
Coomsbury [Combesbury], along with his parents on the regular 1918 Register of Electors. His parents then 
disappear from the Register, his father having died in 1918, and his mother moving elsewhere.

Both the 6th and 7th Battalions were part of Kitchener’s New 
Army. The 6th (Service) Battalion was formed in Bodmin 
in August 1914 under the command of 43rd Brigade in 
14th (Light) Division. They were deployed to the Western 
Front, landing in Boulogne on 22 May 1915. They remained 
there until they were disbanded in France on 20 February 
1918. The 7th (Service) Battalion was formed in Bodmin in 
September 1914 under the command of 61st Brigade in 20th 
(Light) Division. They were deployed to the Western Front, 
landing in Boulogne on 25th July 1915 and remaining there 
until the end of the war in 1918.

We know nothing of the details of John’s service, except that 
he probably did not join until 1916, as he did not receive a 

1915 Star for service overseas before the year end. His papers do not reveal when he was discharged, though 
this was usually in 1919. In 1916 he had married Annie Carter at Exeter St Thomas (maybe prompted by being 
called up), and by the end of the war they too had moved to Somerset, John working as a farmer. Their daughter 
Marjory was born on 18 March 1920, but lived only three days. A second daughter, Emily, was born in 1921, 
but on 23 March 1923 Annie died, at School Farm, Otterford.

In 1926 John married again; his second wife was Ethel May Gillard, born 
in 1892 in Taunton.

John and Ethel had three children—John was born in 1927, followed by 
twins Reginald and Stanley on 22 May 1930. Tragedy was to strike the 
family again as Stanley died on 17 August 1930, at just five months old. In 
1938 John and Ethel, and their two surviving children John and Reginald, 
were living at 9 High Street, Tiverton, in Devon. John was a gardener/
handyman. However, what had happened to Emily?

John died on 5th December 1982 in Bampton, Devon—he was living at 9 
West Street—and is buried in the churchyard of St Michael & All Angels 
there. He left £32,141.

John Fayter’s grave, Bampton

Combesbury, Buckland St Mary

Woodbury, 1906
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Private

WILLIAM HENRY FAYTER
72503, 5th or 6th Reserve Battalion, 31st Middlesex Regiment

2/5th Bedfordshire Regiment

(9 March 1887-1970)

William was the older son of Harry, or Henry, Fayter 
and his wife Catherine. The family, traceable back 
through earlier Censuses, seem for many years 
to have been settled in the Aylesbeare/Newton 
Poppleford/Woodbury area, and William was born 
in Woodbury in March 1887. They were not a large 
family, two sons and a daughter, and in 1911 were 
still living in Globe Hill, Woodbury—except that on 
Census day Harry, who was a carpenter and joiner, 
happened not to be there. We have not yet been able 
to trace where he was. In 1894 William began at 
Woodbury Church of England Primary School. By 
1911 he was, like his father, a carpenter and joiner.

We then lose sight of William until he re-appears in 
the Army as a Private in the 31st Middlesex Regiment. 
His link with Buckland St Mary is his appearance, with his brother William, on the Absent Voters’ List  1918 at 
Coomsbury [Combesbury], along with his parents on the regular 1918 Register of Electors. His parents then 
disappear from the Register—his father had died in 1918, and his mother moved elsewhere.

Things went poorly for William after call-up; uniquely among the soldiers associated with Buckland St Mary 
he had registered as a Conscientious Objector. He could have been assigned to the Non-Combatant Corps, but 
for some men this was not good enough—they wished for total exemption from military service. If this was not 
granted, any resistance was a punishable offence, which seems to have been the case for William.

At the beginning of this process, his address was given as 137 
Dale St, Chatham, probably because the 5th and 6th Battalions 
of his regiment, the 31st Middlesex, were stationed at Chatham. 
At some point in the process he must have been transferred to 
2/5th Bedfordshire Regiment, because it is while part of this unit, 
on 13 September 1916, that the main charges of ‘Insubordination 
and Disobedience’, and an offence against a Company Sergeant 
Major, are brought against him. He was sentenced to 1 year’s Hard 
Labour, remitted to 8 months. He is held, the records state, at 
Harrogate, which might mean Richmond Prison, the scene of many 
confrontations between authority and the Conscientious Objectors.

We do not know anything of the post-war consequences for 
him—maybe there were none—but in 1924 he married Gertrude 
Lillington in Poole, Dorset. Staying in the area they had two sons, 
Lawrence in 1925 and Harold in 1928. By 1939 they were living 
at Nursery Road in Bournemouth; William was still working as 
a carpenter, and they had another carpenter and a paperhanger/
decorator living with them. William died in Poole in 1970.

Globe Hill c.1907

Richmond Castle, Yorkshire—used as a 
prison during WWI
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Private

JAMES HOOPER
527939, 652 Agricultural Company, Labour Corps

(25 May 1889-1968)

James was born on 25 May 1889 at Westhay, Otterford, the oldest child of James and Anna Hooper. James 
senior was a labourer; they were living near his brother Richard and family at Long Lye. Westhay is just off 
the main road (now the A303), below the Bishopswood Turnpike. At least three of James’ Hooper cousins also 
served in WWI. 

James went to school in Buckland St Mary from 1894-1901—his name is on their Roll of Honour. He was still 
at home at Westhay in 1901, when he was 11, but ten years later he had moved out and was living at South Hill 
Farm, working as a Farm Servant for Frank Quick. On 27 June 1912 he married 20-year-old Harriet Louisa 
Yarde in Buckland St Mary church; they were living at Cross Cottage (now part of Cross Hill Farm) just across 
the way from South Hill farm, James still working as a farm labourer. Their daughter Harriet was baptized 
at Buckland St Mary on 4 October 1914; Dorothy was born in 1913, James and Anna in 1916 and 1917, and 
Winifred in 1919. There is no record of further children.

James’ Army Service Records have survived, so we have ample detail with which to trace at least the outlines 
of his career. One slightly surprising point is that he belonged to the Plymouth Brethren. He attested on 11 
December 1915, giving his occupation as Cowman; he was assigned to the Royal Regiment of Artillery, but 
placed immediately in the Army Reserve. He was not mobilized until 25 April 1917, and posted as Gunner to 
the 3rd C Reserve Battalion, at Hilsea, Portsmouth.

It does not appear that he was sent abroad, but on 30 January 1918 he was compulsorily transferred to the 
Labour Corps, Taunton, to the 652 Agricultural Company, but remaining on his RFA pay. He was demobbed 
into the Class Z Reserve (see p.54) on the 19 February 1919. The family were still living at Cross Cottage. One 
sheet among these Service Records is the ‘Application for a separation allowance for the newly born child of a 
sailor or soldier’—this referred to Anna’s birth, and is carefully authenticated.

At this point we lose sight of James and his family, but they reappear in the 1939 Register of England & Wales, 
living at Southview, Blagdon Hill; James was working as a Builder’s Labourer. He died in 1968 aged 79.
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(—)

CECIL HUGH KEITCH
(—)

(31 March 1904-)

Born as he was in 1904, this cannot be the man who is mentioned in the School Roll of Honour as serving 
(regiment unspecified) and by Revd A. P. Lance in his 1916 letter to Sam Pym, both saying that he has been 
wounded. Yet the School Roll of Honour notes his date of birth as 1904, and that he left school in 1917. Some 
confusion here.

This is a confusion which we have not been able to resolve. There must have been another Cecil Keitch, yet we 
cannot trace him. The only clue is the death of a Cecil H. Keitch in Yeovil in 1955 aged 81. He must have been 
born in about 1874, so would have in fact been on the old side to have served. Unfortunately, that is all we can 
find about him.

Cecil’s older brother Edward did serve, and his details and family background are listed below.

Private

EDWARD ELI KEITCH
12235 7th Battalion, Somerset Light Infantry

(12 November 1897–25 April 1974)

Buried at Sutton Coldfield Cemetery Extension

Edward was the fourth son of William and Amanda Keitch. He was born on 1 November 1897, and christened 
in Buckland St Mary on 12 December. The family lived at Betham, Combe St Nicholas; William was a general 
labourer, and Edward, by 1911 the oldest son at home, was working as a labourer too. His older brother Charles 
had emigrated to the US in 1913—it must have seemed a way out into a more challenging life. By 1920 Charles 
was married and farming in Wisconsin, where he remained for the rest of his life.

We know nothing further of Edward’s life until he appears in the 7th Battalion of the SLI in 1915. He must have 
enlisted before conscription, as he is in France by 24 July 1915. The 7th’s path is traced briefly in The Forces 
War Record (online): 

‘1915

Trench familiarisation and training in Fleurbaix area.

1916

The Battle of Mount Sorrel, The Battle of Delville Wood, The Battle of Guillemont, The Battle of Flers-
Courcelette, The Battle of Morval, The Battle of Le Transloy.

1917

The German retreat to the Hindenburg Line, The Battle of Langemarck, The Battle of the Menin Road 
Ridge, The Battle of Polygon Wood, The Cambrai Operations.

1918

The Battle of St Quentin, The actions at the Somme crossings, The Battle of Rosieres [Rosières].

11.11.1918 Ended the war at Feignies north of Maubeuge, France.’

Edward was wounded in September 1916 in the battles that followed the Somme attack of 1 July. The records 
of the 31st Ambulance Train are very brief. He was wounded, with a gunshot wound to his left leg, on 28 
September 1916, taken by train from Abbeville to Le Havre, but then ‘discharged back to duty’ on September 
29.1

1 MH106/2068, National Archives.
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By the end of his service he was an Acting Corporal, and was demobbed into the Class Z Reserve (see p.54) 
on 12 March 1919. It would seem from the 7th Battalion records that he was in the trenches in France for that 
whole period.

He married Gertrude Winspur in 1919; they had three children, Thelma, Brian and Roy. By 1920 they had 
moved to the Midlands (Thelma was born in Tamworth), and in the 1939 Register of England & Wales  they 
were living at Reddicap Hill, Sutton Coldfield. Edward was working as a self-employed window cleaner. When 
he died on 25 April 1974, living at Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield, he left £5,264, a respectable sum for the time.

Edward Keitch’s gravestone at Sutton 
Coldfield
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Private

CHARLES MADDOCK
6124, 1st Battalion Somerset Light Infantry

435553, Labour Corps

(5 January 1881-)

Charles was born on 5 January 1881, possibly in Toulton, near Cothelstone. Certainly, at the time of the 1881 
Census, in April, he was living there with his mother Sarah Ann at the home of his maternal grandparents, 
George and Mary Ann Rogers. By 1885 the Maddock family, including father James, were living in Buckland 
St Mary at Roses Cottage. This is the present Humble Cottage, right in the centre of the village next to Roses 
Farm; James was a coachman, probably to the Lance family. 

Charles was at Buckland St Mary School from 31 August 
1885 to 29 October 1890, but then disappears from the 
family household and cannot be found again in any 
Census thereafter. On the School’s Roll of Honour he is 
noted as having been wounded in the war.

If we have the right man (and this is not 100% certain) the 
1st Bn SLI Casualty List tells us more1. He embarked for 
France on 29 August 1914, an early date which suggests 
that he may have already been in the Army, or at least 
in the Reserves. Early in 1915 he began to be troubled, 
and hospitalized, by a series of ailments, possibly the 
consequence of the harsh, wet conditions in which the 
soldiers were living: first rheumatism, followed by synovitis. Then, later in the year, piles, and by 1916, myalgia. 
For some of the time he was in hospital in France, and some of the time sent home to England. By the summer 
of 1917 he was permanently back in England and transferred to the Labour Corps. 

He was discharged from the Army into the Class Z Reserve on  4 September 1919, with a pension.2  It’s not clear 
how much this was for, nor how long it continued. Charles gives his address as c/o the Post Office, Warminster.

The problem with the Maddock family is that they were, in a sense, itinerant workers, without any strong local 
ties, despite the fact that James was born in Creech St Michael and Sarah Ann in Kingston St Mary. Their son 
William followed this pattern, working in various unrelated households until his marriage in 1919.  We suspect 
this is why it is also proving so difficult to trace Charles both before and after the War – as we have said he is 
not to be found in any census from 1891 onwards, nor in the 1939 Register of England & Wales.

1 DD/SLI/9/4 1st Btn SLI Muster Roll & Casualty list 1914-19.
2 The Class Z Reserve was a Reserve contingent of the British Army consisting of previously enlisted 
soldiers, now discharged. The first Z Reserve was authorised by an Army Order of 3 December 1918. It was 
abolished on 31 March 1920.

Cothelstone Manor

Humble Cottage, the former Roses Cottage, next to Roses 
Farm, opposite the Church and adjacent to the Rectory where 
the Lance family were living and where James appears to have 
been working.
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(—)

WILLIAM MADDOCK
(—)

(21 October 1885-1963)

William was born in Buckland St Mary on 28 October 1885, and baptized on 27 December that year. He was 
one of the sons of James and Sarah Ann Maddock. James was a coachman, we think probably to the Lance 
family; the Maddocks family were living at Roses Cottage, next door to Roses Farm. This is the present Humble 
Cottage, right in the centre of the village. William and his brother Charles attended Buckland St Mary School, 
William from 17 July 1888 to 24 December 1897, when he would have been 12 years old, and just old enough 
to leave.

By the 1901 census he was living at Court Gardens in Butleigh, 
near Wells, working as a garden boy and boarding with the family 
of the gardener Tom Carter. The Maddock family, despite their 
not too common surname, have proved difficult to keep track 
of—they do not seem to have had the same close link with a place 
that so many of their village contemporaries had. By 1911 father 
James was working as a coachman in West Bagborough, living 
on his own. His wife Sarah Ann was in hospital in Bath. William 
was working as a Groom, lodging with the coachman’s family in 
Lambeth Mews, Clarges Street, Mayfair.

When it comes to war service the problem is the same; there are 
a lot of William Maddocks, and without any clear idea of where 
he might have been living or any regimental details we have been 
unable to pinpoint him. After the war it is a different matter, 
because he got married in July 1919 in Croydon. At the time 
he was living at Addiscombe and his wife Beatrice in Thornton 
Heath. He was a lift attendant, and describes his father James’ 
profession as ‘Gentleman’.

William and Beatrice remained living in Croydon; they had seven children, and in 1939 were living at 24 
Thornton Road with their eldest daughter Norah and (probably) Beatrice’s parents and younger sister. Their 
own younger children (the youngest born in 1936) are notable by their absence. William was still working as 
a lift attendant. 

William is recorded as having died in 1963 in St Germans, Cornwall; this seems well out of his expected area, 
but no other credible record can be found. Beatrice died in 1986 in Bromley.

Lambeth Mews, now Clarges Mews
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Private / Lance Corporal 

JAMES HENRY MANNING
2875, 266175, Devonshire Regiment

(10 May 1896-25 March 1953)

James was born on the 10 May 1896 in Warkleigh, Devon, the second son of William and Emma Manning. 
The family moved around a lot—from South Molton to Warkleigh to Cheriton Bishop (as reflected in where 
the children were born) and then to Buckland St Mary, with possibly other locations in between. His father 
William seems to have had a number of jobs: he was an Insurance Agent in 1901, a farmer at Oakford in Devon 
in 1911 (helped by his two sons) and then the landlord of the Eagle Tavern from sometime during the war 
years, when his school age daughters Gladys and Ena enrolled at Buckland St Mary School. Unfortunately, this 
last job went very wrong, as was reported in the Western Times of 31 October 1919:

CHARD MILK THEFTS LATEST NEWS 

How an Innkeeper Was Smartly Caught in the Act

William Manning, licensee of the Eagle Tavern Inn, Buckland St. Mary, near Chard, and his wife, Emma 
Manning, have been fined £5 each and Court costs at Chard for stealing milk from churns of which 
they were entrusted bailees. Several farmers in the district have been in the habit of leaving their churns 
outside the inn to be fetched by a motor lorry from a dairy company. Complaints as regards the purity of 
the milk having been communicated to farmers, suspicion was directed towards the innkeeper, who kept 
several calves and retailed much milk, although he only kept a cow or so. The police were informed, with 
the result that Inspector Edwards, of Chard, and the local constable, P.C. Gomer, Combe St. Nicholas, 
instituted a watch, and the male defendant was seen to fetch a pail water from the pump, to the churns 
with an empty pail, and when this was filled, his wife handed him the pail of water to refill the churn and 
remove any possible suspicion. Their little daughter was sent out look at the fourcross roads to see that all 
was clear. Of course, he loses his license, and the case has been widely commented upon.

Not unexpectedly, as reported in the Western Times of 14 November 1919, he lost the tenancy.

Meantime, both his sons were in Army, in the Devonshire Regiment. We know of their existence through 
the Absent Voters’ List 1918. Their Army numbers are 122 apart—266175 for James, 266297 for William—
suggesting they may have enlisted close together. James enlisted on 6 October 1914 and was discharged on 
27 June 1919. Unfortunately, we do not know which Battalion either of them was in, but we can deduce more 
about James’ service. We know that he enlisted early and served overseas, and from his Pension Records that he 
suffered from malaria. The 1st and 2nd Battalions spent the whole war, apart from a few months in Northern 
Italy in 1917/18, in France, so service with them seems unlikely. The 1& 2/4ths and 1& 2/5ths however served 
in India and then in Mesopotamia and Palestine, which seems a more likely place to catch malaria. However, 
the possibilities of where he was are too great to make any sensible deductions.
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His surviving Pension Records run through from his 1919 discharge, to 29 September 1922, when his ‘Degree 
of Disablement’ was calculated as 100%, both the malaria and the arthritis he suffered from being due to his 
Service. The last entry is on 4 December 1934. He was awarded a Silver War Badge, a useful protection during 
the war years against officious fellow citizens.

James was married in Exeter early in 1921 to Emma Mabel Jefford; they had three children, Ernest, Vera and 
Gladys. In the 1923 edition of Kelly’s Directory James is shown as a smallholder at Charlinch [Charlynch], a 
village about five miles from Bridgwater.

Our next news of him is in the 1939 Register of England & Wales, where he too, like brother William, is living 
in Brighton, and is described as a Licensee with the added note ‘War Disablement’.1 His son Ernest, living at the 
same address with the rest of the family, is noted as a partner in the licensed trade. He died relatively early, on 
25 March 1953, the course of his life seemingly shaped by his war service. He was then living at the Bathpool 
Inn2 in Taunton, no doubt continuing the trade of publican. Later, in 1955, his wife Mabel married Reginald 
Jordan.

1 He was the licensee of the Maltster’s Arms, now Piccolo Mondo.
2 Bathpool Inn c.1903. Now, 2021, the New Mill.

The former Maltsters Arms, 14 Montagu Place, Brighton

Bathpool Inn, Bathpool, Taunton c.1908
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Private

WILLIAM JOHN MANNING
3017, 266297, Devonshire Regiment

(10 August 1893-1985)

William was born on the 10 August 1893 in South Molton, the oldest child of William and Emma Manning. 
There seems some doubt about his date of birth—it is entered as 1891 on his Army Pension form and in the 
1939 Register of England & Wales but as 1893 elsewhere. His father seems to have had a number of jobs (as 
did William himself); he was an Insurance Agent in 1901, a farmer at Oakford in Devon in 1911 and then the 
landlord of the Eagle Tavern from sometime during the war years, when his school age daughters Gladys and 
Ena enrolled at Buckland St Mary School. Unfortunately this last job went very wrong (see p.117).

Both sons, William and James, left the Army in 1919, William on 9 May 1919. Both had been ill; William had 
had influenza (very likely the pandemic ‘Spanish Flu’) and had been discharged on a pension suffering from 
‘Disordered Action of the Heart’. We know of their existence through the Absent Voters’ List 1918.

We have no information on which Battalion of the Devons William served with, so it has not been possible 
to trace his war service, but his surviving pension records are detailed. An interesting point is that his Army 
number is close to that of his brother James: his was 266297, and James’ 266175; James enlisted early, on 6 
October 1914. William’s pension began on 10 May 1919, when his home address was still given as the Eagle 
Tavern. It was ‘declared final’ on 10 February 1923, by which time he had moved to Wales, to Bonvilston near 
Cardiff. 

There was a more positive side to life. He was married on 30 October 1919 to Catherine Maud Nayland in 
Fulham and they moved to Bonvilston. They had two children, Sylvia in 1921 and John in 1923. In April 1925 
they sailed from Southampton to Halifax, Nova Scotia on Red Star liner SS Pittsburgh with the stated intention 
of settling in Canada. Evidently things did not ultimately work out for them, as in February 1933 they left St 
Johns, New Brunswick via Halifax, sailing on Canadian Pacific liner SS Montclare for Liverpool, their intended 
destination in England being Membury in Devon. All this time, from his marriage onwards, William was 
describing himself as a farmer.
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By the time of the 1939 Register of England & Wales William had had a change of direction; the family were 
living in Brighton in Wentworth Street, and he was the licensee of the Globe Inn. His brother James (q.v.) and 
family were also living in Brighton, James too describing himself as a Licensee. After this we lose sight of him 
until his death in the Sedgemoor area in early 1985 at the age of 91.

The Globe Inn, 2 Wentworth Street, 
Brighton

The former Globe Inn today

The Eagle Tavern

The Eagle Tavern. As of 2020 
La Campagna.
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PRIVATE

FREDERICK MATTRAVERS
5339/20234/1491, 1/5 &1/4 Somerset Light Infantry

or

3/8334 Dorsetshire Regiment

(5 December 1878-1951)

Fred Mattravers was born on 5 December 1878, the only son of Peter and Elizabeth; at the time of the 1881 census 
they were living in Dowlish Wake, Peter working as an agricultural labourer, and Elizabeth as a Dairywoman. 
Fred was baptized at Broadway on 9 March 1879, the Vicar getting in a muddle and recording his mother as 
Emma. By 1891 they were in Buckland St Mary at Alls Well Cottage, on the edge of the hamlet of Blackwater, 
at the end of Rackley Lane. Peter was then a farmer and carrier. From the children’s birthplaces it appears 
they moved about quite often—Broadway, North Petherton and Buckland St Mary, which was Elizabeth’s own 
birthplace. We do not know when Fred first went to Buckland St Mary School, but he left on 1 August 1890, his 
school-days no doubt over—in the 1891 census he is described simply as ‘Farmer’s son’.

In 1901 they were still at Hallswell (the name changed, it is said, to dissuade outsiders from helping themselves 
to the water supply); Fred was the only child still at home, working as an Estate Labourer. On 1 November 1910 
Fred married Bessie Chown in Norton Fitzwarren, but they returned to Buckland St Mary to live; in 1911 they 
were at Marlpit Cottage, Blackwater, Fred working as a self-employed Road Contractor. In 1912 their daughter 
Mary was born; she was christened in Buckland St Mary on 5 January 1913.

After this succession of easily verifiable records, matters become more complicated when checking Fred’s war 
service. He may have served with the Dorset Regiment, enlisting early and reaching the Western Front on 13 
May 1915; he was discharged into the Class Z Reserve (see p.54) on 14 February 1919—these facts are clear 
from his MRIC.

Alternatively, he may have served with the SLI 1/5th or 1/4th Battalions. They served in India and the Middle 
East. If this was the case he also served with the Territorial Force (the predecessor to the Territorial Army) and 
received the Territorial Forces Medal. If this is so he was disembodied (demobbed) on 4 June 1919. We do not 
know in this case when he joined up; his low regimental number (5339) may simply refer to his membership 
of the Territorial Force, not to early enlistment.

By 1939 Fred and family had moved away to Roundham, near Crewkerne, at Lodge Farm Cottage, Fred still 
working as a farm labourer. He died early in 1951, his death registered in Taunton.
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Private

LAWRENCE HENRY WYATT
311996 Labour Corps

(24 December 1891–1967)

Lawrence Henry, known as Harry, was one of the Wyatt family of Keats Mill, the third son of Walter, a tailor. 
His younger brother Charlie also served, and is on the Memorial Board. The boys went to school at Brown 
Down. Keats Mill, although technically in Buckland St Mary is in fact located at the bottom of Bishopswood, in 
Otterford parish. Both are on the Absent Voters’ List 1918, but Harry was discharged early, which may explain 
his absence from the Memorial Board. 

Harry married Elizabeth Mary Hake on 14 April 1915. 
He was working as a Railway porter and living at 7 
South View Terrace, Trull. He attested on 15 January 
1916, and was mobilised on 16 July 1917 into the 
Labour Corps, stationed at the Southern Command 
Centre. We know some detail of Harry’s military career 
through his Pension Records, as he had deformed 
feet—hammer toes and pes cavus (an abnormally high 
arch) on both feet. He was classified as C2: ‘Feet have 
been bad for some years. Unable to march.’

He was discharged on 12 September 1919 but may 
possibly have been a soldier on paper only up to that 
time. He had one son, Ivor, born in 1920; his wife 
Elizabeth died in 1937, and he was remarried to Emily 
Quick later that year. 

In the 1939 Register of England & Wells he is still living at the same address in Trull and working as a railway 
porter. He died in Taunton in 1967 aged 75.

South View Terrace, Trull, Somerset

Keats Mill
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Those Lost in WWII 
1939-1945
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Warrant Officer Pilot

LOUIS CLIFFORD ASHFORD
566345 Royal Air Force

(7 February 1916-8 May 1942)

Died aged 26

Buried at Milton Road Cemetery, Weston-super-Mare

Section Y, Grave 231

The Ashfords were not, despite appearances, a typical Blackdown Hills family. Jack Ashford, father of Louis (he 
seems to have been Louis to the family, and Cliff to others) had been adopted by the Gill family of Churchstanton. 

Named Noel Ashford (a Christmas Day baby), he was the illegitimate son 
of Jane Ashford, a domestic servant of Dunkeswell—no father is named on 
his birth certificate. He was born in the Honiton Workhouse in 1889 and 
lived with the Gill family at Newton Cottage in Red Lane, Churchstanton. 
It was not a good start to life; very likely his mother had no option but to 
give him up. The head of the Gill household was James, a blacksmith; by 
the time Noel appeared most of the family were grown up. By 1901 he had 
become ‘John Noel’, and by 1911 Jack, which was how everyone knew him. 

What was his connection with the Gill family? Curiously, on Clifford’s 
1916 birth certificate (registered by his mother) his name is given as ‘Jack 
Gill Ashford’. Could one of the sons have been his father? It is impossible 
to tell.

Jack had dreadful bad luck. Geoffrey Berry1  remembers his grandfather telling him that ‘[Jack] had met with 
an accident as a teenager on Corfe Hill when a cart ran backwards, and his legs were crushed by the wheel going 
over them’. Added to this he had an accident in which he lost an eye. 
Given such problems the Ashfords were consequently not well off, but 
‘[Jack] worked on the Chard roads, and dug graves and looked after the 
Churchyard at Otterford. Also chimed the bells.’

He married in 1913; his wife Dorothy was working as a kitchen maid 
at Otterhead (a house of 26 rooms—quite a contrast to the four rooms 
in which Jack was living at Flood Cottage, Churchstanton at the same 
time!) for East India Merchant William Black. She was born in 1891 in 
London, but—and again, a surprise—her adoptive parents were actors, 
Whitmore and Violet Ledger; in 1911 they were lodging with the rest of 
their theatre company in Barnsley2.

The Ashfords had four children, two boys and two girls (Winifred 
Emily and Dorothy Joyce). Louis was born on 7 February 1916; the family then were living in Moor Lane, 
Churchinford. Geoffrey Berry found a cutting dated October 1921 (probably from the Somerset County 
Gazette) telling of another misfortune: 

‘Another sadness for the Ashford family. “Otterford. Child’s Sudden Death. Great sympathy is felt 
throughout the parish with Mr and Mrs J Ashford of Birchwood whose little son, aged three and a half 
years, died after an illness of about 24 hours. It is supposed that the child [Arthur] had eaten some 
poisonous hedge berries. The funeral took place at Otterford on Thursday 27th inst.”’

By this time the Ashfords were probably living at Staple Hill Cottage (or Tar Cottage, so called because the walls 
were tarred to keep out the wet), on the main road at the end of Hornsey Lane. The cottage, now a ruin, is still 
there.

1 Local historian.
2 South Yorkshire.

Otterhead House

Honiton Workhouse, later 
Marlpits Hospital
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Louis went to school at Huish’s Grammar School in Taunton, to which he must have won a scholarship; in 1932 
he came out 37th nationally in the limited competition for aircraft apprentices entering the RAF. It must have 
felt like the way out to a new life for him.

On 10 January 1933 Louis arrived, as part of the 27th entry (he is on the 27th’s Roll of Honour), to start his 
training at RAF Halton, Buckinghamshire.

‘Following the end of WW1, Trenchard’s3 vision of a permanent RAF was published in a now famous 
memorandum which was endorsed by Winston Churchill, the Secretary of State for Air, in December 
1919. An RAF Apprentice Scheme based at Halton, was a key thrust in the paper. Trenchard believed 
that the only way to recruit high quality mechanics for the ever-more technical Service was to train them 
internally. At the heart of his vision was the recruitment of well educated boys between the ages of 15 and 
16 who, because of their resourcefulness and intelligence, could rapidly absorb the necessary technical 
training , and thereby complete their apprenticeship in 3 years, instead of the standard 5 years in civilian 
life.’ (RAF History of Halton4)

He joined No 2 Wing at Halton as an Aircraft Apprentice and completed his three-year training in January 
1936, emerging as Aircraftsman First Class. He was posted to 16 (AC) Squadron in that month, and then 
in March sent overseas to 6 (B) Squadron in the Middle East. Stationed at Ismailia on the Suez Canal and 
at Ramleh in Palestine, the Squadron was part of the force dealing with the developing problem of tensions 
between Jews and Arabs. In May 1937 Louis was promoted to Leading Aircraftsman; he returned to England 
in September 1938 to 1 RAF Depot (NE) Uxbridge, and thence in October to No 26 (T) Group:

‘No. 26 (T) Group has charge of the twenty-three Elementary and Reserve Flying Training Schools which 
are run by civilian companies for the elementary 
(formerly ab initio) training of short-service officers 
and airmen pilots before they go on to the R.A.F. 
Flying Training Schools of No. 23 (T) Group.’ 
(FlightGlobal Archive—24 May 19385)

Evidently at this point he was moving on from air 
mechanic to pilot, specifically a ferry pilot, flying planes 
from factory to Squadron or wherever was required.

By January 1939 he was back at Uxbridge, and later 
in the month joined 5 Flight Training School; he was 
promoted to Corporal in April. After spending a short 
time at 9 Air Training School in July and August, he 
returned to 5 Flight Training School and then on to No 
2 Ferry Pool in September, having been promoted to 
Sergeant. After a period at 4 Ferry Pool he moved on 
to 39 Maintenance Unit, Colerne, Wiltshire. There they 
handled Hurricanes and Spitfires, ferrying them out to 
North Africa, the Middle East and Far East.

Late in 1940 Louis married Kathleen Kay Mooney in 
Weston-super-Mare. In April 1941 he was promoted to 
Temporary Flight Sergeant, and in October to Temporary Warrant Officer Pilot, the last rank before being 
commissioned. ‘Temporary’ was a wartime convention. He moved around between 10 Maintenance Unit at 
Hullavington, 33 Maintenance Unit at Lyneham and 39 Maintenance Unit at Colerne. 

It must have seemed to Louis at this stage of his life that, despite the War, things were going his way: married, 
doing a job he no doubt loved and heading towards a commission. He was living at Trimnels Farm, Colerne, 
with his wife there too one assumes. However, it was Wartime, and things could very quickly go awry, as, sadly, 
they did for him. On Friday 8 May 1942 he was ferrying Spitfire VB W3607 from 39 MU Colerne to the Unit’s 

3 Hugh, Viscount Trenchard (1873–1956), known as ‘the Father of the RAF’.
4 https://203thebest.wixsite.com/203-entry/blank-c1h6z.
5 https://www.flightglobal.com/.
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Satellite Landing Ground at Starveal Farm, Woodstock, Oxfordshire. It seems he lost control on approaching 
to land, and crashed, dying instantaneously of multiple injuries and burns. 

An inquest was held in Woodstock, and we have a full transcript. His Colerne Squadron Leader, H Vernon 
L’Amy, giving evidence at the inquest, said that ‘The weather conditions were not ideal, and you do get bumps 
there over the trees on the approach, and this might make the machine stall. The landing ground is small 
and the speed has to be slower on this account. There is a very small factor of safety in approaching the small 
landing grounds.’

Louis was given a full military funeral at Weston-super-Mare, his wife’s hometown; there is a detailed account 
in the Somerset County Gazette. His death notice, evidently inserted by his parents, refers to him as a Test Pilot; 
although his family still believe this to be the case, there is no other evidence to substantiate it. As far as we 
understand from the records, he was a Ferry Pilot. He is buried in the Commonwealth War Graves section of 
Milton Road Cemetery, Weston-super-Mare.

His wife Kay remarried in 1949, in Weston, to Stanley Baker. His mother Dorothy died in 1957, after both 
she and Jack had gone to live with their daughter Joyce in Norton Fitzwarren, leaving Staple Hill/Tar Cottage 
abandoned.

‘A Satellite Landing Ground is typically an airfield with one or two grass runways which is designed 
throughout to be “hidden” from the sky by using woods and other natural features to hide the presence 
of aircraft and associated buildings. The landing grounds were mainly used by RAF maintenance units 
which used the areas to disperse aircraft to reduce the likelihood of attacks from the air.’ (List of Royal Air 
Force Satellite Landing Grounds6) 

6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Royal_Air_Force_Satellite_Landing_Grounds.

Mural of a Spitfire at Starveal Farm,Wooton, Oxfordshire
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Galley Boy

JAMES MUDGE
SS Opawa (Plymouth), Merchant Navy

(30 December 1921-6 February 1942)

Died aged 191

Commemorated on the Tower Hill Memorial, London

Panel 76

The Mudges were an Exeter family who came to Buckland St Mary between the Wars. They lived at Furnham 
(now known as Southern Cross) on Castle Main, not far from the Eagle Tavern2. This was a smallholding at 
that time, and they milked a few cows. Richard Smith of Buckland, whose father was friendly with the Mudges, 
can remember helping his father hand milk the cows when Mr Mudge was ill. He milked a big white cow, very 
proud until she kicked him and the bucket right out of the cow shed! Leslie Mudge, James’ father, was a land 
agent; his father in Exeter had been a builder, and his father before him a Bank Cashier, and his father a smith, 
all in Exeter, or the Exeter area, going back to at least the end of the 18th century. 

James was the oldest of three children; he was born on 30 December 1921 in Heavitree, Exeter; his father at that 
time was an auctioneer. The other two children were Joyce and Thomas. Like James, Thomas too died young, 
in 1951, but of TB; he, and their mother Caroline, are buried in Buckland St Mary. We are told that he lived in 
a summer house in the garden for the sake of his TB. Eventually, after his wife’s death, Leslie Mudge moved to 
Dorset to work as a land agent for the Yetminster estate; he died in 1969. All three children served in the War: 
Thomas was in the RNAS and Joyce a Leading Wren3.

James is likely to have been called up by 1941—remembering that he was only 18 in 1940. Why did he go into 
the Merchant Navy? Personal choice, or where he was assigned? It was a dangerous calling, at the mercy of 
German U-Boats, as became all too apparent.

Completed in April 1931, on 23 June 1931, the SS Opawa, on 
her maiden voyage from Liverpool to Auckland, took the British 
steam merchant City of Kimberley in tow near the Cook Islands, 
and arrived at Auckland on 2 July. On 6 July 1940, she was 
requisitioned by the Admiralty as troop transport but returned 
to the owner after serving four months as cargo transport. On 
14 January 1941, the SS Opawa was damaged by near misses 
during an air raid on Avonmouth.

According to Uboat.net:4

At 12.10 hours on 6 February 1942, the unescorted Opawa 
(Master Wilfred George Evans) was hit amidships by one 
torpedo from U-106 about 400 miles north-northeast of 
Bermuda. The ship had been chased since 08.32 hours and 
stopped after the hit. The U-boat dived to get closer and 
observed the launching of four lifeboats. At 14.17 hours, 
U-106 surfaced and shelled the ship with 93 rounds until 
she sank at 14.59 hours. However, 54 crew members and two 
gunners were lost. The master and 14 crew members were 
picked up by the Dutch steam merchant Hercules and landed 
at New York.

1 He was actually aged 20 when he died.
2 From 2020 La Campagna.
3 Women’s Royal Naval Service.
4 https://uboat.net/.

Merchant Seamen’s Memorial at Tower Hill
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According to the Mercantile Marine website:5

Opawa at 10,354 tons was commanded by Captain W.G. Evans. Opawa was sunk with a tragic loss of life, 
two engineers were killed in the explosion and three of her lifeboats carrying fifty-four crew members 
were lost without trace. She had loaded 4,000 tons of copper and 2,000 tons of sugar in Australia, sailed to 
New Zealand and loaded refrigerated cargo, lamb, butter and 1,533 bales of wool, sailing from Lyttleton 
via Panama Canal on 6 January 1942 for the UK proceeding independent. 6 February 400 miles north east 
of Bermuda and 430 miles from Halifax, she was torpedoed by a U-boat, there was a terrific explosion 
wrecking the engine room, the steering gear was jammed, the main engines and all auxiliary pumps 
electrics all power failed, causing complete blackout of lighting and wireless power; the ship broached 
to. The engineers on duty were killed instantly. The ship’s company were mustered at boat stations and 
were cleared and lowered to abandon ship. Captain Evans then decided to reboard the ship to send a 
distress message and salvage some navigational instruments and gather some warm clothing as most 
were scantily clad, as they approached the ship the U-boat surfaced and started firing shells into her 
before she started to sink. Opawa was now well ablaze, the U-boat now moved off without contacting the 
boat crews. The ship turned slowly on her port side and sank quietly, bow first.

400 miles from land, cold, wet, with the rain coming down, they decided to shape course for Bermuda. 
The boats parted company due to the heavy seas and swell running. 8 February the boat was experiencing 
high seas and gale 8 force winds, the hand pump was kept going to clear the boat of water as it was 
pooping and shipping water, it became impossible to heave to, all attempts failing, the sea and swell was 
running thirty feet high, the men complained of swollen feet and knees, and for six days were soaked 
through. The boat had plenty of food and water to last for twenty-five days.

11 February ‘We sighted a large ship but she did not see us. At seven o’clock that night another ship was 
sighted, flares were burned and she put about.’ The fifteen survivors of Opawa were taken aboard the 
Dutch steamer Hercules and landed in New York on 13 February seven days after she was torpedoed. No 
trace of the other boats was ever found and it was concluded they had foundered in heavy weather, with 
the loss of fifty four officers and men, another tragic disaster for the company.6

SS Opawa was fatally damaged on 6 February 1942 by a torpedo fired by German submarine at position 38° 21' 
N, 61° 13' W and sunk by gunfire. 

James is commemorated on the Merchant Seamen’s Memorial at Tower Hill in London, and on his brother 
Thomas’s grave in Buckland St Mary churchyard: ‘Lost at Sea Feb 1942 Aged 20’.

The reports of his death did not appear in the papers until September 1942—a long wait for his family from 
his death in February; in the list of other local Merchant seamen lost are two others from SS Opawa: William 
Redwood, Chief Officer, and John Workman, Third Electrician.

    

5 https://www.benjidog.co.uk/MiscShips/Opawa.html.
6 This information comes by kind permission of Brian Watson, owner of the Benjidog Ship Histories 
Website. A fuller version is available on the website.

Thomas Mudge’s grave at Buckland St Mary 
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Page 132: Weeping Window at the Tower of London 2014
Paul Cummins to a design by Tom Piper

Blood Swept Lands and Seas of Red at the Tower of London 2014
Paul Cummins to a design by Tom Piper
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Liberator Plane Crash

The article below appeared in The Times 23 November 1945. 

The following appeared in the Somerset County Herald—24 November 1945

TWENTY-SEVEN KILLED IN SOMERSET ’PLANE CRASH 

R.A.F. LIBERATOR STRIKES HILLSIDE IN A FOG 

ARMY PERSONNEL ON WAY TO INDIA 

Names and addresses of the 27 victims of the Liberator crash at Castle Neroche, on the Blackdown Hills, 
Somerset, which occurred Thursday at about 11 a.m. had not been revealed yesterday by the R.A.F. and Army 
authorities. 

They are anxious that the next-of kin of all of them shall be officially notified before they hear from any other 
source.

It is known, however, that the 27 victims—26 died practically outright and one died in the ambulance on the 
way to hospital—were five members the Liberator’s crew and 22 British Army personnel. 

It is understood that four were British military officers attached to the Indian Army and that the 18 other ranks 
belonged to the Royal Corps of Signals. One officer is believed to be a Somerset man and the homes of the other 
21 military personnel are in many parts of the country. 

FROM MERRYFIELD AERODROME 

The Liberator, of R.A.F. Transport Command, was bound for India, where some of the passengers were returning 
from leave and others were being posted. 

The crash occurred shortly after the Liberator had taken off from Merryfield, an R.A.F. station near llminster, 
a few miles away. 

The ’plane did not clear the hilltop, but struck a high hedge and was smashed and burnt out. There was no eye-
witness, but Mr. George Hill and Mr. L. Lindley, who live in the district, heard an explosion and were soon on 
the spot. The only one still alive died on the way to hospital. 

Consolidated Liberator C Mk VIII
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Parts of the ’plane fell on the side road, which was blocked, but the bodies were in a field near the major portion 
of the wreckage. 

STRUCK A HEDGE 

Mrs. H. J. White, wife of the licensee of the Castle Inn, Buckland St. Mary, said: “It was very foggy over the hill 
at the time. Our house is almost in direct line with the point where the crash occurred and might have been hit 
if the ’plane had continued flying a little longer at about the same height. Evidently the ’plane struck a hedge 
on the side of the hill.” 

Probable cause: ‘The captain completed the first turn to the left after takeoff at a too low altitude, about 800 
feet instead of the minimum 1,500 feet as mentioned in the departure procedures. Low visibility due to poor 
weather conditions was considered as a contributory factor.’1 [The hill is approximately 890 feet.]

On 23 June 2000 a memorial stone was placed in Hare Lane, Buckland St Mary at the sight of the crash. It was 
attended by local and Polish dignitaries.

Victims of the crash

Royal Air Force

Flight Lieutenant L. MIELECKI (pilot)

Flying Officer G. J. MYERS (co-pilot)

Flight Sergeant J. BRZEZINSKI (flight engineer)

Flying Officer A. WIZE (wireless operator)

Flying Officer S. KLEYBOR (navigator)

Captain H. C. BUCK MC (1st Punjab Regiment)

Lieutenant P. BILES (Royal Indian Army Service Corps)

Lieutenant A. G. QUICK (Indian Signal Corps)

Major H. W. G. STAUNTON (Indian Medical Service)

Royal Corps of Signals

Signalman R. C. ANDERSON

Signalman R. O. ANDERSON

Signalman J. ATTWOOD

Signalman D. B. BENJAMIN

Signalman A. BIRCH

Signalman J. BREWIS

Signalman W. CHARLTON

Signalman A. . CLARK

Signalman L. J. CURRY

Signalman H. DONOVAN

Signalman L. DOWNES

Signalman L. R. DYER

The memorial in Hare Lane

Signalman P. B. FAIRBURN

Signalman R. D. FARRANCE

Driver (i/c) B. W. FOX

Signalman F. W. GENT

Signalman O. WILLIAMS

Signalman R. E. C. WILLIAMS
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Silver War Badge

Medals awarded to the men of Buckland St Mary for service in the Great War 
1914-1918

1914-1915 Star British War Medal

India General Service Medal Territorial Forces Medal

Victory Medal 

Gold Wound Stripe
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The Regimental Cap Badges of the Buckland St Mary men

Army Service Corps Bedfordshire Regiment Cambridgeshire Regiment

Duke of Cornwall’s LI Devonshire Regiment Somerset Light Infantry

Dorsetshire Regiment King’s Own Yorkshre LI Labour Corps

Machine Gun Corps Merchant Navy Middlesex Regiment
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Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve

Royal Engineers Royal Flying Corps

South Wales Borderers

Sappers and Miners

Tank Corps

Royal Marine Light 
Infantry

Northumberland Regiment The Queen’s Royal West Surrey 
Regiment

Royal Air Force

Royal Field Artillery
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Dulce et Decorum est

Bent double, like old beggars under sacks,
Knock-kneed, coughing like hags, we cursed through sludge,
Till on the haunting flares we turned our backs,
And towards our distant rest began to trudge.
Men marched asleep. Many had lost their boots,
But limped on, blood-shod. All went lame, all blind;
Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the hoots
Of gas-shells dropping softly behind.

Gas! GAS! Quick, boys!—An ecstasy of fumbling
Fitting the clumsy helmets just in time,
But someone still was yelling out and stumbling
And flound’ring like a man in fire or lime.—
Dim through the misty panes and thick green light,
As under a green sea, I saw him drowning.

In all my dreams before my helpless sight
He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning.

If in some smothering dreams, you too could pace
Behind the wagon that we flung him in,
And watch the white eyes writhing in his face,
His hanging face, like a devil’s sick of sin,
If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood
Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs,
Obscene as cancer,
Bitter as the cud
Of vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues,–
My friend, you would not tell with such high zest
To children ardent for some desperate glory,
The old Lie: Dulce et decorum est
Pro patria mori.

Wilfred Owen



Peace

Now, God be thanked Who has matched us with His hour,
And caught our youth, and wakened us from sleeping,
With hand made sure, clear eye, and sharpened power,
To turn, as swimmers into cleanness leaping,
Glad from a world grown old and cold and weary,
Leave the sick hearts that honour could not move,
And half-men, and their dirty songs and dreary,
And all the little emptiness of love!

Oh! we, who have known shame, we have found release there,
Where there’s no ill, no grief, but sleep has mending,
Naught broken save this body, lost but breath;
Nothing to shake the laughing heart's long peace there
But only agony, and that has ending;
And the worst friend and enemy is but Death.

Rupert Brooke



‘From Buckland St Mary there went into HM’s forces about seventy men from a population of about 450.  
Of these sixteen joined voluntarily all the remainder, except those underage at the time attested under Lord 
Derby’s scheme …1

 
… On the outbreak of war several ladies of the village took a course of sick nursing and ambulance work 
and being thus qualified they did most useful work at the V.A.D.2 hospital at Ilminster. The women of the 
parish were organised by Mesdames Lance and Pott and met weekly for the purpose of making pillowcases 
and moss bags for splints, several hundred of which, were sent to a collection station.’ (The Western Gazette)

1 See page 7.
2 Voluntary Aid Detachment.
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Futility

Move him into the sun—
Gently its touch awoke him once,
At home, whispering of fields half-sown.
Always it woke him, even in France,
Until this morning and this snow.
If anything might rouse him now
The kind old sun will know.

Think how it wakes the seeds—
Woke once the clays of a cold star.
Are limbs, so dear-achieved, are sides
Full-nerved, still warm, too hard to stir?
Was it for this the clay grew tall?
—O what made fatuous sunbeams toil
To break earth’s sleep at all?

Wilfred Owen
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